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Preface, 1962

My title is going to arouse immediate objections from various
classes of readers. Historicists will protest that every age has its
own philosophical problems-how vain to look for any answer to
modern problems, right or wrong, on the part of medieval
writers! Yet my title is a claim to have found theories about the
same problems of reference and generality in both medieval and
modern logicians.
Again, it is a popular view that modern formal logic has application only to rigorous disciplines like algebra, gcometry, and
mcel~anics;not to arguments in a vcri~aciilarabout inorc honiely
conccms (like the amusing examples about policeinen, politicians, and crooks in Quine's Methods of Logic). The reason
offered would be the complex and irregular logical syntax of
vernacular languages. This view is held, not only by the
philosophers of ordinary language, but also by some formal logicians whose main interest is mathematical. Now medieval logic
is an attempt to state formal rules for inferences performed in
medieval Latin-a
language just as complex and irregular as
everyday English. T o the critics I am now discussing, this medieval enterprise must appear misconceived, and my own doubly
misconceived.
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Again, somcbody might object on Carnapian lines that one
cannot philosophize just about '1anguagc'-that pl~ilosopl~ical
theses must bc nladc to rclatc to thc logical syntax of a particular
language, c.g. mcdicval Latin. It is fairly casy to answcr this
objection. In spite of what sorlle eccentric linguists and some
people ignorant of the history of languages may have said, the
general syntactical resemblances between English and medieval
Latin arc far more important than the differences that impress a
superficial obscrvcr (c.g. the greater number of inflections in
Latin). The cause of these resemblances is, of course, that English and Latin both bclong to thc Indo-European family; htlt
tlicy Ilavc ~ n r l c lmorc
~
tl~ana n I~istoricalintcrcst. For what is
ir~~portant
about a sign is not its outward guise but the use that is
made of it; an English word is the same word whether it be
written or spoken or transmitted in Morse code. And thc uses of
an English word often run so far parallel to those of a Latin word
that as signs the two words are to all intents identical.
intcrcsting-thc cnlployJust this is what is l~liilosopl~ically
ment of a word in a given sign-function, which may occur in
many languages. It does not matter whether the word that does
the job is "omnis" or "cvery"; what mattcrs is the job donc.
Inquiry into ctyrnology and sense-history and fine points of idiom
is not the busincss of philosophy, even if amateur linguistics has
recently been practiced by philosophers. In point of fact, none of
the medieval discussions I shall cite will lose any of their force
through being made to relate to English translations of Latin
sentences and arguments rather than to the Latin originals; and I
shall not assume even a schoolboy knowledge of Latin grammar.
I shall, however, often be obliged just to take over some medieval
technical term, because no current term would be an adequate
substitute; whenever I do this I shall try to explain, or at least
illustrate, how the term was used.
T h e only difference between English and Latin syntax that will
have any importance for us is that Latin has no article, definite or
indefinite. A medieval logician could not puzzle himself over the
role of "a" in "I met a man", since the Latin sentence has no
word for "a". (The Latin numeral word for "one" is indeed sometimes used by medieval writers to mean not "one" but merely

I

I

I

I

I

"a", as happcns with the corresponding words in German and the
Romancc languages; this is common in William of Ockham and
in Buridan. But so far as I know they were never self-conscious
about this use; it is not noticed in their discussions of logical
examples.) Ncverthelcss, as we shall see, the lack of an indefinite
article in Latin did not prevent the development of a theory
remarkably similar to the theory expounded in Russell's Principles of Mathematics about 'denoting' phrases of the form "an A".
The lack of a definite article, on the other hand, means that no
'theory of definite descriptions' may be looked for in medieval
writcrs.
111 vicw, Iiowcvcr, of t l ~ csyntactical siniilaritics bctwccn English and medieval Latin, the historicist objection to my undertaking breaks down over other concrete examples. Consider this
problem: If "cvery man" has reference to every man, and if a
reflexive pronoun has the same reference as the subject of the
verb, how can "Evcry man sccs cvcry man" he a diffcrcnt statemcnt from "Evcry man sccs l~imself"?'l'llc actual sentcnces just
given are English ones, but they stand in strict syntactical correspondence, word for word, with the Latin ones discussed by
rncdicval logicians, and thc problcm is just thc samc. If a modern
logician were debarred from discussing this problem for lack of a
medieval Weltanschauung, then modern algebraists ought equally
to feel debarred from discussing the problems of Diophantus.
I shall not here argue against the people who wish to deny
formal logic any application to arguments in everyday language,
for the whole book will refute them by being such an application.
I have no quarrel with logicians whose interests are predominantly mathematical, so long as they do not positively oppose
other applications of formal logic, so long as they do not perversely attempt to cut logic off from roots that long have
nourished it and still do. At its very origins formal logic was used
by Aristotle and the Stoics to appraise ordinary arguments; it has
been so used whenever it has flourished; it still is so used by
distinguished modern logicians like Prior and Quine.
The 'ordinary language' philosophers, who want to keep the
estate they claim strictly preserved against the poaching of formal
logicians, are, I think, people with a vested interest in confusion.
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One of them, I remember, compared formal logicians to map
makers who should try to map everything in constructible
geometrical figures; no doubt he forgot that countries actually are
mapped by triangulation. It is no accident that the argument
devised in Oxford against the Frege-Russell analysis of existence
statements has been eagerly seized upon by theologians wedded
to nonsensical doctrines about Being-little as such an application would please the authors of the argument.
The extension I am giving to the- term "n~edieval logic" is
practically the same as that which Moody gives it in his Truth
and Consequence in Mediaeval Logic; namely, the logic taught in
the Arts faculties at Oxford and Paris, which flourished particularly in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. I shall also cite
the writings of Aquinas, both as evidence for the doctrine of the
contemporary formal logicians (sophistae) and also because,
though Aqi~inaswas not a logician ex profess0 and never wrote a
Summa logicae, his views on the philosophy of logic are often of
the highest value.
A principle that I have repeatedly used to eliminate false
theories of reference is the principle that the reference of an
expression E must be specifiable in some way that does not
involve first determining whether the proposition in which E
occurs is true. The first explicit statement of this principle that I
have found is in Buridan's Sophismata (c.vi, sophisma v); the
principle might suitably be called Buridan's Law.
The substance of this book was first delivered as a course of
lectures in Blackfriars, Oxford, while I was acting as deputy for
the University Reader in Medieval Philosophy in Trinity term
1957; I am most grateful to the University of Oxford for inviting
me, and to the Prior and Community of Blackfriars for the use of
their aula. I have since discussed the topics of the book extensively in a seminar at Cornell University during the fall term
1959-1960 and cannot adequately say how much the book owes
to the suggestions and criticisms of those who took part in the
discussions. I wish also to express my gratitude to the staff of the
Cornell University Library for procuring me photographic copies
of rare medieval logic books. Chapters One and Two appeared in
a rather different form in Mind of January 1956 and October

1950 respectively; the Editor has kindly allowed me to reprint this
material.
P. T. GEACH
University of Birmingham
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Preface, 1980

Reference and Generality has now been in print since 1962. In
previous reprintings only minor changes could be made; even
thong11 the reprint in 1968 was called an emended edition, it
contained only minor ernendations cxcept in sections 2 0 and 3 1.
I aln grateful for the opportunity afforded me by Cornell University Press to effect more radical repairs.
In Chapter One I had strangely omitted to state and criticize
the two rules against fallacy that were supposed to be the main
usc of the "distributedlundistributed" contrast: the 'illicit process'
rule and tllc 'undistril>utcd middle' rulc. A ncw scction 13 is now
devotcd to thcse rules. Othcr changes that descrve mcntion here
wcrc motivated by my wish to do justice to the memory of Neville
Kcyncs; his Formnl Logic was thc first logic book I read, with that
exccllcnt teacher my father, Professor George Hcnder Gcach,
before we moved on to Principia Mathematica; I count it extreme good fortune to have begun with such a teacher and such a
textbook. It distressed me very much that from my criticizing the
doctrine of distribution as it occurs in Keynes, reviewers concluded that I had a low opinion of Keynes, and that he was one of
the 'fools' referred to elsewhere in this book. In fact I was acting
011a principle I learned from Wittgenstcin: to criticize a position

effectively, attack it in its strongest form. I could have quoted
statements of thc doctrine of distribution from any one of a dozen
current bad logic texts; I chose Keynes's statement because he was
likely to make out the best possible case for the doctrine.
Many attempted defenses of the doctrine have come to my
notice since 1962; but I think they are one and all either invalid
or irrelevant. I call irrelevant those defenses which construct a
theory quite alien to the tradition but labeled with the old name.
This is like a patent medicine manufacturer with an old family
rcrncdy whosc one activc ingredient has turned out to be noxious:
he removes the activc ingredient, replaces it by one at least harmless, and thcn announces, "This finc old remedy is now preparcd
on a new formula, in accordance with current medical trends."
So I have commented on none of the defenses, and withdrawn
none of my strictures in response; indeed, I have added a few
more.
In Chapter Two I have tried to clarify the role played in sentences by such phrases as "tllis man" and the contribution made
by criteria of identity to the sense of proper and common names.
There is also a new emphasis on the important distinction between a name for an A and a name of an A; the verbal expression
I have used for this is my own choice, but the need to bring out
the distinction was impressed on me by the many discussions I
have had with Dr. Harold Noonan of Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
The sections most affected by these changes are sections 32, 34,
and 35. I rearranged the matter of sections 30 and 31.
T h c only major cl~angcin Chaptcr T l ~ r c cis in section 36. I
there explain 'referring' phrases as a species of what I now call
"applicatival phrases"; and I now supply a diffcrcntia for this
specics that makes "n~ost"or "aln~ostcvery" phrases belong to the
spccies along with "some" and "every" phrases. T h e similarity of
thc quantifier "most" to the classical quantifiers is thus further
strcssed; and some awkward passages later on, in which "most"
phrases had to be treated like 'referring' phrases although my
explanation excluded them from that class, could now be streamlined.
In Chapter Four I have completely rewritten section 56, on the
dictum de omni. When I first wrote it, and for long afterward, 1

shared a prevalent confusion between two kinds of logical rules:
schematic rules, which directly give us valid schemata or patterns
of inference, and thematic rules, which show us how to start with
valid argument(s) and derive from thence a new valid argument.
This led to a muddled exposition of the dictum; I have now
removed the muddle and made all the consequential changes
required by the new exposition; these particularly affected sections 57, 58, and 59.
In Chapter Five I have revised my account of how, and in what
sense, substantival general terms may be defined, and have therefore rewritten sections 74 and 75. Section 82 came in for revision
because of the new account of the dictum de omni.
In Chapter Six I have eliminated the notorious example of
Heraclitus' dip in the river. This had the disadvantage that in the
phrases "the same river" and "the same water" one noun is a
count noun, the other a mass term. I do not think anyone as yet
has a satisfactory theory of mass ter~us;certainly I liavc not. By
changing to an example with two count nouns I make it possible
to concentrate on what is essential for my purpose. This change
affects sections 91, 95, and 98. I have also reworked section 92,
with an improved criticism of Frege's theory concerning Zahlangaben and one-one correspondence. I feel too uncertain on problems of intentionality to have made more than small alterations
in what I have said on this topic; I could not be conficle~itthat my
second thoughts would be better than my first.
As regards lists, the subject matter of Chapter Seven, I ought to
remark that lists clo not for111a speci;il category of expressio~is:it is
simply that somcti~iiesa predicable can admit into an argumentplace either a single name, or several names at a time all on a
level. This idea of a logical procedure's being applicable to more
or fewer arguments is familiar in propositional logic; this is a
feature of "and" and of "or" and of "neither. . . nor. . ." in the
vernacular, and of Wittgenstein's operator "N" in the Tractatus.
Actual changes in the text of Chapter Seven were made for two
main reasons. T h e less important reason was that I found it
convenient to discuss two sorts of exclusive proposition, which I
have called unrestricted and restricted; examples of the two sorts
would respectively be: "Only a man can laugh" and "Among
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men, only Adam and Eve had no father". The recognition of
restricted exclusive propositions enabled me to improve some of
the analyses given in section 108 and to clear up some unfinished
business from Chapter Five about introducing names via "A that
is P" phrases. The last paragraph of section 108, being concerned
with the pronouns "the same" and "(an)otherWrather than with
"only", is now the beginning of section 109, which continues
discussion of those pronouns; section 109 has been expanded
slightly at the end-also, I hope, clarified.
The major change is that I have canceled the inconclusive
final paragraph of the book and replaced it by a new section 1 lo,
in which I discuss how a proper name for an A relates to the
is the samc A as -"
. Slow as I have 11cen to
predicable
take the point, it seems clear that on r~iygeneral view of numbers
and identity it is quite useless, indeed nonsensical, to characterizc a propcr namc as a name whose sense restricts it to naming
only one thing; instead, what has to be explained is a name's
being a proper name for a n A; and such a name may be a shared
namc of several Bs, so long as each such B is the same A as any
other. I thus came to accept the view of LeSniewski and other
Polish logicians that there is no distinct syntactical category of
Prooer names. Whether a name is a proper name depends on the
kind of thing it is a namc for, and this is a mattcr of its sense, not
of its syntactical category; in syntax there is only the category of
names. (I must not therefore be taken to agree with the followers
of LcSnicwski on other matters; they acl\locate a sopliisticatcd
version of the two-name doctri~icof predication, wl~icliI firmly
reject.)
A consequential change is that I can no longer hold, as I did in
earlier editions of the book, to the line that empty proper names
are inadmissible, but empty names that are not proper names are
admissible. This has required some rewriting of section 106 and
cancellation of a paragraph in section 108. I now hold the Fregean view that in logic empty names are always inadmissible.
Apart from these structural repairs and alterations I have tried
to do a thorough spring-cleaning of the whole fabric. Part of this
tidying-up has been an improved system of bibliograpliical references, including (as many readers have requested) more refer'I-
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cnccs to such ~ncdievalsource books as arc readily accessible in
modern printed cditions.
Of all those who havc helped m e during these years, I owc
special mention to Prior and Quine for constant friendship,
intcrest, and support.
7 ' 1 ~book has I~cenmuch criticized; in revising it I havc done
littlc to ])lease most of its critics, nor have I wished to d o so.
Wrong views of rcfcrcncc are prevalent in the world of philosophy, and I could not conciliate committed partisans of these. I
havc been gratified, however, to notice over the years that some
of my ideas and my terms of art have been favorably noticed by
linguists, professionally concerned as they are with patiently unraveling the tangled skein of language.
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'I'hc traditional doctrine of distribution is commonly acccptcd withoi~texamination.
Kcyncs's fornltllation nccds to bc an~cndcd,bccausc hc
confusedly uses schematic letters like "S" to represent
both general terms and singular designations of classes.
What difference is supposed to exist between the relations of denoting and of referring to?
We cannot coherently take "some man" to refer to some
man.
A person who uses thc words "somc man" may be referring to some particular man, but what he actually says
does not convcy this reference.
An argurncnt of Miss Anscombe's shows that at any rate
there could not be just one way that "son~cman" referred to some man. This robs the doctrine of its intuitive si~nplicit~.
The idea that speaking of some men leaves us 'in ignorance with regard to the remainder' has been refuted by
Keynes himself, and cannot serve to explain the nondistribution of thc tern1 "man" or "men".
"No men" assuredly does not refer to no men or to a
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class consisting of o men. We should equally doubt the
view that "all men" refers to all men and "some men" to
some men.
In a thoroughgoing class reading of categoricals there is
no place for distribution.
T h e question whether a predicate term is distributed or
undistributed does not really make sense.
This is specially manifest for the predicate terms of singular propositions.
T h e traditional 'proofs' that particular negative propositions have distributed predicate terms contain gross
fallacies.
T h e rules against 'illicit process' and 'undistributed
middle' are ~ ~ n s o u n d .
A medieval example shows that these rulcs do not in
general supply a workable test for validity.
Hamilton's quantification of the predicate (apart from
his incidental mistakes) would I>ea natural extension of
the doctrine of distribution. But a difficulty about simple
conversion exposes a radical defect in the doctrine.
T h e doctrine of distribution is thus quite indefensible.
TWO

Subject and Predicate

"Subject" and "predicate" in this work are always linguistic terms. Provisional explanation of these terms.
It is convenient to say that an expression is a predicable
when it can be attached to a subject, a predicate only
when it actually is so attached.
In predicating we are not necessarily making an assertion
or statement. Advantages and disadvantages of the term
"proposition".
Names can be recognized from their use in acts of naming.
Proper names are parts of the language in which they are
embedded.
T h e role of demonstrative pronouns in simple assertoric
sentences.
A subject may be picked out of a proposition as an expression that could be linked up with an act of naming.
A proposition may admit of more than one subjectpredicate analysis.
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'rhe nanlc rcfcrs to its hcarer regardless of tirne.
We got a predicate by removing a proper name from a
proposition.
Names and predicables, referring to and being true of,
are irreducibly different.
T h c 'Aristotelian' doctrine is conftlsed as regards the 110tion of 'term', and as to the role of the copula. T h e
two-name theory of ~redicationis demonstrably wrong.
T h e modern theory of varieties of copula is equally erroneous.
Stlbstantival and adiectival terms.
T h e problem whether there can be negative terms.
When can substantial general terms occur as logical
subjects?
A proper name can never be used prcdicativcly.
T h e use of proper names as logical subjects seems to
involve a subject-use of substantival general terms.
How docs such a term refer to the several objects it can
be used to name?
THREE

Referring Phrases

Explanation of the term "referring phrase". The relation
of referring phrases to lists of proper names.
Russellian and medieval theories of referring phrases and
their various modes of reference.
These theories were unnecessarily complicated by bringing in concepts 'meant' by referring phrases and (in Russell's case) nonrelational 'combinations' of objects.
T h e multiply ambiguous term "denoting" is best
avoided. Supoositio.
A referring phrase is only a quasi subject, not a subject.
Frege's analysis of propositions containing referring
phrases.
T h e 'scope' of referring phrases.
T h e canceling-out fallacy.
T h e modes of reference of "some" and "any" phrases.
Confused suppositio-the
mode of reference of "a"
phrases.
Referring phrases do not require namely-riders if their
suppositio is confused.
C o n f ~ ~ s esuppositio
d
and disjunctions of proper names.
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A paralogism of Berkeley's explained in terms of confused suppositio.
T h e mode of reference of "e\~cry"phrases: conjunctive
suppositio.
This kind of suppositio, as distinct from the distributive
suppositio of "any" phrases, was not noticed by niost
medieval logicians, but was so by Russell.
My explanation fits almost all Russell's examples of referring phrases.
Russell's attempted explanation of the distinction bctween "any" and "every" is diffcrent, but is anyhow inconsistent with his own examples.
T h e distinction between "evcry" and "any" enables us to
avoid fallacies.
It will, lio\\~cvcr,be shown that this no more justifies us
in accepting tlie doctrine of suppositio than the fallaciousness of syllogisn~swith 'undistributed middle' justified our accepting tlie doctrine of distribr~tion.
FOUR

The Shipwreck of a Theory

Truth-conditions for propositions tliat contain referring
phrases formed with the applicativc "son~e", "any",
"most", "every", or "a".
lixposition of the dictum de omni principle.
By applying the dictum de omni to "niost" phrases, we
clear up an old puzzle.
Apparent esccptions to tlie dictunz de omni, whcrc we
are dealing with portmanteau propositions.
'4 proposition may be an apparent exception because it is
not genuinely formed, as it appears to be, by attaching a
predicable to a referring phrase as quasi subject. Illustrations \vith "most", "a", and "every" phrases.
At first sight the medieval or Russellian type of theory
seems to give a very good account of propositions got by
filling the blanks of a t\vo-place predicable with referring
phrascs.
If, l~o\\'cvcr,we fill up the two blanks with a "some"
I'lxasc and a n "any" phr;~se,tlie r11lcs land us in difficulty.
Russell and the medievals could dodge this difficulty
\\fit11supplementary rules.
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63 These rules are awkward and artificial, and no such
64
65
66

67

device would remove a similar difficulty over a pair of
"most" phrascs.
T h e key to our problem is that the order of insertion of
the two phrases into the proposition niakes a difference.
William of Shenvood unwittingly attained this conception.
T h e fallacies tliat the referring-phrase theory sought to
avoid, and the apparent exceptions to the dictum de
omni that it generates, can all be dealt with in terms of
the two notions: order of filling up, and scope. W e may
therefore reject the alleged distinction between "any"
and "every", and between "some" and "a".
O u r results help us to understand the modern symbolism
of
and bound variables.
FIVE

Pronominal Reference: Relative Pronouns

Further remarks on the relation of bound variables to
pronouns in the vernacular.
Logically and gramnlatically relative pronouns.
Defining and qualifying relative clauses. A provisional
account of the difference.
Arc complex terms of the forni " A that is P" genuine
logical units?
Reasons for denying this: in such phrases we have to split
up "that" into a connective (not always the same one)
and a logically relative pronoun, and with this the whole
appearance of a complex term vanishes like a mirage.
"Such that" is an all-purpose connective whose ambiguity is resolved contextually.
Cannot definitions of terms be given in the form "A that
is P"? Solution of this difficulty. All names, and all
substantival terms, are syntactically simple.
Proper narnes and definite descriptions.
Do relative pronouns ever pick up a reference made by a
term used elsewhere? 'Pronouns of laziness' may, but
others d o not.
A sort of example givcn 11y Strawson is IIO esccption.
W e must be cautious over classifjling a pronoun as one
of laziness.
Somctimcs tlie work of pronouns answering to bound
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variables is work that could be done by the logical constants of the calculus of relations-which
shows how
superficial tlie jargon of "variable" and "constant" really
IS.

80 A reflexive pronoun does not have the same reference as
its antecedent.
81 Walter Burleigh on the suppositio of reflexive pronouns.
82 A reflexive pronoun cannot be taken as filling up one
blank in a two- or many-place predicable.
83 Rather, a reflexive pronoun fills up both places in a
two-place predicable, but its own requirement for an
antecedent reintroduces an empty place. This account is
easily extended to many-place predicables. T h e matter
illustrated by diagrams.
84 There are connected puzzles about those uses of bound
variables which correspond to the use of reflexive pronouns.
SIX

85
86
87

88

89

90

91
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94
95
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98

Pronominal Reference: Indefinite Pronouns

List of the pronouns to be discussed-a miscellaneous
lot.
"Anything, everything, something" and the noun
"thing".
W e might try splitting up "something that is F" into
"some" and "thing-that is F"; here "tl~ing-that" wo11ld
be a logically simple sign with the role of transforming a
predicable "is F" into something that can occur in subject position.
This might be used to explain the systematic anibigr~ity
wIiercl,y a substantival general term can shift about between subject and predicate position.
But to take "thing that is F" as a sort of complex name is
open to some of the objections raised in section 72 to a
similar view of "A that is F".
Analyzing away this sort of phrase leaves us once more
with unanalyzed occurrences of "anything", "something",
and the like.
Are phrases like "any A" and "some A" analyzable in
terms of tlie corresponding "-thing" pronoklns ant1
~ncrcly~,rcdic;~tivc
occurrcllccs of "A"? I ~ e a s o ~to
l s tlcny
this.

Frege's views on identity and countability.
An alternative vicw of ~mrestrictedquantifiers.
Application of this vicw to quantifiers that reach into an
oratio obliqua clansc.
Qiiantifiers with proper-na111c variables and with
general-term variables. These two sorts of quantifier relate to the same entities. Proper-name variables can
occur in a language that includes no proper names.
T h e error of Quine's slogan "To be is to be the value of a
variable". Only predicable expressions can fill the blank
in "There is -"; and empty proper names, unlike
empty predicables, have no place in language used to
convey information.
Empty proper names in oratio obliqua clai~sesconstitute
only an apparent exception.
T h e forms "For some x, x is F", "There is something
that is F", "Something or other is F", "There exists
something that is F", are in very many cases equivalent.
SEVEN

99
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The Logic of Lists

Lists of proper names; their mode of significance. A
proper name is a one-item list.
T h e modification of a predicable by an applicative (of a
certain class) yields a prerlical,lc that can 1,c attaclied to
an arbitrarily long list as subject; the truth-condition of
this predication is that a certain disirlnction of conjr~nctions of singular propositions should be true.
T h e interpretation of predicates that take lists as subjects,
for the degenerate case of one-item lists.
It is only an incidental effect of applicatives to remove
ambiguities in truth-conditions.
Solution of an old puzzle about supNsitio. There is no
need to ascribe to a list various modes of reference; one
must 'separate the concept all from the truth-function'.
Generalization of our results to many-placc predicables
and to lists of arbitrary finite length.
A substantival general term can take the place of a list as
;I logical s1111jcct;it is
itself a logical suhjcct ;11ld docs
not go wit11 an applicativc to form a quasi sul)jcct.
Truth-conditions for catcgoricals \\it11 empty general
tcrms as logical subjects.
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The Doctrine of bistribution

Before modern quantification theory, logic books would sig1.
nify a term's logical quantity by prefixing "all" or "any" or "every", or on the other hand "some". It was held that when a
general term, say "man", is used in making a statement, the
statement is not fully understood unless we know how much of
the extension of the term the statement covers-the whole extension, any and every man, or just part of the extension, some man
or men. This question "how n~uch?"is answered by noticing the
signs "all", "any", "every", or again "some", prefixed to the term;
so these are quantifiers or signs of logical quantity, universal or
particular as the case may be. The use of the verb "quantify" and
the noun "quantification" in this connection appears to derive
from Sir William Hamilton.
This doctrine of the quantifiers is a part of the traditional
doctrine of distribution. Now the concept of distribution has a
very peculiar position in logic. Although this concept is used by
people who think Aristotelian logic is the only logic a philosopher
ought to recognize, it was wholly unknown to Aristotle; there is
no Greek word for "distributed" or "distribution", and the appearance of such terminology in the Oxford translation of the
Organon is just a mistake. Aristotle never tests the validity of
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syllogisms and inferences by rules of distribution; he has entirely
different tests. Eukasiewicz's work on Aristotle's syllogistic rightly
makes no mention of distribution.
Logicians have indeed bcen remarkably incurious as to thc
origin and validity of the distribution doctrine; one textbook
writer will simply copy the stuff about distribution from another.
This practice is not confined to traditional 'Aristotelian'
textbooks; such elementary textbooks of modern symbolic logic as
include a treatment of syllogistic (rightly regarded as a valid,
though restricted, formal theory) commonly include the doctrine
of distribution as something unquestionably correct, even if other
details of the 'Aristotelian' tradition (e.g. the validity of Darapti)
are called in question.

some individual(s) among those denoted by the term, but wc are
left in ignorance about thc rcst of thcm." 'This rewording would
not introducc any conccpt or doctrine that Keynes would object
to; it would si~nplymakc thc position clcarcr by not raising irrclevant puzzles about classes.
Keynes, like many writers, plays fast and loose in his use of
schematic letters like "S" and "P"; you find, for example, in onc
and the samc context thc phrase "cvcry S", which rcquircs that
"S" be rcad as a general term like "man", and the phrase "the
wholc of S", which requires that "S" be a singular designation of
a class taken collectively, like "the class of men"; obviously
"man" and "the class of men" are wholly different sorts of expression. T h e term "class namc", which may be applied to either sort
of expression, serves only to perpetuate conf~~sion,
and I shall
avoid it. I shall also avoid the phrase "all S", as in "All S is P";
for here also "S" may be taken as a general term (as in "All gold is
malleable") or as a singular designation of a class ("all the class of
men"). "All Ss" on the other hand is unexceptionable, since here
"S" must be taken as a general term that has a plural.

Now we need only look at the doctrine of distribution with a
little care to see how incoherent it is. I shall use as a source book
Keynes's Formal Logic. Keynes was a good logician; his merits
were great, his logical perceptions unusually keen; if he could not
make good sense out of the doctrine of distribution, I think nobody could. In fact, later expositions are certainly no better than
his.
2.

A tcrm is said to be distrihutcd wlicn refcrcncc is niadc to all thc
individuals dcnotcd by it;. . . undistributed when they arc referrcd to
only partially, that is, when information is given with regard to a
portion of the class denoted by the tcrm, but we are left in ignorance
with regard to the remainder of the class.'

It is worth notice that in this account, and quite standardly,
"undistributed7' does not simply mean "not distributed"; the tcrm
"distributed" is associated in the explanation with the
"all", and "undistributed" with the adverb "partially", a literary
variant for "some". Moreover, we must unsnarl a small tangle
that arises from a conflation of a more recent class logic with an
older logic of terms. Thc whole talk about classes as such in this
passage is inessential. We might in fact imagine Keynes's text
emended so as to read: ". . . information is given with regard to
'Keynes, p. 95.

3. Taking Keynes's text as amended, we find mention of two
distinct semantic relations in which a term may stand to an
individual, say "man" to an individual min: denoting and referring. "Man" regularly denotes each and every man; it refers,
however, now to some mcn only, now to all men, according to
context, and is accordingly undistributed in the one sort of context, distributed in the other. For example, Keynes goes on, it
'follows imrnediatcly' that "man" is distributed in a statcmcnt
about every man, "Every man is P", and undistributed in a
statemcnt about some man, "Some man is P".
What then is 'referring', and how does it differ from denoting?'
The whole doctrine hinges on this distinction, but neither
Keynes's nor any later exposition tells us what the distinction is.
The term "denoting", as here used, is itself none too clear; I think
it covers up a frrndamenbl confusion, between the relations of a
name to the thing named and of a predicate to what it is true of.
Indeed, the doctrine of distribution gets all its plausibility from
assimilating nouns and noun-phrases generally to proper names
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as regards their manner of signification. "Churchill" stands for
Churchill; so "man" stands for man-for any man; and "every
man" stands for every man; and "some man" just stands for some
man. Only we said just now that "man" regularly stands for any
man! No matter; we can set things straight by using a pair of
distinctive terms, instead of the one term "stands for". "Churchill" denotes, and also refers to, Churchill; "man" always denotes every man, but refers to every man when preceded by
"every" and not when preceded by "some". We can then define a
distributed term as a term that refers to whatever it denotes; thus
"Churchill", and "man" in the context "Every man is P", will
both be distributed terms. Making sense of this depends on the
distinction between denoting and referring; but who is going to
ask what that distinction is, so long as there are the two words to
use?
Even if we knew what 'referring' was, how could we say that
"some man" refers just to some man? The question at once. arises:
Who can be the man or men referred to? When I say "Some men
are P", does the subject-term refer to just such men as the predicate is true of? But then which men will the subject-term refer to
if a predication of this sort is false? No way suggests itself for
specifying which men from among all men would then be referred to; so are we to say that, when "Some men are P" is false,
all men without exception are referred to-and "men" is thus
distributed?
One might try saying that, when "Some men are P" is false,
"some men" is an expression intended to refer to some men, but
in fact fails so to refer. But if in the sentence represented by
"Some men are P" the subject-term is meant to refer to some
men, but fails to do so, then the sentence as a whole is intended
to convey a statement about some men, but fails to do so-and
therefore does not convey a false statement about some men,
which contradicts our hypothesis. Nor could one say that what
the subject-term is referring to is just some man or men, not a
definite man or a definite number of men; for, pace Meinong,
nothing in this world or any possible world can be just some man

4.

or men without being any definite man or any definite number of
men.
5 . T h e view that in an assertion of the form "Some man is P"
"some man" refers to some man seems to make sense because as
regards any assertion of this form the question "Which man?" is
in order, and if the assertion is true the question can be answered
by naming a man who is P. But we get into difficulties even if we
ignore false assertions of this form. Suppose Smith says, as it
happens truly: "Some man has been on top of Mount Everest." If
we now ask Smith "Which man?" we may mean "Which man
has been on top of Mount Everest?" or "Which man were
you, Smith, referring to?". Either question is in order; and if
what Smith says is true the first must have an answer, whether or
not Smith knows the answer. But though it is in order to ask
whom Smith was referring to, this question need not have an
answer; Smith may have learned only that some man has been on
top of Mount Everest without learning who has, and then he will
not have had any definite man in mind.
I here mention personal reference-i.e. reference in a sense
corresponding to the verb "refer" as predicated of persons rather
than of expressions--only in order to get it out of the way. Let me
take an example: Smith says indignantly to his wife, "The fat old
humbug we saw yesterday has just been made a full professor!".
His wife may know whom he refers to, and will consider herself
misinformed if and only if that person has not been made a full
professor. But the actual expression "the fat old humbug we saw
yesterday" will refer to somebody only if Mr. and Mrs. Smith did
meet someone rightly describable as a fat old humbug on the day
before Smith's indignant remark; if this is not so, then Smith's
actual words will not have conveyed true information, even if
what Mrs. Smith gathered from them was true.
In any case, as Keynes is using the verb "refer", what matters is
not which individual the utterer of a proposition had in mind,
but what reference was conveyed by the actual expressions used.
If Smith did not have any definite man in mind, then obviously
Smith's use of the phrase "some man" did not convey a reference
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(3) In general statements of thc type just described, "some
man" has type-B rcfercncc to some man.

to any definite man. If Smith did have a definite man in mind,
there is, as we just saw, a common use of "refer" in which we can
say Smith referred to that man; but it does not follow that the
actual phrase "some man" referred then and there to the man in
qucstion. Suppose that when Smith made his statcrnent he had
in mind Sir Vivian Fuchs, whom he falsely believes to have been
on top of Mount Everest: then Smith may be said to have been
referring to Sir Vivian Fuchs, but what he actually said conveyed
no such reference. For what Smith actually said was true; but if it
conveyed a reference to Sir Vivian Fuchs, it would have to be
taken as a predication about him, and then it would bc false. So
even if the person who uses the phrase "some man" may be said
to have referred to some definite man, that is no reason for saying
that the phrase "some man" actually conveys a reference to some
man.

Plainly "some man" occurring at the end of (3) has not a type-A
reference to some man, sincc the question "To which man?"
would be silly. W e ~nlghtsuppose that since (3) is a general
statement there would here again be a type-B reference as in (2).
If that were so, in any particular case under (3) "some man"
wor~ldhavc type-A rcfcrcncc. This, howcvcr, is falsc; for if wc
take the following casc under (3):
(4) At the end of (2), “sonic man" has type-B rcfcrcncc to
some man

6. An argument devised by Miss Elizabeth Anscombe shows
that at least we cannot suppose "some man" to refer to some man
in one single way; we should have to distinguish several types of
reference-it is not easy to see how many. Let us suppose that we
can say "some man" refers to some man in a statement like this:
(1) Joan admires some man
that is, a statement in regard to which the question "Which
man?" would be in order. Let us call this type of reference type A.
Then in a statement like the following one:
(2) Every girl admires some man
"some man" must refer to some man in a different way, since the
question "Which man?" is plainly silly. If, however, we take a
case coming under the general statement (2), such as (I), the
question "Which man?" will be in order. Thus we might distinguish a second sort of reference: "some man" has type-B reference to some man in general statements' like (2), under which
there come particular cases, like (I), that exemplify type-A reference.
But now consider this very statement:

,

then here again, as with (2) itself, the question "Which man?" is
silly; so (4) is not an instance of type-A reference; so (3) cannot be
an instance of type-B reference. Thus (3) exemplifies a third type
of refercnce that "some man" has to some man.
Thus far I have given Miss Anscombe's argument. As I have
said, it is hard to sce how many types of reference we should have
to distinguish on these lines. For instance, we might go on to ask
what sort of refcrcnce "some man" has at thc cnd of (4). The fact
that (4) is about the occurrence of "some man" at the end of (2)
certainly does not prove that "some man" at the end of (4) has the
same sort of reference as "some man" at the end of (2); and one
might argue on the other side that (4), unlike both (2) and ( 3 ) , is a
singular statement from which we cannot descend to particular
cases, and therefore presumably excnlplifies a different sort of
reference from both (2) and (3). We have already seen that "some
man" at the end of (4) has not type-A reference; if it has not
type-B reference either, it will have its own type of reference, say
type C; and then (3) would have yet another type of reference,
type D, related to type C as type B is to type A-that is, if we take
a gcneral statenlent in wl-rich typc-D reference of "some man"
occurs, then in particular cascs under that general statemcnt we
shall have "some man" occurring with a type-C reference to
some man.
To tl~csccomplexities it is hard to scc an end. Of course they
do not show that it is wrong to take "sonic man" as rcfcrring to
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some man; but they do rob this view of the simplicity and
straightforwardness that made it intuitively acceptable.

T h e first premise suggests that, since n (normal) cats have n tails
between them, o cats have o tails between them, and that accordingly there is some cat that, having one tail, has one more tail
than o cats have between them.
W e can see, however, that this is nonsense. If a class were
taken as consisting of its members, there could be no place for a
null class in logic; when "nothing" or "no man" stands as a
grammatical subject, it is ridiculous to ask what it refers to. The
phrases "no men" and "men alone" are grammatically formed
like "wise men", by attaching an adjective to "men"; but whereas
"wise men" might be said to 'denote' certain men, who form a
definite part of the class of men, this is clearly not true of "no
men" or of "men alone". Although it might seem sensible to ask
which portion of the class of men is constituted by the men
referred to as "all men" or "some men", we may be led to doubt
the legitimacy of this question; if we once think of comparing the
adjectival uses of "all", "some", "no", and "alonen-"all men
laugh, some men laugh, no men laugh, men alone laughv-we
see that none of these has the role of marking out part of a class.

7 . W e have not made much of the idea that an undistributed
term refers to some of the things it denotes; can we make anything
of Keynes's other statement about an undistributed term-that we
get information only about some of the individuals denoted by
the term, and 'are left in ignorance with regard to the remainder'
of them? Many writers have used this sort of language about
undistributed terms quite unsuspectingly; Keynes seems to have
had an obscure idea that something was wrong, since he adds in a
footnote that, if by "some" we understand "some but not all",
then the information that some Ss are Ps does not really leave us
in ignorance as to the remainder of the Ss. Yet Keynes does not
go on to deny that the subject-term in "Some Ss are Ps" is
undistributed when "some" is taken to mean "some but not all".
Thus a clear and reliable criterion for a term's being undistributed is not supplied by the two distinguishing marks that Keynes
gives us; we cannot get a coherent idea either of 3 term's referring
to 'some' of the individuals it denotes, or of the way its use 'leaves
us in ignorance' about 'thc rcniaindcr' of these individuals.

8. Many logicians have taken for granted that "all men" refers
to all men and "some nlen" iust to some men; and I have even
sometimes come across the view that "no men" refers to no men,
or to a class consisting of o men. Do not suppose that this is too
absurd a view to have been put forward by a logician; for Boole
and Schroeder introduced the null class into logic with a forged
passport identifying it as the class signified by the word
"nothingw-a procedure that has been followed by some more
recent logicians in order to jolly their young readers into accepting the null class. The actual idea of a class consisting of o cats
seems to be involved in the following sophism, traditional among
schoolboys:
Some cat has one more tail than no cats have;
Three tails is one more tail than two tails;
No cats have two tails;
Ergo, some cat has three tails.

As I said earlier, modern writers on the doctrine of distribution fall into needless obscurities because they halfheartedly use a
class terminology which came into fashion long after the doctrine
had become stereotyped and does not really fit in with it. Indeed,
on a thoroughgoing class interpretation of categoricals there is
just no place for distribution. If the terms "S" and "P" are consistently understood to stand for two classes taken collectively, then
they cannot be taken to refer to 'portions' of these classes, nor yet
to individual members; so there can now be no question when a
term is distributed-no question when it means 'the whole' of a
class and when iust 'a portion' of it, or when it means all the
members and when just some of them. Phrases like "all men"
and "some men" will not on this interpretation have any reference at all; "all" and "some" will be significant, not as prefixes to
single terms, but as parts of logical frameworks with places for two
"Some -are -",
"Some terms, "All -are -",
are not -"
; similarly, "no" and "alone" will be significant as
parts of the frameworks "No -are - , -alone are
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cach such framework will express a dcfinitc relation 11ctween two classcs takcn as wholes. I a111 not hcrc advocating silch
a class intcrprctation of categoricals, but only pointing out that it
cannot be combined with a doctrine of distribution.

-";

lo. I have argued that the doctrine of distribution, though it
looks intuitively acceptable when applied to subject-terms, will
not really work evcn there; and its application to predicate-terms
is evcn morc opcn to cxccption. On thc facc of it, if I usc the tern1
"man" in the context ". . . is a man" or ". . . isn't a man", it is
mere nonsense to ask which man or men would be rcferred to, or
whether every man or just some man would be meant. If I said
"Tibbles isn't a dog" and some nonphilosopher asked me with
apparent scriousncss "Which dog?", I should be quite
bewildcred-I might conjecture that hc was a foreigner who took
"isn't" to be the past tense of a transitivc verb.
There are ways, however, of making this sort of question look
like scnse. If "~nan"occurs as a predicate in somc truc proposition with the general term "S" as subject, then "S" is truly
predicable of some man, but not necessarily of every man; this is
supposed to show that "man" is undistributed in "Every (or
Some) S is a man". Likewise, if "No S is a man" is true, then we
can truly say of every man that he is not an S; this is supposed to
show that "man" is distributed in "No S is a man". In some such
way, students are led to accept the traditional laws: In a universal
or particular affirmative, the predicate-term is undistributed; in a
universal negative, the predicate-term is distributed.
As we saw, singular terms are counted as distributed, because they refer to whatever they denote; so singular propositions
are traditionally assimilated to universal ones as regards the distribution of their terms. T h e subject-terms being distributed alike in
both sorts of proposition, it is presumed that the predicate-term
will be distributed or not in a singular proposition according as it
is distributed or not in a corresponding universal propositioni.e. "n~an"would be undistributcd in "John is a man", as in
"Every S is a man", and distributed in "John is not a man", as in
"No S is a man".
11.

Doctrine of Distribution
Hcrc tllc doctri~lcl i n i ~ ;it
~ severy step. I':VCIIif we wiiivc oI>Jcctions to treating as 'distril~utcd tcrms' bot11 singular tcrms and
gencral terms prcfaccd with "evcry" or "no", it would not follow
that thc prcdicatc-tcrms in singular propositions must corrcspond
in their distribution or nondistribution to those of universal propositions. For now we can no longer test for the distribution of
"man" in "John is (isn't) a man" by asking whether, if this propo~itionwere truc, thc subjcct-term would bc tri~lyprcdicahlc of
c\wy man or somc nian or no man; a proper name cannot stand
as a prcdicatc-term at all-it stands for an individual, not for
something that docs or docs not hold good of individuals. Perhaps
the best that can be donc is to use the predicable tcrm "identical
wit11 John" as proxy for "John" in predicate position, and convert
"John is (isn't) a man" into "Somc (No) man is identical with
John". But bad is thc best.
12.
Diffici~ltiesarise also for the prcdicate-terms of particular
ncgativcs; for from "Somc S is not P" it is not possiblc witlii~lthc
traditional system to infer any categorical beginning either "Every
P is. . ." or "Some P is . . .". The traditional doctrinc that "P" is
here a distributed tcrm, referring to every P, is upheld by mere
fallacies; writers hurry over the topic, as over a thin patch of ice.
Keynes gives us a typical 'proof that "P" is distributed:

:\gain, if I say Some S is not P, although I make a n assertion with regard
to a part only of S, I exclude this part from the whole of P, and

therefore the whole of P from it.
.4s before, Keynes's class terminology obscures the matter: let us
anlend "with regard to a part only. . . the whole of P from it" to,
"about only some of the Ss, I exclude these from among all the
Ps, and therefore exclude all the Ps from among them". We may
now ask: From among which Ss arc all the Ps being cxcluded?
Clearly no definite answer is possible; so Keynes has simply failcd
to exhibit "Somc S is not P" as an assertion about all the Ps, in
Ivhich the tcrm "P" is distril~utcd.
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Of course, if "Some S is not a man" is true, then of every man
we can truly say: "Not he alone is an S". But obviously such a
form of predication as "Not -alone is an S" falls right outsidc
the traditional scheme; and the admission of such forms would
wreck the doctrine of distribution anyhow. If we say that in
"Some S is not a man" "nman" is distributed, on the score that
this sort of statement about every nman is inferable, then we must
also allow that "dog" in "Some dog is white" is distributed, on the
score that it entails that we can say as regards every dog "Either he
is white, or not he alone is a dog".

where "p" stands in for a premise in which "S" does not occur.
But the invalidity of (A) gives 11s no shadow of reason for stamping
a schema as invalid bccause it can be assimilated to (B) or to (C).
It may be that all the schemata picked out by this test from some
restricted class are in fact invalid; that does not mean the test is
sound. People who uphold the 'illicit process' rule on the grounds
usually given may be suspected of first considering form (A) and
then reasoning thus:

T h e doctrine of distribution has been supposed to be useful
as supplying a test for the validity of inferences. T h e two rules by
which invalid forms of reasoning are supposed to be eliminated
are the rule against 'illicit process' and the rule against 'undistributed middle'.
T h e 'illicit process' rule is not restricted to arguments of syllogistic structure: it is e.g. traditionally applied to 'immediate',
single-premise, arguments. It forbids our inferring a conclusion
in which a term occurs distrihutctl from a prcnmisc or prcmises in
wliicli time term's only occurrence is undistributed. Otherwise, it
is argued, we shall be trying to get information about every S
wlicn in the premise(s) wc are informed only about some S; and
how can that possibly be legitimate?
I answer tlmat it may very well be legitimate. Certainly this is an
invalid schema:

And (D) of course must itself be invalid, just because its premise
is true; for if (D) is valid, its conclusion is true; and in that case,
being itself an argument from some to all, (D) will be invalid.
The conclusion of (D) is in fact easily shown to be false: the
following schema is assimilable to pattern (B), but is valid:

1

(A)Some S is P; ergo every S is P.
But an invalid schema may have valid argiuments as instances,
and this one in particular has. We need not develop this ol~jection, lmowcver, for the argunlcnt-forms traditionally stigmatized
as involving 'illicit process' neither are overtly of form (A) nor can
be shown to involve an argumentative step of that form. Rather,
they conform e.g. to one of these patterns:
(B) Some S is P; ergo evcry (no) S is Q,
(C) p; some S is P; ergo every (no) S is Q

(D) Some arguments from some to all are invalid; ergo, all
arguments from some to all are invalid.

(E) Some S is P; ergo every S (is such that) either (it) is P or
not (it) alone is S.
Wc have already fo11nd how hard it is to make scnsc of the
traditional view tlmat "S" in "Sonme Q is not S" is distributed; but
if we waive these difficulties, we find that on that view the 'illicit
process' doctrine breaks down altogether, even within traditional
logic. For it has long been known that by a series of steps each
counted as valid in traditional logic finally "Some Q is not S"
may be inferred although the only occurrence of "S" in the
Keynes honestly states, but
original premise(s) is undi~tributed.~
does not satisfactorily resolve, this difficulty.
As wc lmavc so far considered it, violation of the 'illicit process'
rule involves that a temm shall occur undistributed in a premise
although distributed in the conclusion, and we have construed
"undistributed", in traditional style, as meaning implicit or
explicit quantification of a term with "some". A variant form of
the rule, also to be found in traditionalist logicians, would make
an argument invalid if the term T occurring distributed in the
'See Keynes, pp. 139f.. 297f., and Geach, pp. 62-64.
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conclusion wcrc merely not distributed at its sole occurrence in a
prcmise. This iniposcs a stronger requirement, for of course T
need not occur quantified either with "cvery" or with "some",
whether explicitly or inlplicitly. In this form, the rule is more
vulnerable by counterexan~ples,like this one:
(F) Most Ss are M ; most Qs that are S are not M; ergo,
some S is not Q .

"Q" is not distributed nor undistributed at its sole occurrence in
the premiscs; neither "all Qs" nor "some Qs" could replace
"most Qs" without altering the premise essentially; on the other
hand, "Q" would count as distributed in the conclusion. But (F)
is formally valid, and this can be shown by a purely logical
consideration, not by reasoning about the numbers of elements
in classes: if the conclusion were false, then the Ss would be the
same as the Q s that arc S, and then both premiscs could not bc
true.
The logic of the quantifier "most" has been strangely neglected
since Sir William Hamilton urged that "most" ought to be recognized on a level with "some" and "all". Consideration of this
quantifier is however useful to logicians, if only because it may
rid them of prejudices got by concentrating on "some" and "all"
(which are indeed far more important). I have just been using an
example with "most" in it to refute one form of the rule against
'illicit proccss'. Fricnds of thc traditional logic may protest that
the rule was never intended to apply to such examples. But if the
expositors of the rule were appealing to genuine logical insights,
as they purport to be doing, then the rule could be extended to
cover my example too; the way the rule breaks down here shows
on the contrary that it embodies nothing but inherited superstition.
One objectionable feature of traditional doctrinc is the statcment, copied from one textbook into another, that for syllogistic
purposes "Most Ss are P" has to be 'put into logical form' as
"Son~eSs are P". For example, Lucc tells us tliat "~iiost"is one
way of introducing a particular proposition, along with " s ~ m c " ; ~
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Copi similarly tells us we have to ignorc the difference bctwccn
"niost students" and "some s t ~ d e n t s . "Obviously
~
"Most Ss arc
P" is stronger than "Some Ss are P"; but thc idea scelns to bc tliat
this added logical strength is unusable (it is, so to say, energy that
thc engine cannot convert into mechanical work but must reject
as wastc heat). It comes as no surprise that Keynes had long since
explicitly rejected this f a l s ~ h o o dT. ~h e example of a valid argument with two "niost" premises that I have just givcn would turn
into an invalid argument if in either premise "most" wcrc replaced by "son~e".
Thc rulc against 'illicit process' appeals, though in an unsound
way, to general considerations about what can be derived from
what, and is not restricted to arguments of one special form. T h e
rule against
'undistributed niiddlc' on tlic other hand is restrictcd
to arguments of syllogistic form: in the two premises, a 'middle
term' is predicatively linked to anothcr term, and this term disappears in thc conclusion, where thc two other tcrms are linked
together. T h e rulc requires that the middle term shall occur
distributed in at lcast onc of the two premiscs. (In spite of thc
traditional meaning of "undistributed", the rule is prescribing
such distributed occurrence; not forbidding the occurrence in
thc premises of a middle term undistributed, i.e. explicitly or
iniplicitly
with "some".)
Thc attempts to show that this rulc has an intuitive basis arc
pitif~lllyfccblc. T h c best tliat Kcyncs can do is to prodt~cca
certain pair of prcmiscs from which no conclusion can bc drawn
combining "S" and "P", this pair being, as it happens, one in
ivhich the middle term "M" is not distributed: as if this showed
that all arguments lacking a distributed middle term are invalid.'
Keynes was indeed aware, as we shall see (section 57), that thcre
drc cases in which this rulc breaks down: no wondcr he was not
able to say ~ i i u c hin its support.
Let us thcn take a typical cxposition of the rulc from a contc~nporary textbook of traditional logic: A. A. Luce tells us that if the
middle term is not distributcd at least oncc "it might bc taken in
SCopi. p. 2 3 2 .
'Keynes, pp. 104, 377.
'Keynes, p. 288.
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one part of its extension in one premise, and in a different part of
its extension in tlie otlier: and tlicn tlie premises would fall asund ~ r . "The
~ idea no doubt is that one premise might be true in
virtue of what held good of one lot of things covered by the
middle term and the other premise in virtue of what held good of
another such lot, and then these two bits of information might
that linked
not be combinable to yield a categorical concl~~sion
the two remaining ternis. T h e sort of case that makes this plausible is the premise-pair "Sonie S is P; some S is Q", from which
we certainly cannot infer anything about Ps' being Q or Qs'
being P.
Let us however take another example. From tlie premise-pair:
Every A is M ; most Ms are B
we of course cannot infer "Some A is B"; and the supporters of
the 'undistributed middle' rule would no doubt explain this by
saying tliat on an interpretation of the terms that makes both the
premises true, the As might all fall among the minority of Ms
tliat were not B. Similarly we cannot infer "Sonic A is B" from
the preniise-pair:
Most Ns arc A; every R is N
But now let us combine the two premise-pairs. Obviously "M"
cannot become distributed in the premises in which it occurs
because we add two more premises in which it does not occur;
and tlie same goes for "No. And indeed by the doctrine of distribution we can no more infer a conclusion from two premise-pairs
with 'undistributed middle' in each pair than from one such pair.
But these four premises do yield the conclusion "Some A is B".
Nor is this conclusion obtainable only by algebraic considerations about the supposed numbers of individuals in each of the
classes involved. It is possible to derive a contradiction from the
conjunction of our two preniise-pairs with the negation of the
conclusion, "No A is B", by a series of steps each of which would
count as purely logical by the canons of traditional logic, if only
the quantifier were "some" or ''all7' instead of "most".
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(G) (1) Every A is M.
(3) Most Ms are B.

(2) Every B is N.
(4) Most Ns are A.

From (1) we get: (5) Every A is MA; and from (2), similarly: (6)
Every B is NB.
From (4) and (5) we get: (7) Most Ns are MA.
From (3) and (6) similarly we get: (8) Most Ms are NB.
From (7) we get: (9) Most MNs are A.
From (8) similarly we get: (lo) Most MNs are B.
Notice that each of these last four steps would remain valid if
we replaced the quantifier "most" in the premise and the conclusion by "all" both times or by "some" both times. So also would
the following step remain valid under such substitutions:
From (9) and "No A is B" we get: (1 1) Most MNs are not B.
But (lo) and (1 1) are inconsistent. So (I), (2), (3), (4), and "NO A
is B" are an inconsistent set. So from ( I ) , (2), ( j ) , and (4) this
follows: "Some A is B". Q.E.D.
Although the moves of inference I have here performed with
"most" propositions may fairly count as purely logical, traditionalist logicians may be expected to object to the use of such
premises at all. But it does not lie in their mouths to do so if they
arc prepared to appeal to their intuitive grounds for the 'undistributed middle' rule as explaining why in the deduction (G) the
conclusion does not follow from (1) and (3) alone, nor from (2)
and (4) alone. And they have still less of a case if they put out the
prcposterous untruth that by purely logical manipulations a
"most" premise cannot yield a stronger conclusion than the corresponding "some" proposition. Argument (G) is a further refutation of this untruth, for "Sonie A is B" could not be deduced if
either (3) or (4) were replaced with a "some" proposition.
14. Difficulties about the rule against 'illicit process' have in
fact long been known. In one old statement of the rule, there is
mentioned as a difficult case an argument essentially like the
following one:
Every donkey that belongs to a villager is running in the
race;
Brownie is not running in the race;
Ergo, Brownie is not a donkey that belongs to a villager.
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The difficulty was that "villagcr" seemed to he distributed in the
conclusion but undistributed in the premisc.'
What suggested this difficulty to my old author? I supposc he
was puzzled by the fact that in the premise "a villager" is replaceable by "sorne villager", and not rcplaceable by "every villagcr",
without clianging the force of the premise; whercas in thc conclusion "a villagcr" is rcplaceable by "any villager" without changing
the force of the conclusion. This reasoning is not decisive; for in
the premise too "a villagcr" is replaceable by "any villagcr",
though not by "every villager". But then, the doctrine of distribution has no room for a distinction 1)ctwccn "any" and "every"-either word is just a sign of distribution.
My old author has no such distinction; his solutio~lis that what
counts as distributed or undistributed for the purpose of syllogistic
theory is not "viIlager" but "donkey that belongs to a villager".
This tern1 is distributed in the premisc as in the conclusion; he
argues that validity of the syllogism requires only that "donkcy
that I~clongsto a villager" he unam1,iguoiisly used in premise and
conclusion-the internal structure of this con~plextern1 is irrelevant. But this docs not answcr, nor can it stop us from asking, thc
qucstion whether "villager" is undistributed in the premisc and
distributed in the conclusion.
If we tried saying that "villager" is distributed in the premise,
the traditional theory still could not stand. First, we should need
to distinguish "every" and "any", in a quite untraditional way.
Secondly, we should have to say that in this equivalent form of
the premise:

\\.c must say that "villagcr" is not distri1)utccI and <lees not refer to
c\.ery villager. For wc could not go on to syllogize thus:

Every donkey that belongs to some villager is running in
the race
"villager" is distributed, and refers to any villagcr. O n the other
hand, in this proposition:
Every donkey that belongs to every villager is running in
the race
9Tliis example comes from an appendix at the end of the Modernorl~m
summulae Logicales (Mainz: Peter Drach, 1489). I owe this reference to Professor Kncalc.

Hobson is a villager;
Ergo, cvery donkey that belongs'to Hobson is running in
the racc
since a donkey could very well be one of Hobson's donkeys without being a con~munaldonkey that bclongs to cvery villager. Nor
could we say that in thc proposition:
Lvcry donkcy that belongs to cvcry villagcr is rlinning in
the racc
"villager" refers to some villagcr. At least, it is not clear what wc
could mean by doing this; and certainly this proposition does not
require that the formula:
Every donkcy that belongs to X is running in the race
should 1)c true for even one i~ltcrprctationof "X" as a proper
name of a villager. (We see this clearly if we suppose that every
~illagerhas at least one privatc do~lkcy,whcrcas only thc communal donkeys are racing.) Thus in the context:
Every donkcy that bclongs to -is running in the racc
"villager" is distributed when preceded by "some", since in this
case it seems to refer to any villager; in the same context, we
could hardly take "villager" preccded by "cvery" as referring
either to every villager or to some villager, and thus on the traditional account it would be neither distributed nor undistributed.
(Remember that in traditional explanations "undistributed" does
not mean "not distributed" but rather "having reference just to
some of the things denoted".) Once we lcave the hackneyed
cxamples, the doctrine of distribution is no guide at all.
If a predicate-term "P" can indeed be understood to refcr
15.
now to any and every P, and now only to somc P, then it seems
natural to mark this fact by attaching quantifiers to the predicate
S is somc P"; "No S is any P";
as well as the subjcct-"Any
"Some S is (isn't) somc P". Explicit quantification of the predi-
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cate is, however, actually rejected by upholders of the doctrine of
distribution. Admittedly, the work of Sir William Hamilton, who
first advocated a systematic quantification of the predicate, is full
of mistakes, confusions, and inconsistencies; but to fasten on
these in discussing the subject is a matter of "No case; abuse
plaintiffs attorney"; one might as well denounce Boolean algebra
by fastening on Boole's mistakes and confilsions. If the predicate
is understood as distributed or undistributed, then it is understood
as quantified; and then what is wrong with Hamilton's demand
that we be allowed to state in language all that is in~plicitly
contained in thought?
Like the statements of the traditional doctrine itself, the criticisms of Hamilton's theory have been copied from one textbook
to another. Writers keep on denouncing him for taking "somc" to
mean "some but not all", although he himself did not consistently adhere to this reading and although one co11ld perfectly
well quantify the predicatc without adopting this reading; their
triumph over him is thus merely forensic. The actual cause for
is mcrc conservatism, wliich conlcs out
opposition to Ha~i~ilton
amusingly in Keynes; if an explicit quantification renders the
quantity of the predicate independent of tlic quality (affirmative
or negativc) of the proposition, then we have to admit new forms
of categorical falling outside the traditional fourfold scheme, like
"No S is some P" and "Some S is not somc P"; and Keynes is
unwilling that such an enlarged schedule should 'supersede the
fourfold schedule in the main body of logical doctrine'. l o
The form "Some S is not some P" has come in for specially
ficrce criticism. Kcynes raiscs the difficulty tliat in a scl~cduleof
propositions with quantified predicates any affirmative form is
compatible with this vcrl)ally negative form, which th11s 'is of
;~l)solr~tcly
n o logical iniporta~icc'. Brit jt~st;is "Solnc knife is 110
sliarpcr tliali so~licspoon" is co~itr;~tlictcd
I)y "Ally kliifc is sliarpcr
than any spoon", we might well take the contradictory of "Some
S is not some P" to be "Any S is any P".
In Hamilton's own schedule this last form does not appear: the

affirmative form with both subject and predicate universally
quantified is "All S is all P". Indeed, if we study Hamilton's
schedule,'* we find him oscillating between two ways of reading
the letters "S" and "P". In "All S is all P", "All S is some P",
"Some S is all P", and possibly in "Some S is (not) some P", "S"
and "P" go proxy for singular designations of classes, like "the
class men", and "all" and "some" respectively mean "the whole
of' and "a part of'. On the other hand, in "No S is any P", "Any
S is not some P", "Some S is not any P", "S" and "P" must go
proxy for general terms like "man" and "animal", and this reading is also possible for "Some S is (not) some P". Keynes did not
observe this flaw in Hamilton's schedule, since he himself, as I
remarked, habitually fell into the same confusion.
An amended schedule would read as follows:

''

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Any (or Every) S is any (or every) P.
Any (or Every) S is some P.
Some S is any (or every) P.
Some S is some P.
Some S is not some P.
Some S is not any P.
Any S is not some P.
No S is any P.

The forms 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 3 and 7, 4 and 8, would be
contradictories.
Hamilton claimed, and it would seem natural to think, that,
with the predicate-term explicitly quantified, every categorical
could bc simply converted by interchanging its terms while retaining the
of each term. But in fact difficulties
arise. In the schedule above, "Any (or Every) S is some P" would
n;itrrrally I)c taken to mean that, for any S you take, there is some
P that that S is; whercas "So~iicP is any (or every) S" is naturally
taken to mean that there is some P that is any and every S, i.e.,
that is the one and only S. Thcse arc obviously not equivalent;
yet there is no difference between them as regards the separate
quantifications of the terms "S" and "P". Thus the import of a
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categorical form is not completely determined by whether its
'quality' is affirmative or negative and whether the two terms in it
arc distributcd or undistributed; something essential has been left
out.
T h e traditional doctrine of distribution combines the quantification of the predicate with an incoherent denial that the
prcdicate is 'thought of as quantified'3-a denial which is irrclevant if meant psychologically, and inconsistent if meant logically;
further, it includes what we have already shown to be an incohcrcnt doctrine that "cvcry man" rcfers to cvcry man and "somc
man" to some man. Why has the doctrine survived so long?
Well, it looks intelligible if you are not too curious; and it
supplies easy mechanical rules for judging the validity of inf e r e n c e ~ . 'And
~
for the rest-England and the United States
cling to their odd wcights and measures, and all men measure
angles the way the Babylonians did, because it would be too
much trouble to changc.

Two

16.

13Kcynes, pp. 197f.
I4These rules are in fact not foolprooE cf. Keynes, pp. i39f., z97f.
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17. We saw in the first chapter that the doctrine of distribution
\vas clearly fallacious as regards prcdicatc-tcrms but plausible as
regards subject-terms; it seemed absurd to ask which dog or dogs
the word "dog" rcferrcd to in "Jcmima is (isn't) a dog", but not
absurd to ask this whcn the word occitrrcd as a
subject, or again as part of the phrase "every dog" or "sonlc d o g .
To see whethcr therc is anything in this apparent diffcrencc, we
must investigate the rclation of subject and predicate.
As used in this work, the terms "siibjcct" and "prcdicatc" will
always be linguistic terms. I shall ncver call a man a logical
subject, but only thc name of a man; the namc "Pcter", not the
Apostle, is thc subject of "Pctcr was an Apostle"; and not the
property of being an Apostle but its verbal expression is a predicate. I shall say, however, that what the prcdicate in "Peter was
an Apostle" is predicated of is Pctcr, not his name; for it is Pctcr,
not his name, that is bcing said to have been an Apostle. In
saying that something is prcdicatcd of Petcr, I do not mean that
this predicate is truc of or applies to Pctcr, but only that in some
significant sentence, truc or false, it is predicated of Peter. I shall
say that a predicate is attached to a subject, is predicated of what
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the subject stands for, and applies to or is true of this if the
statcmcnt so formetl is true.
'I'he stipulations in the last paragraph are of course arbitrary;
hut it is convenient to make some such stipulations and adhere to
them. For lack of this, logicians as distinguished as Aristotle and
Russell have fallen into almost inextricable confusions, so that
you just cannot tell whether a predicate is something within
language or something represented by means of language.
Let us now try to get provisional explanations of the terms
"subject" and "predicate". (These are not to be taken as proper
definitions.) A predicate is an expression that gives us an assertion
about something if we attach it to another expression that stands
for what we are making the assertion about. A subject of a sentencd S is an expression standing for something that S is about, S
itself being formed by attaching a predicate to that expression.

A further difficulty arises over the cxpression "assertion
allout something". Round this and siniilar expressions there is
piled a secular accumulation of logical error; we have here a
suggestion that "P" is predicated of S only if it is actually asserted, affirmed, that S is P. A moment's consideration ought to
have shown that this will not do: "P" may be predicated of S in
an if or a then clause, or in a clause of a disjunction, without the
speaker's being in the least committed to affirming that S is P.
Yet it took the genius of the young Frege to dissolve the monstrous and unholy union that previous logicians had made between the import of a predicate and the assertoric force of a
sentence. Even when a sentence has assertoric force, this attaches
force to the sentence as a whole; not specially to the subject,
or to the predicate, or to any part of the sentence.
Frege's lesson still has to be learned by many philosophers. A
philosophical theory of certain predicables may win popularity,
when it is not even plausible if we consider occurrences of them
as predicates in hypothetical or disjunctive clauses. I have even
read an author maintaining that "if. . . then. . ." itself means
soinctl~ingdiffcrcnt in an asserted hypothetical from what it
means in a hypothetical that itself occurs as a subclause in a
Would he say "and" incant something diflonger I~ypotl~etical.
ferent in an asserted conjunctive proposition? Probably he would
say in that case that the assertoric force attached not to "and" but
to the clauses it joined. Such a position, however, is clearly
arbitrary.
T o avoid these absurdities, we had best reword our explanation
of "predicable", using some term less objectionable than "assertion". "Statement" will hardly do; a statement is something we
state, as an assertion is something we assert, and by both terms
assertoric force is equally suggested. (How misleading is the fashionable talk about sentences being true or false only qua 'used to
make statements'! Can we then not assign any truth-values to the
clauses of a disjunction?) "Proposition" is much better; a proposition is something we propound or put forward-it may or may
not be asserted. Unfortunately, though the traditional use of
"proposition" makes a proposition something linguistic, there is a
prcvalcnt use of the term to mean a supposed kind of nonlinguis-
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There is a divergence between these explanations: "subject"
is defined as "subject of a sentence", but "predicate" is not defined as "predicate in a sentence". This divergence is deliberate.
It worild I,c very inconvci~icnt11ot to rccogl~izct l ~ csamc prctlicatc in "Jim broke the bank at Monte Carlo" and in "The man
who broke the hank at Moiltc Carlo dicd in ~niscry";1)ut in the
latter scntence the predicate in question is attached not to the
name of somebody to whom the predicate allegedly applies, but
to the relative pronoun "who", which is not anybody's name.
What makes this predicate to be a predicate is that it can be
attached to a person's name to make an assertion about him, not
that it actually is so attached whenever it is used.
There are, however, also inconveniences about not having
"subject" and "predicate" as correlatives. We can remove these
by taking the explanation just given as an explanation not of
"predicate" but of "predicable"; the older use of the noun "predicable" is too little current in recent philosophical literature to
stop me from staking out my own claim to the term. Thus in "Jim
broke the bank. . ." and "The man who broke the bank. . . died
in misery", we have two occurrences of the same predicable, but
only in the first sentcncc is it actually a predicate attached to the
subject "Jim7'.

19.
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tic entities, signified by what I call propositions. But we can avoid
ambiguity vcry sin~ply:in discussing the philosophers who introduce thesc nonlinguistic entities, I sllall dignify "Proposition"
s explanation of "l>rcdical)lc" and
with an initial capital. T h i ~ our
"prcdicatc" will I>c: A predicable is an csprcssion that gives us a
proposition about something if we attach it to another expression
that stands for what we are forming the proposition about; the
predicable then becomes a predicate, and the other expression
becomes its subject; I call such a proposition a predication.

with "Hullo, Jernima!" or "Hullo, cat!" The latter greeting rcfcrs
to Jemima less determinately than the former; it would serve
ccludly wcll to grect any other cat.

t o . How are we to apply this definition of "subject"? How can
we tell that an expression within a proposition is being used to
stand for something that the proposition is about? If Frege and the
young Wittgenstein were right, then a name stands for something
only in the context of a proposition, and this question bccomes
formidably difficult: but I think they were clearly wrong. A name
may be used outside the context of a sentence simply to call
something by namc-to acknowlcclge thc presence of the thing.
l'his act of naming is of coursc n o prol~osition,and, wliilc we
may call it correct or incorrect, we cannot properly call it true or
false. It does, however, as grammarians say conccrning scntences, express a complete thought; it is not like the usc of "Napoleon" to answer the question "Who won the Battle of Hastings?",
where wc have to take the single word as short for the con~plete
sentence "Napoleon won the Battle of Hastings".
I call this use of namcs "independent"; but I do not Incan that
it is independent of the language system to which the names
bclong or of thc physical context that makes their use appropriate;
I mean that names so used to not require any immediate context
of words, uttered or understood-it is quite a different case when
names are used to answer spoken or unspoken questions. Nouns
in the vocative case used as greetings, and again ejaculations like
"Wolf!" and "Fire!" illustrate this independent use of names; we
get a vcry similar independent use of names when labels are stuck
on things, e.g. "poison" on a bottle or the name labels sometimes
worn at conferences.
It is noteworthy that common nouns and proper nouns equally
admit of this use in acts of naming. I may greet the same animal

I llavc said by implication that the use of proper nouns is
21.
dependent on thc language system to which they belong; perhaps,
therefore, it will be as well to mention the odd vicw that propcr
names are not exactly words and do not quite belong to the
language in which they arc cmbcdded, hecause you would hardly
look for proper names in a dictionary. O n the contrary: it is part
of the job of a lexicographer to tell us that "Warsaw" is the
English word for "Warszawa"; and a grammarian would say that
"Warszawa" is a Polish word-a
feminine noun declined like
"mowa". And what is wrong with this way of speaking?
An assertoric sentence whose grammatical subject is a
22.
demonstrative pronoun often has the logical rolc not of an asserted proposition but of ;I siinl,lc ;let of naming. 'T'lic
granlm;itical si~l~jcct
docs 11ot Iicrc 11;imc somctliing concerning
which an assertion is made; it simply points at an ol~ject,dirccts
attention to it; it works likc a pointer, not likc a labcl. Thcrc is a
well-known philosophical illusion that dcmonstrativcs are a sort
of namc, indeed thc only gcnr~incpropcr namcs. Thc source of
the illusion must surely bc a dcsirc for an infallible method of
naming or referring; when I say "this" or "that", what I mean by
the word must for ccrtain be thcrc. But vcry often a dcmonstrativc
is no more of a term than "lo" or "ecce" or "voici", which might
takc its place.
Wc may get a clear view of the matter if wc compare the
respective roles of the pronoun and the noun in "That is gold" or
"That is Sam7' to those of the hands and the figures of a watch.
The hands direct attcntion to the figures from which we arc to
read the time. In some watches the demonstrative role of the
hands is not needed, because only the figures showing the current
time arc visible; similarly, in some environments "Gold!" or
"San~!"would be enough for an act of calling by namc, witllout
need for a dcmonstrativc pronoun or gesture.
Demonstratives not only are not a superior sort of names, they
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just are not names at all, and regarding them as names is mere
philosophical silliness. If a demonstrative were a name, it could
function alone in an act of calling by name; but obviously it
would be quite senseless to call out "That!" as one might call out
"Gold!" or "Sam!" O f course in some alien language the word for
"gold" might sound just like "that", but this is quite irrelevant to
the use of the English word "that".

logicians might say we have here a relational proposition, not
admitting of subject-predicate analysis; both would be making the
mistake of treating an analysis of a proposition as the only
analysis. Logic would be hopelessly crippled if the same proposition could never be analyzed in several different ways. Some
people hold that it is a matter of which name is emphasized,
"Peter" being the subject of "Peter struck Malchus" and "Malchus"
the subject of "Peter struck Malchus". I reply that for logic these
are not different propositions; they have, on the contrary, just the
same logical content-either implying and implied by just the
same propositions as the other.

In many propositions we can pick out a part functioning as
a name of something that the proposition is about; such an expression could always be used, outside the context of a sentence,
for a simple act of naming, and it always makes sense to ask
whether these two kinds of use fit together-whether an expression stands for the same object in a given use of a sentence as it
does in a given act of naming, so that we have a proposition about
the object then and there named. For example, if my friend
points to a man and says "Smith!", I may ask him sotto voce "Is
he the one you werc telling me nearly went to prison?"; and if my
friend asscnts, hc is linking up his prescnt 11sc of "S~nitli"in an
act of naming with his past use of it in "Smith nearly went to
prison". Whenever an expression in a sentence could th11s be
linked up with an act of naming, the cxpression is a name, and
the sentence will have the role of a proposition about the bearer
of the namc. '1'11~ cases no st c;~silyrccognizctl arc certain uscs of
proper namcs (what Quinc calls the 'pr~relyreferential' uscs). Any
proposition in which we can thus recognize the name of something the proposition is about may rightly be regarded as a predication, with that namc as its logical subject.
23.

24. We must beware of supposing that a proposition admits of
only one 911hjcct-predicateanalysis. "Pctcr s t r ~ ~ cMk a l c h ~ ~ sis" ; ~ t
OIICC :I prcclic:~l
io11;11)o11t
l'ctcr ; I I I ( ~;I ((Iiffcrc~il)
~)rc~Iic:itio~~
i111o11t
Malchus; either "Pctcr" or "Malchus" may be taken as a logical
subjcct-as Aristotlc ol>servcdlong ago, a logical subject need not
be in the nominative case.' A traditionalist might protest that
only "Peter" can be treated as the subject, and some modern

25. T h e object named by a name may be called its bearer. No
reference to time is involved in the questions whether a proper
name in a given use (e.g. "Peter" in the Gospels, "Cerberus" in
Greek theology, "Vulcan" in astronomy) has a bearer, and
whether such-and-such an object is that bearer. Thus, the proper
noun "Augustus" as used in Roman history books has Octavian
for its bcarer; this is true without tenlporal qualifications, even
though Octavian lived for years before being called by that name;
it would he absurd to objcct to the question "When was Augustus
born?" because the name was not conferred on him then. Again,
after a woman has married, it may be a social solecism to call her
I>y her maiden namc; but this is not the sort of linguistic fault to
make a sentence containing the name to be no longer a proposition with a sense and a truth-value.
Nor yet does it cease to be true that so-and-so is the bearer of a
name because so-and-so is no more, Otherwise-if I may adopt
the style of a Stoic logician-"Dion is dead" could not possibly be
true, because if the person so called is not dead "Dion is dead"
wollld I>c false and not true, and if the person so called is dcad
"l>io~i"worlltl stand for ~ ~ o t l i i ~ai~gi,dso "Dio~iis dcad" woultl be
no longer a proposition and again would not be true. There are,
one would normally wish to say, things that can hold good of
Dion even if Dion is no m0re-e.g. that Dion is loved and
admired by Plato. Naturally, formal logic cannot sort out what
can and what cannot be true of a man who is no more; that is no
job for formal logic; it would be silly to cut the knot by saying that
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nothing at all is true of the dead. It suffices, for a name to have a
bearer, that it could have been used to name tliat bearer in a
simple act of naming; it does not matter if such use is not at
present possible, because the bearer is too remote from the
speaker, or has cven ceascd to be.
26. If we remove a proper name from a proposition, the whole
of the rest of the proposition supplies what is being propounded
concerning the bearer of the name, and is thus, by our explanation, the predicate attached to that name as subject. In "Peter
struck Malchus" if we
struck Malchus" the predicate is "if we take
take "Peter" as the subject and "Peter struck -"
"Malchus". As I said in section 24, either choice of subject is
legitimate. The proposition relates both to Petcr and to Malchus;
what is propounded concerning Peter is that he struck Malchus,
and what is propounded concerning Malchus is that Peter struck
him.
We may get the vcry samc proposition by attaching different
shaved Pepredicates to the same subject. The predicates "are quite different, and when atter" and "Petcr shaved -"
tached to the subject "John" yield different propositions, but
when attached to the subject "Peter" they yield the very same
proposition "Pcter shaved Peter". This simple example shows that
the sense of a predicate cannot be determined, so to say, by
subtracting the sense of the subject from that of the whole proposition. We need rather to consider a way of forming propositions;
"
shaved Peter" and "Pcter shavcd -"
represent two different ways of forming propositions, and this is what makes them
cven in "Pcter shaved Peter".
two different
We may in some instances recognize a common predicate in
two propositions even though this predicate is not an identifiable
expression that can be picked out; for example, "John shaved
John" propounds the very same thing concerning John as "Pcter
shaved Peter" does concerning Peter, and thus we may regard the
two as containing a common predicate, but this is by no means
identifiable with the mere word "shaved" occurring in both. This
does not mean that the common predicate must here no longer
be regarded as something linguistic; but on the linguistic level

what we have is a sharcd pattern or way of formation of certain
propositions, not a form of words extractable fro111 all of them
alike.
We could of course replace the second occurrcnces of the
proper names in these propositions by the reflexive pronoun
"himself', and then treat "-shaved
himself' as a predicable
which can occur even where it is not attached to a logical
subject-as in "Nobody who shaved himself was shaved by the
barber". But this is not what makes it legitimate to treat "John
shavcd John" and "Pcter shaved Petcr" as having a common
predicate; it is the other way round-because these propositions
have a conlmon predicatc, it is legitimate to rewrite them so that
the common predicate takes the shape of an explicit predicable
tliat can be extracted from each of them.
27. Given my explanations of "subject" and "predicate", it follows that a name can occur in a proposition only as a logical
subjcct; if the samc expression appears to be used now predicat i d y , now as a name, that is a misleading feature of our language. Thus names and predicablcs are absolutely different. A
name has a complete sense, and can stand by itself in a simple act
of naming; a predicable, on the other hand, is a potential predicate, and a predicate never has a complete sense, since it does not
show what the predication is about; it is what is left of a proposition when the subject is removed, and thus essentially contains
an cmpty place to be filled by a sr~bjcct.And though a predicable
may occur in a proposition otherwise than as a predicate attached
to a subject, it does not then lose its predicative, incomplete
character; it has scnsc only as contributing toward tlic sense of a
proposition, not all by itself.
A predicable applies to or is true of things; for example, "Pcter
applies to Malchus (whether it is actually predicated
struck -"
of Malchus or not). This relation must be sharply distinguished
from the relation of name to bearer, which is confounded with it
in the 'Aristotelian' tradition under the term "denoting". A predicable never names what it is true of, and "Peter struck -"
does not cven look like a name of Malchus.
Again, negation operating upon the whole of a subject-
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prcdicate proposition niay be taken to go with the predicate in a
way in which it cannot be taken to go with the sl~bjcct.For
~xctlic;il~lcs
:~lw;lysoccur i l l coi~tr;~dictory
la~irs,a ~ r t I)y
l attacl~i~~g
the members of such a pair to a common subject we get a contradictory pair of propositions. But no name pairs off with another
expression (whether we are to call this a name or not) so that by
attaching the same predicable to both we always get a contradictory pair of propositions.
It is easy to prove this fornially. Suppose tliat for a name "a"
there were a complementary expression "Na" such that by attaching the same predicable to both we always got a contradictory
pair of propositions. Consider now the predicables "P( ) &
Q(b)" and "P( ) v Q(b)". By our hypothesis, these will be
contradictory pairs:
"P(a) & Q(b)" and "P(Na) & Q(b)"
"P(a) v Q(b)" and "P(Na) v Q(b)"
But we can quickly show that this nlns into inconsistency. Suppose "Q(b)" is true. Then "P(a) v Q(b)" is true: so its contradictory "P(Na) v Q(b)" is falsc. Thcn, liowevcr, "Q(b)" is false.
-Suppose on the other hand tliat "Q(b)" is falsc. Tlicn "P(a) &
Q(b)" is false; so its contradictory "P(Na) & Q(b)" is true. But
then "Q(b)" is true. -Either way we get inconsistency. So a
name, unlike a predicable, cannot be replaced by a complementary expression with the result that the whole proposition is negated.
This reasoning of course depends on tlic possibility of analyzing "P(Na) & Q(b)" or "P(Na) v Q(b)" in two different ways: as
the result of attacking a complex prcdicahlc to "Na" instead of
"a", and as a conjunction or disitmction whose second limb is
"Q(b)". Someone might protest that this merely shows an anibiguity of notation that could be removed by some sort of bracketing. But in the original propositions "P(a) & Q(b)", '?(a) vQ(b)",
there was no such ambiguity: either of these admits of alternative analyses-as the result of attaching a complex predicable to "a", and as a conjunction or disjunction whose second
limb is "Q(b)"-without tliercby becoming two distinct propositions. And if a predicable is replaced in a proposition by its
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contradictory, again there is no resulting ambiguity. So if the
replacement of a name by a complementary expression brought
wit11 it ;I ~ ~ c cford soi~iedisa~~ll,igu;~ti~lg
dcvicc, tl~isagain only
shows an irreducible difference between names and predicables.
If a name is used not as a subject of predication but in a simple
act of naming, then we have a use of language which may be
mistaken and thus may be contradicted or corrected: when a child
says "Pussy" or "Jemima", I may say "Not pussy--dogn or "Not
Jcniinia-another pussy". But "Not pussy" and "Not Jeniinia"
are not themselves acts of naming. For as regards two uses of a
single name in acts of naming we can always ask whether the
same thing is named, and this is all right as regards "Jemima" or
"pussy"; but it would be senseless to ask whether the same thing
was named when on various occasions someone said "Not
Jemima" or "Not pussy", since the reason for saying this could
simply be tliat on none of the occasions was any cat present. So
the negation of an act of naming is never the use of a negated
name as a name.
Again, puzzling as tenses are, we can at least see that they
attach to predicables; we may say not only of the proposition
"Peter struck Malchus", but also of the predicables "Peter struck
-"
and "struck Malchus", that they are in the past tense.
; ~ reference of a
But names are tenseless, as Aristotle ~ b s e r v e d the
name to its bearer admits of no time-qualification. On the other
struck Malchus"
hand, we may quite well say that since "does apply to Peter, "is striking Malchus" did apply to Peter;
and thus the relation of a predicable to what it applies to does
admit of time-qualification.
We must thus make an absolute distinction between names
and predicables; if a name and a predicable have the same external form, that is a defect of language, just as it is a defect in a
language if it fails to distinguish the uses of "Peter" to talk about
the man Peter and about the name "Peter".

A term, as conceived in Aristotelian logic, is supposed ca28.
pable of being a subject in one proposition and a predicate in
2De interpretatione, c . 3 .
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anothcr; sincc only names, not prcdicablcs, can be logical subjects, this notion of terms has no application whatsoever. This
initial confusion has led to a multitude: pessima in principiis
corrupfio.
One center of confusion is the copula. Should a proposition be
analyzed into subjcct and predicatc, or into subject, predicate,
and copula? Aristotlc had little intcrest in the copula; he remarks
casually at thc beginning of thc Analytica priora that a prol~osition is analyzablc into a pair of tcrms, with or without thc verb
"to be". This was natural, because thc Greek for "Socrates is a
man" might be (literally rendered) either "Man the Socrates" or
"Man is the Socrates". Frege repeatedly says that the bare copula
has no special contcnt; this is the view I shall defend.
If terms are thought of as (at least potential) names, then a
natural idca is that the truth of a categorical consists in its putting
together two names of the same thing. In fact, a categorical is true
if its predicate is a predicable applying to that which its subject is
a namc of; thc two-namc thcory of prcdication is dcrivablc from
this principle if one confounds the rclation being (1 predicclhlc.
applying to with the rclation being a name of. Hobbcs, who hcld
thc two-namc theory of predication, held also that the copula was
superfluous; but we might very well object that on thc contrary it
is nccessary, because a pair of names is not a proposition but the
beginning of a list, and a redundant list at that if the two names
do name the same thing. (If I am listing the things in my room, I
do not need to enter both a cat and Jcmima.)
The two-name theory breaks down in any event-whcther we
have a copula or not. Of a name it always makes sense to ask what
it namcs, but it is clcarly nonscnsc to ask which cat "cat" stands
for in "Jcmima is a cat", or which dog "dog" stands for in
"Jemima isn't a dog". I suppose somebody might try saying that
in "Jemima is a cat" "cat" stands for Jemima, because the proposition is true. But what the names in a proposition stand for
cannot be determined by whether the proposition is truc or false:
on the contrary, we can detcrminc whether the proposition is truc
only whcn wc know what it is about, and thus what thc namcs
contained in it do stand for.
Again, consider propositions like "Socrates became a

philosopl~cr"."Philosopher" clearly has thc samc sort of predicative usc as "cat" and "dog" did in the examplcs last discusscd; in
Polish, a language sensitive to the distinction of subject and predicate, all three nouns would take the predicative (instrumental)
inflection. Now if Socrates did become a philosophcr, he certainly did not become Socratcs, nor did he bccome any other
philosopl~er,say Plato; so "philosopher" docs not stand for a
pltilosophcr-it docs not scrvc to namc a philosopher.
Evcn here a resolute champion of the two-name thcory will
not givc up. Ockham for example rcgards propositions like "Socrates became a philosopher'' as exponiblc, somchow like this:
"First of all Socrates was not a philosopher and then Socrates was
n philosopher"; thc first half of this would be true in virtue of the
predicate-term's referring to all thc pcople (Anaxagoras, Parmenides, ctc.) who were philosophers when Socratcs was not
one, and the second half would be truc in virtue of the predicatetcrm's referring to the philosopher that Socrates eventually
was-vix. S o c r a t c ~ But
. ~ this alight not to satisfy 11s. It is clear
that ;i two-n;~nlcthcory, tlio~igliit st;~rtsoff sin~plc,is ultim;~tcly
going to Ict us in for lllorc and more fiitilc sul,tlctics: just as, if
you insist on describing planetary motions in terms of uniform
circular motions, you nccd an immcnsc ni~mbcrof cycles and
cpicyclcs.
29. If this two-name theory is rejected but the terms arc still
thought of as namcs, people will naturally come to rcgard the
copula as cxprcssing a relation. As I said, two names by themselves cannot form a proposition; hut this can be done if we join
two namcs with a word for a rclation, as in "Smith cxccls Robinson". It will then be a problem whctlicr thc rclation cxprcsscd by
the copula is always the same; logicians of our time com~nonly
supposc that thc copula may cypress cithcr class mcmbcrship or
class inclusion, and some make even further distinctions. But it is
quite wrong to say that "is" mcans diffcrcnt relations in "Socratcs
is an animal" and in "Every man is an animal"; thcrc is thc samc
unambigt~ouscxprcssion "is an animal" in hoth, and thc propo-
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sitions differ in just the same way as "Socrates can laugh9' and
"Every man can laugh", where there is no copula to be ambiguous.
Admittedly, if "animal" stood for the class of animals and
"every man" stood for the class of man, then "is an" would have
to mean different things in "Socrates is an animal" and "Every
man is an animal"; but the supposition is plainly false, at least
about "every man" (being in this case, I suppose, a hangover
from the muddled fusion of the doctrine of distribution with class
logic). Frege has sometimes been credited with distinguishing
these two brands of copula; in criticism of Schroedcr, Frege actually pointed out that if we turn "Every mammal is a vertebrate"
into "The class of mammals is included in the class of vertebrates", the predicate is now not "vertebrate" but "included in the
la
class of vertebrates", and "is included in" is not the c o p ~ ~ but
tlie copula plus a bit of the p r e d i ~ a t e . ~
By my explanation of "predicable", there is a single predicable
occurring in "Socmtcs is an animal" and in "Evcry man is an
animal", via. "is an animal"; the grammatical copula is tllus part
of this predicable. This docs not settlc the prohlen~of the copt~la,
I ~ u tjust dctcr~nincsliow we state it. In a predicable like "is an
animal", has the "is" any definite content? I can see no reason for
saying so. Naturally, if a tensed proposition contains a copula,
tlie tcnsc will attach to the copula just l~ecansethe copula is
grammatically a verb; but a tensed proposition need not contain a
copula, and anyhow tense is something utterly different from the
copula's supposed role of linking two terms. T h e traditional logic
drilled pupils in twisting propositions into a form where they had
a predicable beginning "is" or "are", and preferably one consisting of that prefixed to a noun (-phrase); this was a pernicious
training, which might well disable the pupils for recognizing
predicables that had not this special form. Moreover, as we shall
see, predicables consisting of "is" plus a noun (-phrase) have
special logical difficulties about them, which ought not be
gratuitously brought in by transforming other predicables into
this shape.
4Frege (3), pp. 90-91.
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30. We must here notice a restriction on the kind of general
terms that can ever occur as names. When the same name is used
in two acts of naming, we can always ask whether the same thing
is named. It follows that a general term can occur as a name only
if it makes sense to prefix the words "tlie same" to it; by no means
all general terms satisfy this condition. And again, only in connection with some terms can the question be asked how many
so-and-so's there are. For example, although we have the phrase
"the seven seas", nobody could set out to determine how many
seas there are; the term "sea" does not determine any division of
tlie water area in the world into seas in the way that the term
"letter" (in the typographical sense) does determine a division of
the printed matter in the world into letters.
This second ground of distinction between terms was recognized
by Frege and by Aquinas. Frege said that only such concepts as
'sharply delimited' what they applied to, so that it was not 'arbitrarily divisible,' could serve as units for counting; to link this up
with what I havc been saying, we need only observe that for Frege
a concept was what language represented by a general term.
Frcge cagily rcmarked that in other cases, e.g. "red things", no
. ~ of course the trouble about
finite number was d e t e r n ~ i n e dBut
counting the red things in a room is not that you cannot make an
cnd of counting them, but that you cannot make a beginning;
you never know whether you have counted one already, because
"the same red thing" supplies no criterion of identity. Aquinas
similarly mentions the grammatical fact that, in Latin, substantives have (singular or plural) number on their own account,
whereas adjectives have a number determined by the nouns they
qualify; I shall follow him in distinguishing general terms as
substantival and adjectival. Grammar is of course only a rough
guide here: "sea", for example, could be an adjectival term,
although
grammatically
a substantive.
I had here
best interject
a note on how I mean this term
"criterion of identity". I maintain that it makes no sense to judge
whether things are 'the same', or a thing remains 'the same',
SFregc ( I ) , p. 66.
6Aquinas, Ia, q.39, art. 3, c.; ad

irlm;

art. 5, ad gum.
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unlcss wc add or understand somc
term-"thc samc F".
'I'hat in accordance with which we judge whether identity holds I
call a criterion of identity; this agrees with the etymology of
"criterion". Fregc sees clearly that "one" cannot significantly
stand as a predicate of objects unlcss it is (at least understood as)
attached to a general tcrm; I am surprised he did not see that the
likc holds for thc closely allied expression "the same". "The same
F" does not express a possible way of judging as to identity for all
intcrpretations of "F". I shall call "substantival" a general term
for which "the same" does give a criterion of identity. Countability is a sufficient condition for considering a term as substantival;
this is so because we (logically) cannot count As unless we know
whether the A we are now counting is the same A as we counted
before. But it is not necessary, in order that "the same A" shall
make sense, for the question "How many As?" to make sense; we
can speak of the same gold as being first a statue and then a great
number of coins, but "How many golds?" does not make sense;
thus "gold" is a substantival term, though we cannot use it for
counting.

r~nlcssit is s~~hsta~ltival,
ancl if it is substantival its negation never
is so, ant1 therefore even in this sort of case we have only a pair of
contradictory predicables, not a parailcl pair of contradictory
na111cs.

3 1 . Our distinction between names and predicablcs enables us
to clear up the confusion, going right back to Aristotle, as to
whether there are genuine negative terms: predicables come in
contradictory pairs, but names do not, and if names and predicables are both called "terms" there will be a natural hesitation
over the question "Are there negative terms?".
The negation of a substantival term is never itself a new substantival term. If "the same A" supplies an intelligible criterion of
identity, "the same non-A" or "the same thing that is not an A"
never of itself does so, though such a criterion may be smuggled
in. ("The same non-A" may in context mean "the same B that is
not A" where "B" is a substantival term; e.g., "the same
nonsmoker7' may mean "the same man--or, railway
compartment-that
is not a smoker".) So the fact that some
general terms can both be predicated and be used as names in
simple acts of naming does not threaten the distinction we
drew-that predicables always, and names never, come in contradictory pairs; for a general term cannot be used as a name

32. Common nouns can be used as narncs in simple acts of
naming if thcy arc substantival terms-and only then; for concerning this use of a name there may always arisc the question
whether the same so-and-so has been twice named (section 27);
and for common nouns that are not substantival terms there can
be no such question, as we have just remarked. C o n ~ m o nnouns
have, however, also a predicative use; so if in sentences, as well as
in simple acts of naming, they can function as names, we need
some way of recognizing when they do so.
There is one clear class of cases: a common name may often be
clearly seen to be a logical subject when it occurs after a demonstrative pronoun. Suppose my friend whispers to me, meaning
Smith who is in our presence: "That man ncarly got scnt to
prison." It would I>cwrong to analyzc this utterance as if it were a
conjunctive proposition: "That is a man, and that nearly got sent
to prison". As we saw, "That is a man" is not a predication with
"that" as subject. T h e logical subject of my friend's proposition is
"man", used on this occasion to name Smith. T h e demonstrative
pronoun is not a name of Smith; in using it here, as in the
simpler form "That is a man", we are acknowledging the presence of one of the objects sharing thc name "man"; the use of the
compound "that man" also shows that we are tying down the
actual reference of the name "man" to just one of the objects that
it has the general potentiality of naming.
I have argued that some assertive sentences beginning with
demonstratives are not propositions but simply uses of the
grammatical predicate as a name; but this account will not cover
all such sentences. Moreover, in a sentence like "If that is gold,
I'm a millionaire" "that is" could not be suppressed without
yielding nonsense. T h e clause "that is gold" cannot be construed
as a simple act of naming, for only a proposition can significantly
be an if clause. I am inclined to say the demonstrative pronoun
must hcrc be understood as though it wcrc a demonstrative adjec-
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tive attached to some gencral tcrm. E.g., in oiir example the
scnse might be "if that lump is gold"; and I have just tried to
explain the logical role of phrases like "tli;~tlump".
What I havc said here about demonstratives applies only when
they 'demonstrate to the senses' as medicval writers say. When
the use of "that man" relates not to a context in which the man is
sensibly present, but to a context of discourse about a man, then
"man" will not be used in an act of naming, and a radically
different account must be given.'
Although it is part of the rationale of using an expression as a
name in a proposition that the same expression could be used to
name the same thing in a simple act of naming, it is also part of
the rationale of names that they can be used to talk about what is
named in absentia. (Unlike the wise men in Gulliver's Travels, a
man need not carry around with him a peddler's pack filled with
the objects he wishes to talk about.) As regards proper names, this
raises no special difficulty; we recognize that a proper name used
i l l a proposition corild havc Ixen rised in a simplc act of naming
the objcct to which the proposition was intended to relate.
We n1ay be tcn~ptedto assimilate the following pairs of utterallces:

any reason to recognize them as logical subjects; and even here
their semantical relation to the things they name is more complicatcd t l ~ a ~tllc
i one 1)orue I)y proper nanles occurring iu sentences. So it is simplest for the time being to concentrate on
proper names as logical subjects: these are, so to say, the only
pure samples we have thus far come across.

(I)

(2)

Jemima fought Towzer.-That's Towzer.
Jemima fought a dog.-That's the dog.

/

1
i

i

I

I

I
1

In both cases we may look for a linkage between an act of naming
and a predication, employing the same name, concerning the
thing so named. But such an account of (2) would 11e quite
wrong. For one thing, as we have seen, "a dog" in (2) should not
be taken as referring to a dog, to some one dog; for another thing,
"That's the dog" in (2) worild not he a simplc act of naming,
rather it is a fragmentary utterance needing to be eked out with a
linguistic context. "That's the dog" has to be understood as
"That's the dog Jemima fought", or as "Jemima fought that
dog", and thus not as a use of "dog" for a simple act of naming,
like "Towzer" in the second member of (1). Thus far, then, only
where common nouns are preceded by demonstratives have we
'Cf. Chapter Fivc infra.

h proper name is never used predicativcly-unless

it ceases
to be a proper name, as in "He is a Napoleon of finance" or
(Frege's example) "Trieste is no Vienna7'; in such cases the word
alludes to certain attributes of the object customarily designated
by the proper name. In statements of identity we may indeed say
that the copula joining two proper names has a special role. I
shall not here discuss the difficult question whether "Tully is
Cicero" exemplifies the classical uses of "Tully" and "Cicero" as
names, or whether we should rather regard it as a proposition
about these names in this use; that is, whether its analysis is
something like "Tully is thc same man as Cicero", the names
being used just as they might be in making historical statements,
or rather something like "In history 11ooks the names 'Tully' and
'Cicero' are comn~onlyused for the same man". But in any event
the copula is no longer the trivial bit of grammatical form that it
is in "Socrates is a man". O n that very account, however, our
absolute distinction of names and predicables is inviolate; for the
is the same man as Cicero" is totally difpredicable (say) "ferent from the name "Cicero".
33.

34. So far, as I said, we have not found any names other than
proper names to be used as logical subjects of propositions regardless of whether the things named are present or absent; proper
names are at any rate the only obvious examples. However, as I
shall try to show, it is plausible to suggest that general terms
(substantival ones, that is) also admit of such usc as logical subjects. Indeed, although the use of proper names in that capacity is
much more easily recognized, it is arguable that such use depends on the possibility of general terms' also being logical subjects.
People sometimes speak as if a proper name had meaning just
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11y having a bearer. This is absurd; we certainly do not give a man
the meaning of a proper name by presenting him with the object
named. 111 using a proper namc we claim the ability (or at least
acquaintance, direct or indirect, with somebody else who had the
ability) to idcntify an object; and by giving sorncbody an object we
do not tell hini how to idcntify it. Different proper names of
matcrial objects convey different rcquircments as to identity; the
namc "Clcopatra's Needle" (which is logically a single word)
conveys the rcqi~ircnientof material identity, Ilut neither the
name "Thames" nor any proper name of an animal convcys any
such thing. For every proper name there is a corresponding use of
a common noun preceded by "the samc" to cxprcss what rcquiremcnts as to identity the proper name conveys: "Cleopatra's
same cat";
Needlew-"the same (bit of) stone"; "jemima"-"the
"T11amcs"-"the samc rivcr"; "Dr. Jckyll" or "Mr. Hyde"-"the
samc ~~crsonality".In all these cases we may say tliat tlle proper
name conveys a nominal essence; thus, "cat" expresses the nominal essence of the thing we call "Jemima", and Jemirna's corpse
will not be Jemima any more than it will be a cat. (It was for the
same reason that I put forward the view that, in a case like "If that
is gold I'm a millionaire", "that" must be understood as if it went
with a noun like "lump"; otherwise reference would fail for lack
of a way to identify that.)
I am here deliberately rejecting a well-known thesis of Locke's;
but two points for which Locke would have contended must, I
think, be granted: first, that the sense of the proper name
"Jemima" need not include the sense of any predicables likc
"female" and "tabby" that apply to Jemima but not to all cats (and
similarly for proper namcs of other kinds of things); scconclly, tliat
common nouns exl~rcssingthe nominal essence need 11ot I)c
standing for a kind of substancc. The first concession involves
rejecting Russell's notorious disguised-description theory of
proper names. Russell was obliged of course to admit that, for
example, several men may converse intelligently about Bismarck
even if the peculiar traits of Bismarck that each has in his mind
shoi~lddiffer; this shows tliat the question which traits the namc
"Bis~narck"recalls is pi~rclyp~ycliolo~ical
and has no bearing on
thc scnsc of the name.

The reason for the second concession comcs out from one of
my examples: the nominal essence of the object called "Thanics"
is exprcsscd by the common noun "river", and on any view
"river" docs not stand for a special kind of substance. In the
traditional view of sul~stanceand accident, it is a incre accident of
water that it should flow in a certain watercourse.
I might tell a story involving Jemima and the river 'I'hames
without using either of these proper namcs; I might refer to
Jc~ni~ll;l
;is ";i c;it" ; ~ n dtllc 'I'li;~~ncs
as ";i rivcr" wlic11 I first
mentioned them, and thereafter speak of "the cat" and "the
riverw--sc. "the samc cat" and "the samc rivcr". A hcarcr unacquainted cvcn by hcarsay with Jcmima and the Thamcs, and
destined never to make such acquaintance, nor ever to discourse
about them again, would losc absolutely nothing by this suppression of the proper namcs. So if "cat" in this storytelling did not
retain tlle use of a logical sul>jcct, how could "Jcmima" 11avc
such a use? How could we make out that "Jemima" has what it
takes to be a logical subject, but "cat" has not?
Although repeated use of a proper name for acts of naming can
express an identification, and repeated use of a common noun in
this way cannot do so, nevertheless a common noun prefaccd by
"the same" can be used outside the context of a sentence to
express an identification. Sornconc may be trained to say
"Jemima" upon seeing Jemima, and "cat" upon seeing a cat;
someone may also be trained so that he first says "cat" and then
says "the same cat" when presented with the same cat as he saw
011 the first occasion. Now si~relythis use of "cat. . . the samc
cat. . . the same cat. . ."outside the context of a sentence is related to the usc of "c;lt . . . tllc (same) cat. . . the (s;imc)
cat. . ."ill telling a story in j11st tllc sanlc way as the ilsc of
"Jcmima" in a series of acts of naming is related to the usc of the
name in telling the story. And if so, then surely "cat" so used in
telling the story is as much a logical subject as "Jemima" is.
If "cat" in such a story is a logical subject, then we need to say
what it stands for. It docs not stand for Jemima or some other
definite cae my story may have Ixcn in f;~ettrue (or substantially
true) of Jcmima, but as told it was not a story ahout Jcminla or
aho11t ;my (Icfinitc a t , ;incl it need not have Ilccn even roughly
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true of any cat. We cannot say "cat" here stands for an indefinite
cat: there is n o such animal. In an act of naming, or again in a
proposition where it is preceded by a demonstrative, "cat" potentially stands for any cat, and only the concrete application of the
utterance to its context ties "cat" down to standing for a given cat
then and there present; "cat" in the story is not thus tied down, so
we must say that here it refers to any and every cat, equally and
impartially. It may rouse our suspicions that though the story is
just about a cat, the term "cat" used in it will on this view refer to
every cat alike. But the suspicion can be dispelled: let us call to
mind that, given some complete list of cats, a proposition making
a predication "F( )", however complex, about a cat must have
the same truth-valoe as wo~ild belong to a disjunction
"F(Jemima) or F(Mehitabe1) or F(Tibb1es). . ." (and so on for all
the items of the list); and in this disjunction the names of each
and every cat occur symmetrically.
A proper name carrying as part of its sense the criterion of
identity expressed by "the same cat" may be called a name for a
cat: cvcn if "cat" is a namc of any and every cat, it is not a name
for any cat. Repeated use of a proper name for a cat requires an
intention on the speaker's part to name the same cat each time;
repeated use of the name "cat7' does not. A proper name is a
name of a cat if it is not an empty name but does actually name a
cat. Each of the names in the list I have just imagined would be a
nalne of and fir a cat. Wllcn 1 speak of a name of and for an A in
the sequel. I mean "A" to 1x2 read 21s going proxy for some
sobstantial tenn, and a namc of and for an A will be a noncmpty
proper namc whose sense carries the criterion of identity expressed by "the same A". (The phrase in quotes, "the same A",
in the last sentence is of course intended not as mention of that
actual expression, but as schematically standing in for quotation
of some English phrase in which the letter "A" is supplanted by a
substantival term; such reading of expressions with schematic
letters in them as schematic quotations rather than quoted
schemata will often be needed in this work; I rely on the good will
and intelligence of readcrs to see where.)
T h e outward guise of a proper name of course does not show

(usually at least) what criterion of identity the name's use carries
with it. Many writers on the theory of meaning have been
strangely misled by this fact; they have inferred that proper names
lack 'connotation', an obscure expression but one that is certainly
meant to exclude the proper name's having a sense that includes
a criterion of identity. That out of a set of equiform names one
may e.g. mean a man, one a dog, one a river or mountain, is
another fact mentioned in this connection, and with equal
irrelevance; equivocal terms are not confined to the class of
proper names, and one might as well argue that "beetle" does not
include being an insect as part of its sense because an equiform
common noun means a large kind of hammer. (Some have even
gone further and denied that proper nouns are words of the language in whose sentences they occur: see section 2 1 . )
The right comment seems to be: What a sign conceals, its use
reveals. In vernaculars misunderstanding of proper names is often
avoided hy adding a suitable common noun in apposition to thc
proper noun: "Mount Everest", "the river Arrow", "Lake Erie".
This device is readily adoptable in formalized languages that contain both proper and common names: if "a,b,c, . . ." are letters
standing in for proper names and "A,B,C, . . ." for common
names, then "Ab" could be used to represent a name for an A,
and "Bc", a name for a B. This would obviously be better than
c.g. using a ncw fount of type when proper names for a new kind
of object were required-a device that is sometimes cmploycd.
proofs; so I shall simply
But the book contains no fori~~alized
stipulate what thc names occurring in it are to be read as names
for, from one occasion to another.
3 5 . The futility of the doctrine of distribution, that "some cat"
refers to some cat, not to every cat, ought to convince us that, if a
theory of common nouns' being logical subjects is to be taken
seriously, it must make any (unambiguous) common noun refer
in an impartial way to each of the objects that could be so named
in a simple act of naming. But is this impartial reference the same
kind in all propositions; or are there various species of reference?
T h e latter alternative was cl~osenin medieval logical theories,
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and was extensively worked upon; a sinlilar, but historically independent, theory is sketched in Russell's Principles of Muthenlutics. In the next chapter I shall expound these theories; and then I
shall try to show why this whole way of thinking was, as Russell
found, only a blind allcy.

Three

Referring Phrases

36. The term 'referring phrasc' as uscd in this book occurs in
the cxposition of theories which would make thc term an appropriate one if they were thcniselves correct. By using it I am not
prejudging thc qucstion of thcsc tlicorics' being correct, nor do I
hold myself estopped from arguing later on that the term is a
misnomer.
Referring phrases are a subspecies of what may be called
applicatival phrases. Applicatival phrases arc formed by conibining substantival general terms with what W. E. Johnson' called
applicatives: an applicativc is an expression such as "a7', "the",
"some", "any", "cvcry", "no", "most", "only", "just one",
"morc than one", "all but one". Any such expression may be
combincd with a substantival general tcrm likc "man" or "men"
to form what intuitively appcars to be a syntactical unity; in
inflected languages applicativcs are very often in grammatical
concord of gender, number, and case with the nouns thcy arc
attachcd to. At this stage of our inquiry it will be convenient to
count anlong applicatival plirascs, not only ones formed silliply
from an applicativc and a gencral term, but also complex phrases
'Johnson, p. 97.
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like "some white man" or "more than one man who broke the
bank a t Monte Carlo", which we niay call restricted applicatival
phrases. There is no need to specify thc class of applicatives
otherwise than by such a list as I have given, for doubtful cases
will I>cautomatically cut out when I supply the added conditions
that form the differentia of referring phrases.
If we substitute an applicatival phrase for a proper name, we
never destroy the syntax of the proposition: e.g., starting from
"Sonie boy loves Mary" we can form "Son~eboy loves every girl",
"Some boy loves only pretty girls", "Some boy loves just one
girl", and so on. Small changes may be needed to make the
sentence fully grammatical if e.g. a phrase with "girl" in it replaces "Mary", but I think this happens only when we have a
plural phrase like "n~ostgirls" instead of a proper name as a
grammatical subject. This is wholly trivial; for this remnant of
grammatical 'agreement' in English has no hearing on the informative content of propositions. A foreigner who dccidccl not to
bother about his concords in these cases would be in no danger of
I~cing~~iisunclcrstoocl;
indeed, the 11scof "they, them, their" with
a singular applicatival phrase as antecedent has been established
in Englisll since the early 1500s. Tliis usagc avoids troubles about
gender ("Iielsl~e")as well as number. (Grammarians have long
condemned it; but Women's Liberation may beat them yet.) I
shall henceforth ignore this complication. Occasionally I shall
usc "Al~nostcvery A is P" as a conventional substitute for "Most
awkwardnesses.
As arc P", to avoid Ii~lg~istic
I shall count an applicatival phrase as a referring phrase only
when it stands where a proper name might have stood. When "a
man", or "the man who broke thc bank at Monte Carlo", occurs
prcdicativcly aftcr "is", I shall not recognize it as a referring
phrase; for if in such places a proper name is used referentially,
this means there is a change in thc force of "is", so that it
amounts e.g. to "is the same man as". Certainly, the "is" or
"was" in a proposition like "Louis XV was the King of France at
that time", or "Smith is (was) the man who broke the bank at
Monte Carlo", has been taken by many logicians to be a copula
of identity, as in "Tully is (was) Cicero" or "The Thames is the
Isis"; but I think this is quite wrong. T h e definite description is in

such cases used predicatively or attributively, and in Polish would
bear a predicative inflection, even if it came first in the sentence
(as e.g. in "The King of France at that time was Louis X V ) .
Prcdicativc uses of definite descriptions will be discussed in section 75.
It will be convenient for our purposes to introduce a little
syn~bolisnlat this point. I shall use signs like """ and "t" to go
proxy for applicatives; the letters "A,B,C, . . . ", for general terms;
and the letters "a, b,c, . . .", for proper names. I shall use "f( )",
"g( )", "h( )", and so forth to represent contexts into whose
empty place we may insert either a proper name or an applicatival
phrase. (The question will arise, for complex sentences, how
much of the sentence is to be taken as the context "f( )"; this is
the question of what logicians call scope, to which we shall return
in section 42 below. For the present we shall assume that a
schematic symbol like "f( )" represents the whole scope of the
pllrasc "" A".)
Our next task is to state a condition which shall pick out from
among applicatival phrases that subclass which I am going to
count as referring phrases. Given an applicatival phrase ""A", we
may have a list L, with items that are names of and for As, such
that the following is true when ""A" is interpreted:
L is a list covering " A and covering only As.

(I include here the degenerate case where the list L contains only
one name.) If, on this assumption about the list L, we are warranted in inferring "f('A)" when we have also a premise that is
obtained from "f(" A)" by inserting a suitably modified form of
the list L instead of the applicatival phrase, then I call the phrase
""A" a referring phrase; otherwise not. The 'suitable modification' of L, if L has more than one item, is to be made by
prefixing "each one of:"; if L consists of just one name, this name
is to be inserted as it stands.
For example, imagine a small community of boys and girls,
and suppose we have:
"Mary, Jane, Kate" is a list covering all the girlsln~ost
girlslsome girlslat least two girls, and covering only
girls.
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Then from the premise:
Every boy admires each one o f : Mary, Jane, Kate
we are warranted by this assumption about the list in passing to
the conclusion:
Every boy admires all the girls/most girlslsomc girlslat
least two girls
where the applicatival phrase chosen corresponds to the one occurring in the assumption about the list. And sin~ilarly,since in
this case wc shall have:
"Mary" is a (one-item) list covcring a girl and covering
only girls
from the premise:
Every boy admires Mary
we are warranted in inferring
Every boy admires a girl.
So "all the girls", "most girls", "sonle girls", "at least two girls",
and "a girl7' all pass the test for referring phrases. On the other
hand, "just one girl" fails tl-rc tcst; for if we have:
"Mary" is a list covcring just one girl and covcring only
girls
then clearly from the premise "Every boy admircs Mary" we are
not hereby warranted in inferring the conclusion:
Every boy admires just one girl.
For "no" phrases the test as statcd simply cannot be applied;
obviously, for no list L could the condition "L covers no A and
covcrs only As" be fulfilled, if the items of L are names of and for
As. By stipulation, we exclude "no" phrases from among referring phrases.
The applicativc "any" is grammatically anoinalous in I',nglisli,
but the conditions for it to be a means of forming a referring
phrase arc often clearly fulfilled. On the condition:
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T h e list "Mary, Jane, Kate" covers any girl and covers
only girls
we may pass fro111the pren-rise"Some boy will whistle at each one
of: Mary, Jane, Kate" to thc conclusion "Some boy will whistle at
any girl". So here "any girl" passes the tcst. Some of the troubles
about "any" are matters of scope: see section 42 below.
As we shall see, this way of bringing in lists is close to the
thought of medieval logicians writing about suppositio, and to
Russell's thought when he wrote about denoting phrases. A simple working criterion is all that we shall need; in the next chapter
we shall see that this type of theory breaks down even for applicatival phrases that clearly pass the test for referring phrascs, and
cven for sinlplc finite models; so formulating a more refined
criterion would I>e wasted labor in logic, as well as historically
perverse.
It must be stressed that if we have a proposition P with a
referring phrase in it, the truth of a proposition related to this one
in the way our test stipulates is not in general more than a sufficient condition for the truth of P; the truth of P will not in
general require the truth of son-resuitably related proposition with
a list in it. For example, the truth of
Ixvcry boy admires most girls
tlocs not require thc truth of some proposition like:
Every boy admires each one of: Mary, Jane, Kate,
For cven if the objects of each boy's admiration form a majority
of girls, it may be a different majority for each boy. But this in no
way goes against the use of the test.
So far I have statcd the condition for a referring phrase only as
regards onc class of applicatival phrascs, namely those formed
from an applicative and a logically simple general term; I must
now consider also phrases of the form "'(A that is P)", e.g.
"son-re white man" ("some man that is white") or "the man who
broke the bank at Monte Carlo7'. It is quite easy to make the
required extension: we simply change the general forn~ A)" to
"f(*A tliat is P)" thro~igliout,and change the conditions imposed
on tlic list L to thc following:
'If("
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L is a list covering *(A that is P) and covering only
As, and whatever A there is that L covcrs is P .
For cxamplc, if in our small community we have:
"Minnie, Tibbles, Ahab, Jemima" is a list covering all the
tabby cats/most tabby cats/some tabby cats, and covering only cats, and whatever cat this list covers is tabby
then from the premise:
Fido chases each one oE Minnie, Tibbles, Ahab, Jcmima
we may pass to the conclusion:
Fido chases all/some/most (of the) tabby cats.
Similarly if we have:
"Jones" is a (one-item) list covering tllc man w l ~ obrokc
the bank at Monte Carlo, and covering only men, and
whatever man "Jones" covers broke the bank at Monte
Carlo
(it is irrc1cv;lnt that thc pxts of this following thc first comma arc
in fact rcdundnnt), thcn from the premisc "Smith met Joncs" we
may clearly infer:
S111ith met the man who broke the bank at Monte Carlo.
T h r ~ s";lll/somc/most (of the) tal,l)y c;lts" will pass t l ~ ctest for
Ixing n referring pl~rasc,n~idso will "tllc man w11o I~rokcthe
I~ankat Monte Carlo". Hut it is casy to scc ( I Icavc it to t l ~ crcatlcr
to check this) that "just one man who brokc the bank at Monte
Carlo" will fail the test, and so will "at most two tabby cats".
Some reader may suspect a vicious circle because the very
applicatival phrase whose semantics we are discussing occurs in
one of the sentences en~ployedin stating the test. Such a suspicion would be unfounded. We are supposed to know, at least in
part, the logical powers of propositions containing a given
applicatival phrase before we begin the test: the aim of the test is
not to determine those logical powers, but to determine wllether
the applicatival phrase is to be classified as a referring phrase.
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Again, doubts may be felt because I make use of the names of
ol>jects: is "all pebbles on Brighton beach" to be rejected as a
referring phrase because every one of these pebbles may be nameless? or an1 I assuming, like advocates of 'substitutional' quantification, that our language ought to contain names for all the
objects covered by the general terms that occur in our referring
phrases? There is no need to accept either position. The criterion
for an applicative's serving to form referring phrases can be employed when there are names of all the objects of the relevant
sort; and according to the decision in that case, we shall count all
similar applicatival phrases using that applicative as being or not
being referring phrases. We shail however be mostly concerned
with small finite models in which all the objects concerned have
names; as I said, in the next chapter we shall see that theories of
the medieval and Russellian type such as are expounded in this
chaptcr already break down for these finite models, so any fuss
about the senlantics required for an applicatival phrase "*A"
when nameless or infinitely numerous As are involved would be
merely gratuitous.
37. 'l'he essential feature 110th of Russell's theory of denoting in
his Principles of h/lathematics, and of many medieval theories is
this: In a referring phrase "*A" such as I have been describing,
the general term "A" refers impartially to each object so called;
but there are various modes of reference that "A" may then have,
and the usc of one applicative in the phrase rather than anothcr
scrvcs to specify which mode of rcfcrcncc there is to thc thing(s)
called "A". (Provisionally, I shall herc assume, as the authors of
the theorics I am reconstructing would have, that a 'restricted'
referring phrase like "some mouse in this house" may be put in
the form "*A", with "A" read as a complex term "mouse in this
house". We shall later see reason to deny this: see section 72
below.)
I must emphasize the difference between this sort of theory and
the doctrine of distribution. O n that doctrine, "some cat" will not
just have a different mode of reference from "every cat"; it will
also, in general, have a different reference-to some cat as apposed to every cat. What is worse, the reference of "some cat"
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\vould have to differ according as the proposition "Some cat is P"
\vcrc true or fal\c; in trtic proposition\ of this form " s o ~ ~ lc;it"
c
would rcfcr to each cat of whom the prcdical~lcrepresented I)y
"P" werc true, whereas in false oncs no such ~pecificationof
'some' among cats would be possible. This result is absurd; for, as
Buridan pointed out long since, the reference of an expression
can never depend on whether the proposition it occurs in is true
or false.2 The very same referring phrase as occurs in a true or
false proposition will occur in a yes-or-no question to which that
proposition is an answer; and if this expression does indeed give
us something that the qucstion is about, then this must be spccifiable before the question is answered, and cannot depend on
which answer is right.
On the sort of theory we are now considering, a phrase like
"some cat" always stands in a certain relation of reference to each
cat. I criticized Ockham for thinking that, in "Socratcs was a
philosopher", "a philosopher" refers to or names Socrates; but I
was not imputing to Ockham the view tliat the phrase in this
context refers only to Socrates; Ockham in fact held that "a
philosopl~cr"here refers after a fashion to cvcry philosopher (at
least every one among Socrates' contemporaries-I cannot here
go into the difficulties about the so-called 'ampliation' of terms in
tensed propositions). Of course it would only be the reference of
the term "philosopher" to Socrates that made the proposition
true; but the phrase "a philosopher" would refer, in some appropriate mode, to each philosopher (of that time at any rate), and
this would not depend on the truth of the proposition "Socrates
was a philosopher".
Are we to say that it is the term "cat" itself which has a different
mode of reference in "some cat" and in "every cat", the signs
"some" and "every" serving to show which mode occurs? or shall
we rather say that what has reference is not the bare term "cat"
but the whole phrase "some cat" or "every cat"? Plainly it makes
little difference which we say. Russell in fact preferred the latter
way of speaking, and medieval logicians the former. Thi5 was duc
to a syntactical diffcrcncc bctwccn English and Latin; the Latin
ZBuridan, Sophismata, c . vi, sophisma

1..
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cxpressiori answering to what I an1 calling a referring phrase
wor~ltlC O I I I I I I ~ I I I Y I)c' ;I 1101111 or I ~ ~ I ~ I ~ - ~ ) I I ~t ;~I ~\ ci ; i ~ e o ~ i ~ l )I)y; i ~ ~ i C d
a n article or otlicr ;ipplicativc. 'I'hc medieval tlicorics of reference
werc devised so as to apply to such isolatcd common nouns, as
well as to referring phrases formed with applicatives, and thus
they naturally ascribed the various 111odcs of reference to the
common nouns themselves; which mode of reference a noun had
in a given context would son~ctimeshc shown by an applicative
(signum), somctimes have to be gathered from the total scnsc of
the proposition.
Ockham compares the apl~lic~ltivc
to the zero sign in tlic
Hindu systc111 of numerals, which had by his time reached
Europe by way of thc Arabs: it has no numerical value of its own,
but alters the value of the numerals it follow^.^ Now it is plainly
arbitrary whether we say that "20" means twiity, or tliat the "o"
in "20" makes the "2" mean twenty. Russell, on the other hand,
takes all his examplcs fro111English, in which langr~agcit is rather
rare for a conlmoli liorin in tlic sillgiilar nl~mbcrto stand as
subject or objcct of a verb, or after a preposition, without having
an article or otlicr applicativc l~rcfixedto it. So it was natural for
Russell to ascribe the 1110de of reference to the phrases as wholes,
to "cvcry man" and "some man" rather than to the plain "n~an".
Since I too shall bc using only English cxan~plcs,I shall follow
Russell; but this must be clearly understood to be only a termino1ogical decision, of no deep significance.
I

38. Both Russell and the medieval logicians held that thc rcla-

I

'

tion of mere words to objects was only an indirect one: what
primarily refers to a given dog, say Towscr, is not the phrase
"every dog" but thc '~ncaning' of the phrase; and si~nilarlya
whole verbal proposition containing the phrase "cvery dog" will
havc a 'meaning', of which the 'meaning' of "cvery dog" will be a
part. T h e 'meaning' of a whole proposition would be built up out
of the 'meanings' of its parts in a way roughly parallel to the
syntax of thc vcrh;ll proposition. For mcdicval logicia~isthis
'meaning' was a content of a n individual mind, an inncr uttcr-
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ance in an immaterial language; Ockham took this idea of mental
language and its structure so seriously and so naively that he tries
to dctcrmine which parts of speech, and which grammatical attril~uteslike voice, case, and number, are to be found in the
n~cntallanguage. For Russell, on the other hand, thc 'meaning'
of a verbal proposition was objective, in Frege's sense; and sometimes at lcast the Proposition in Russell's sense-the meaning of
the verbal proposition-would have as parts the actual entities,
the individuals and universals, mentioned in the verbal proposition. It appears to me that, as regards the theory of referring
phrases, both the medievals' mental proposition and Russell's
objective Proposition were idle wheels, useless reduplications of
the linguistic structures.
Russell held not only that a rcferring phrase was not what
primarily did the referring, b r ~ talso that what a referring phrase
likc "every dog" or "a dog" primarily refcrred to was not indit
a certain 'combinavidual dogs likc Tray and 'rowzer, I ~ u rather
tion' of dogs 'effected without the use of relations'. We can more
or less makc out what led him to use such langr~agc.T h e proposition "Jemima can lick every dog in town"would have the same
truth-value as "Jemima can lick Tripod and Bonzo and Tray and
Towzer. . ." (and so on for all the dogs in town); "Jemima can
lick a dog in town" would have the same truth-value as "Jemima
can lick Tripod or Bonzo or Tray or Towzer . . ." (and so on for
all thc dogs in town). If each of these lists of dogs' names, formed
respectively with "and" and with "or", has to correspond to something in rebus, then there nus st be two distinct objects somehow
fomicd out of the individual dogs, which may be called "conibinations". Now the difference between these 'combinations', unlike that bctwccn two ordinary combinations of thc same objects,
is not to be regarded as due to different relations holding between
the things; for Russell was not prepared to stomach and and or
relations between concrete objects like men and dogs; this explains his expression "combinations effected without the use of
relations".
Such a conibination, Russell thinks, is 'something absolutely
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peculiar. . . neither one nor many'. This odd language can be
explained: Russell elsewhereS puzzles over the fact that though
"every man7' and "some man" are grammatically singular, the
singular entity they would apparently refer to cannot be identified
with Socrates or Plato or any other definite person. He concludcs
that one is denoted in every case, but in an impartial distributive
manner. Yet how can reference be impartial or distributive as
between one thing and itself? It is in this uneasy confusionperhaps aggravated by a worry whether "Socrates or Plato or
Aristotle" stands for one man or three-that Russell talks of something absolutely peculiar which is neither one nor many. This
wild Realist metaphysics is, however, quite inessential to Russell's logical theory of referring phrases.

I must now discuss the ambiguities of Russell's term "denoting". What I here call "referring phrases" Russell called "denot39.

ing phrases"; but he held that their denoting role was
derivative-what primarily did the denoting were the 'meanings'
of denoting phrases, objective parts of Propositions which he
called "denoting concepts" or "denoting complexes". This ambiguity in the application of the adjective "denoting" was always,
I think, rendered harmless by the context.
It was more troublesome when Russell abandoned the logic
(along with the metaphysics) of Principles of Mathematics, but
went on speaking of denoting phrases-particularly as he now
counted "no men" as a denoting phrase. The really bad confusion, however, was caused by his statement that his own earlier
use of the term "denote" corresponded to Frege's "bedeuten".
This is a travesty of the truth: in fact, whereas Russell takes "every
man" and "some man" as typical denoting phrases, Frege says it
is merely absurd to ask what such expressions stand for (bed e ~ t e n )(I. ~shall discuss this view of Frege's presently.)
Russell's use of the term "denote" is thus most confusing; but
then, the whole previous history of the term is a sad tale of
conf~~sion.
Our contemporaries too have added their quota by
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using it in a number of different scnscs; thus, Church has used
"denote" to rcnder Frege's "bedeuten", and Quine has used it for
that relation of predicables to objccts which I express by "apply
to" or "be true of'. High time that so battered and defaced a coin
werc withdrawn from pl~ilosopl~ical
currency; I shall avoid it as
~ n u c has possible, even whcn reporting Russell.
T h e medieval tern1 for what I call the mode of refercncc of a
referring phrasc was "suppositio". Apparently in origin this is a
legal term meaning "going proxy for"; Aquinas and Ockham say
quite indifferently that a term has suppositio for (supponit pro)
and that it stands for (stat pro) one or more objects. In paraphrasing medieval writers I shall quite often tacitly use "mode of reference" for their "suppositio".

town" arc both falsc if Jcmima can lick onc clog but not another;
and yet "can laugh", "cannot laugh" and "Jcmima
can lick -",
"Jemima cannot lick -"
are contradictory
predicahlcs. Thus we cannot regard "somc men" or "any dog in
town" as genuine subjects, to wl~ichcontradictory predicates are
attachable to gct contradictory propositions. "Evcry man is P"
and "Every man is not P" may indeed very rcadily be takcn as
contradictory forms; but only becausc the latter form would be
commonly read as meaning "Not every man is P", in \vhich
there is not even the appearance of attaching "is not P" to
"every man" as subject.

40. In discussing the subject-predicate relation, I argued that in
any proposition in which a 'purely referential' propcr name occurs, we may treat that name as a logical subject to which the rest
of thc proposition is attacllcd as a prcdicatc. Now for such a n
occurrence of a proper name a referring phrase can always be
substituted without further disturbance of the syntax. So, if we
use "f(a)" to represent a predicate "f( )" attached to a subject
"a", it seems appropriate to say that in "f("A)" we have the same
predicablc attachcd to a quasi subject, to thc rcfcrring phrasc
""A". Similarly in chemistry a complex moleculc may havc a
place that can be occupied either by a single atom or by a radical,
e.g. either by the sodium atom Na or by the ammonium radical
NH,, or again cither by thc chlorine atom C1 or by the cyanide
radical C N . This analogy between propositional and molecular
structure is important-and so is the way in which, as we shall
see later, it breaks down.
Why should I use the grudging term "quasi subject"? Let us
use "f( )" and " f( )" to represent contradictory predicables;
then, when attachcd to any proper name "a" as subject, they will
give us contradictory predications; but if ""A" takes the place of
"a", the propositions "f("A) and "f'('A)" will in general not be
contradictories-both may hc triic o r 1,oth false. "Somc men can
laugh" and "Somc mcn cannot laugh" are both tri~c;"Jcmima
can lick any dog in town" and "Jcmima cannot lick any dog in

4 1 . These facts about contradictories led Fregc to dcny that a
referring phrasc is an expression at all from a logical point of
view. O n his view, we should regard "every", for example, as
logically going with thc gra~nmaticalpredicate; "Evcry -can
laugh" and "Not every - can laugh" will be contradictory
~~rcdical~lcs,
which yicld contradictory prcdications whcn thc
hlanks arc filled with a general term like "mai~". "Evcry man"
will no 1norc occur in the proposition as a logical unit than "Plato
was bald" occurs as a logical unit in "The philosopher whose
most eminent pupil was Plato was bald"; thc question what it
rcfcrs to will thus not arise, and attcrnl;ts to answer it rc\~cal
according to Frcgc a 'superficial', 'mcchanical or quantitative',
way of rcgarding the matter.
Fregc's analysis is both legitimate and important; but on his
own principles the possibility of one analysis docs not show that
, ~ indeed an alternative analysis could
none other is p o s ~ i b l e and
easily bc fitted into Fregc's gcneral view. Let us usc the term
"first-level predicablc" for the sort of predicablc that can be attached to a proper name to form a proposition about what isnamed. O n Frege's view any such first-level predicablc, if welldcfincd, itself stands for something-for a concept (Begriff);and a
pair of propositions "Lvcry man is P", "Not cvcry man is P",
would be contradictory prcdications about the concept for which
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the predicable "is P" stood. It thus seems natural to regard
"evcry man -"
and "not every man -"
as being likewise
predicables-a contradictory pair of second-level predicables, by
means of which we make contradictory predications about a concept. But of course this is radically different from the sort of
theory by which "every man" has a sort of reference to individual
men and is a quasi subject to which first-level predicates are
attached.
42. In any event, there is yet another difference between referring phrases and genuine logical subjects. Connectives that join
propositions may also he used to join predicablcs; and the very
meaning they have in the latter use is that by attaching a complex
predicable so formed to a logical subject we get the same result as
we should by first attaching the several predicables to that subject,
and then using the connective to join the propositions thus
formed precisely as the respective prcdicablcs were joined by that
connective. "Joe deserted or got killed" is tantamount to "Joe
deserted or Joe got killed"; "Jim understands this argument only if
highly intelligent and free from silly prejudices" is tantamount to
"Jim understands this argunwnt only if Jim is higl~lyintclligcnt
and Jini is free from silly prejudices".
For referring phrases it is quite otherwise: "f("A) & g("A)" may
be quite different in force from "f&g("A)"; e.g., "Jane loves some
boy and Jane hates some boy" is quite different fro111 "Jane loves
and (lane) hates some boy". Similarly "f("A) v g("A)" may be
quite different from "f v g(*A)": thus, "Every politician either is
cynical or dcccivcs himself' is quite different from "Either every
I)olitici;~~l
is cy~iic;~I
or cvcry l)olitici;~ll~IC'CC~VCSIii~llsclf'.Ncitl~er
I)rc;~ktlow~i
of cqtrivalc~~ccs
I I ; I ~ ) ~ I ~ I I Sfor dcfi~iitcdescril~tiol~s;
I)ut
for them it is arguable that there is sr~cha breakdown over
"if. . . then"; e.g., the fact that there were two first consuls of
Rome makes "The first consul of Rome was, if cruel, then cruel"
more open to exception than "If the first consul of Rome was
cruel, then the first consul of Rome was cruel", which is surely
just an instance of "If p, then p".
On the other hand, when referring phrases are around, it may
not be quite so easy to recognize your instance of "If p, then p".
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For this proposition:
(I)

If Jemima can lick any dog, then Jemima can lick any
dog

is not an instance of "If

p, then p", but rather is tantamount to:

(2) If Jemima can lick some dog, then Jemima can lick
any dog.
We might think this was because of an ambiguity in "any dog"
(even though the emphasis indicated by the italics, which would
give the proposition its intended meaning, would be precisely the
same for both occurrences of "any dog"); we might think the first
occurrence meant "some dog" and the second "every single dog".
I think this is the wrong explanation; even in (1) and(2) there is a
difference between "any dog" at its first occurrence and "some
dog", 11ut this difference is compensated for by other differences
between the structure of the propositions. This may be brought
out by paraphrase:
(1) It is true as regards any dog that, if Jemima can lick him,
then it is true as regards any dog that Jemima can lick
him
(2) If it is true as regards some dog that Jemima can lick him,
then it is true as regards any dog that Jemima can lick
him.
T h e paraphrases show that "any dog" meant exactly the same in
the antcccdent and in the consequcnt of ( I ) , and again in the
collscc~~lcllt
of (2).
What we have here been concerned with is what Russell calls
scope. Let us suppose that a complicated proposition abbreviated
as "f(" A)" contains a clause "g(' A)" as part of itself: then we shall
in general have to distinguish between taking a referring phrase
""A"as the quasi subject of the whole of (the context abbreviated
to) "f( )" and taking it as merely the quasi subject of "g( )"; in
the latter case we must treat only "g( )", not the whole of
"f( )", as the scope of ""A". For example in (1) the scope of the
first "any dog" is "if Jemima can lick -,
then Jernima can lick
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any dog"; ( I ) expresses the supposition that this complex prcdicable is true of any dog. In (2) on the other hand the proposition
"Jenrima can lick some dog" occurs as the antecedent, and the
scope of "some dog" is merely the context "Jemima can lick
-".
This diffcrcncc in scopc bchvccn "any d o g and "some
dog" nc~~tralizes
thc diffcrencc bctwcen thcm, so that (1) and (2)
come to practically the same.
r

1 hcrc is certainly a strong tcnrptation to say: In the context
then Jemima can lick any clog", "any
"If Jemirna can lick -,
dog" Incans the samc as "somc dog", even though they meail
diffcrent things from each other in other contexts. I think we
should resist the temptation. We just cannot infer that if two
propositions verbally differ precisely in that one contains the expression E l and the other the expression El, thcn, if the total
force of the two propositions is the same, we may cancel out the
identical parts and say that E l hcrc Incans the samc as E,. I shall
call this sort of inference the canceling-out fallacy; we shall
come across it more than once. A sirnplc example of it would
killcd Socratcs" and "was killed
bc: the prcdicablcs "by Socrates" must mean the same, because "Socrates killed
Socrates" means the sanlc as "Socrates killed Socratcs". Thc
expression "In the context of the propositions P I , P,, the meaning of E l , E 2 is the same" is a muddling one: it may mean
no more than that P I , which contains E l , means the same as P2,
which contains E2 and is otherwise verbally the same as P I ; or it
may seek to explain this by the supposition that here E l and E,
mean the same, though perhaps not elsewhere; and the slide from
one to the other just is the canceling-out fallacy.
7

43.

14. 1 now come to the different modes of reference that are
ascribed to referring phrases by the medieval and Russellian
tlicorics. Russell admittedly does not speak of different n-rodes of
reference; on the contrary, he says that "cvcry man" and "a man"
havc the samc denoting rclation to different objects; these objects
would correspond respectively to a conjunctive list "Socratcs and
Plato and Aristotle and. . ." and to a disjunctive list "Socratcs or
Plato or Aristotle o r . . .". But even if we could accept Russell's
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Rcalist ~ncbphysicson this matter, tlic routcs from "cvcry man"
and from "a man" to Socratcs (or Plato) would pass throogh
cl~aractcristicallydifferent 'combinations' of men; accordingly,
for Russell no less than the medievals, "every man" and "a man"
wol~ldl)c differently rclatcd to any given man, say Socratcs,
whereas citlicr phrase ~ v o ~ be
~ l related
d
in the same way to Socrates as to Plato. Russell's disagrccmcnt with the mcdicvals lies
only i l l his accoul~tingfor tl~istliffcrc~~cc
I)y ;I ~rict;rl)li~sical
spccr~latior~,
wl1ic11 \vc I I I ; I ~ 11~11cefi)1-tli
ig~iorcas irrcIcv;~~~t
to
logic.
Tlic siml)lest applicativcs to disct~ssarc "son~c"alltl "any". If
wc may waivc difficulties aboiit classes that arc either infinite,
like numbers, or 'open' toward the futore, like dogs, it is easy to
state truth-conditions for "f(any A)" and "f(some A)"; assuming,
in both cases, that "A )" is the whole scope of the referring
phrase. Let " a , , a,, a,, . . ." be a complete list of proper names
of and for As, if "A" is a logically sirnplc substantival tcrm; if o n
thc other lia~ldwe havc 'rcstrictcd' applicatival phrases, in which
"A" is short for something of thc form " R that is P", thcn Ict this
list of tlic proper names which both arc nanics
list l)c a con~l~lctc
of and for Bs and are names of things to which the restriction "P"
applies. (By calling the list "complctc", I mean that cach of the
things in question has a proper name and no name is left out.)
Then we shall clearly have:
"f(some A)" is true iffg this disjunction is true: "flul) v
f(a2) vfla,) v - . ."
"f(any A)" is true iff this conjunction is true: "f(a,) &
flap) & f ( a J & . . ."
For example, if "Bingo, Tripod, Towzer" is a complete list of
proper names that are names of and for dogs and are such that the
restriction "living in town" is true of each dog so named, then we
shall have:
"Jemima can lick some dog living in town" is truc iff
"(Jemima can lick Bingo) or (Jcmima can lick Tripod)
or (Jemima can lick Towzer)" is true.
9As is usual in logic books, I spell "if' this way when it has (as in ordinary
English it quite cornnionly has) the bicontlitional scnse of "if and only if'.
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"Jcmin~acan lick any dog living in town" is truc iff
"(Jcn~imacan lick Bingo) and (Jclnima can lick Tripod)
and (Jemirna can lick Towzer)" is true.
Thus it seems plausible to say that "any dog living in town"
and "some dog living in town" alike refer impartially to Bingo,
Tripod, and Towzer, the first doing so conjunctively and the
second disjunctively. This view was taken by medieval logicians
and by Russell. T h e medievals called the mode of reference of
"any A" confused and distributive, that of "some A" determinate. The point of the second epithet is that "f(some dog)" will be
true iff some determinate interpretation of "x" in "f(x)" as the
name of a dog makes "f(x)" true; a blurred awareness of this was
what led to the untenable views that we studied in Chapter One,
about the reference of "some man" to some man. For the epithet
"confi~scdand distril~utivc"I shall gcncrally substitutc "distrihutive". T h e doctrine of distributed terms is in fact originally a
m~tdcllcdmemory of thc mcdicval suppositio confusu et distributiva. Distributive suppositio was called "confused and distributivc" becausc of a supposed resen~blanccto another mode of
reference (which we shall come to presently) called "merely confused"; but since I can see no specially important feature common to these two modes of reference rather than any other two, I
shall for simplicity just call them the distributive and the confused mode of reference or suppositio.
Confused suppositio is always sharply contrasted with determinate suppositio in medieval logic. Russell uses to the same
end a distinction often made in ordinary English between "some"
and "a"; "f(some A)" and "f(an A)" have the common logical
feature that each is true if we can find a true interpretation of
"f(x)", reading "x" as the proper name of something that "A"
signifies; but "f(an A)" may be true even if no such true interpretation of "f(x)?' is to bc found. For instance, "A United
States citizen is murdered every twelve minutes" may be true
even if for no interpretation of "x" as the name of a United States
citizen does "x is murdered every twelve minutes" come out true;
"Some United States citizen is murdered every twelve minutes"
45.
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would often be taken in the same sense, but it will be convenient
for our purposes to take "some" phrases as always having determinate suppositio, so that this proposition would be true only if
one could ask for the name of the unfortunate victim.
d
in fact refutes tile idea that a referring
46. C o n f ~ ~ s esuppositio
phrase can be correctly used only if one could in principle supply
a namely-rider (as Gilbert Ryle calls it). Such riders can be
supplied when there is either determinate or distributive suppositio; "Jemima can lick some dog in town-namely Bingo";
"Jemima can lick any dog in town-namely
(for example)
Bingo". But no namely-rider is called for in order that "Jemima is
waiting for a mouse who lives in that hole" should be true: if
several mice do, Jemima need not be waiting for one rather than
anothcr, and no way of supplying a namely-rider need be correct.
Sentences containing namely-riders are apparent exceptions to
that referring phrases can fill the same places as
our rcq~~ircmcnt
proper names: for "Jemima can lick some dog in town, namely
some dog in town" and "Jemima can lick Bingo, namely Bingo"
arc alike absurd. The explanation I should offer is that sentences
with a namely-rider in them are not (purely) propositional in
force; the word "namely" gives a sort of promise, which is not a
proposition. "Namely", in fact, commits the speaker to the
undertaking of supplying an instance for which his statement is
true; and the first of our absurd sentences is so because what the
speaker undertakes is not f~~lfilled,
the second, because he undertakes something absurd-there are no instances of Bingo to give.
There is nothing wrong with either of the propositions (properly
so called) that are here involved, "Jemima can lick some dog in
town", "Jemima can lick Bingo"; and for them our requirement
is fulfilled.
T h e nonrequirement of a namely-rider was in effect used
by some medieval logicians as their way of explaining confused
suppositio; but I cannot regard it as a good way-you cannot
specify the logical force of an expression just by saying what it is
that need not be true when propositions containing the expression are true. A better attempt at explanation is to be found in
47.
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Ockhani and Russell; Ockhani explains confused suppositio, and
Russcll explains "a" phrases as opposed to "somc" phrascs, in
terms of a disjunction, not of propositions, but of propcr names.
In Russell's csamplc, Miss Smith has two suitors, Brow11 and
Joncs: "Yo11 must have met a suitor" corresponds to "You must
have met Brown or Jones", which is quite different from "You
must have met Brown or you must have met Jones"; on the othcr
hand, "Son~csuitor has won Miss Sniith's hand" would corrcspond to "Brown has won Miss Smith's hand or Joncs has won
Miss Smith's hand". l o Similarly, Ockhain holds that in "I proinisc yoti a horse7' "a horsc" may bc rcplaccd salva veritate by a
disjunctivc list of (prcsent and future) horscs, even though this
proposition wcrc being so intcrpretcd that no substitution of thc
propcr namc of a horsc would prcscrvc truth; and this is his
criterion for the term's having confused suppositio. "
T o a contemporary logician the idea of a disjunction of proper
nanies may well seem alien; he would naturally try to trcat a
proposition apparently containing such a disjunction as merc
shorthand for one containing a disjunction of propositions or of
prcdicablcs; c.g., "You must havc met Brown or Joncs" would hc
shorthand for "You must (have met Brown) or (have met Joncs)".
But wc milst not take a disjunction of proper naines to bc obviously less intelligible than a disjunction of propositions or prcdicables. In elementary grammar lessons, we learn that connectives
like "and" and "or" may be used to conjoin expressions of like
grammatical role into a complex expression which again has that
grammatical role; e.g., "Jack" and "Jill" arc grammatically alike
and so arc "went up" and "tumbled down"; so from "Jack went up
thc hill" we may pass to "Jack or Jill went up the hill7', or again to
"Jack wcnt up or tumbled down the hill". Contemporary logicians would readily takc the "or" of the second proposition as
expressing the logical sum of two relations; it may have turned
out that to read "or" as combining proper names does not so
readily fit into a logical scheme, but one could hardly dismiss this
use of "or" in advance as having negligible logical significance.

Morcovcr, therc arc contexts wllcre a disjunction of namcs
cannot very plausibly Ilc reduced to any other sort of disjunction.
Si~pposca jewclcr's shop has two assistants, Bill and Joc, and a
valri;lblc ruby is missing: "Only Bill or Joe had opportunity to takc
the ruby" is quitc diffcrcnt from the disjunction of "Only Bill had
opportunity to takc the ruby" and "Only Joe had opportunity to
take the ruby"; and if wc want to get the "or" joining a pair of
clauses or prcdicablcs, wc have to constrrlct somc srich artificiallooking forni as "1;or ally x, oiily if x is Joe or x is Bill Iiad x
opportunity to takc the ruby". So hcrc "Bill or Joc" sccnls to bc
gcnuincly standing in the place of a proper namc; and in the casc
siipl~oscd it can be rcplaccd salva veritate by "an assistant",
which would thcrcforc prcs~umablyhavc thc confi~scdmode of
rcfcrcncc. The incdicvals, wlio had a curiously strong intcrcst in
cxcli~sivcpropositions, did in fact hold that in "Only an A is P",
"an A" had suppositio confusa. l 2
We must not, howevcr, too readily assume that we do undcrstand a disjunction of propcr namcs. A child could no doullt be
tai~glitthe use of a comnlon, shared, name "tripodortowzcr" in
siinplc acts of naming-tar~gllt to rise tliiit name i)rccisclv for
each of thc two dogs Tripod and Towzcr. But what would tlicn be
nlcant by thc qucstion "Is tripodortowzcr eating that bonc?"? It
looks as though tllc answer ooght to be "Yes" or "No" according
as the predicable "eating that bone" (suitably understood from thc
context of the utterance) did or did not apply to what is narncd by
"tripodortowzer"; but since this name would namc either of two
dogs, this condition is incrirably nmbig~ious.Thos "Tripod or
Towzcr is eating that bone", which is not an~biguoasif the prcdicablc can be understood from the context of uttcrance, cannot
be taken as an answer to our supposed qucstion; nor, therefore,
can its grammatical subjcct "Tripod or Towzer" he equated with
the supposed common name "tripodortowzcr". And no othcr
possible way inlincdiatcly suggcsts itself of construing a list
forn~cdwith "or" as a genuine complex subject or quasi subject.
All the same, let us provisionally swallow the notion of proper
namcs' being disjunctively combined; it at least secms to make

10Russcll,scc. 59.
"Ockham, c. 72.

I2Scc, c . g . , Ockharn, c. 73 ancl c. 75.
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sense of the distinction between determinate and confused suppositio, and this distinction is continually important in both
pl1ilosopl1ical and nonpl~ilosophicalexamples. To take a nonphilosophical example: Let Bill have three sisters, Mary, Jane,
and Kate. Then "Tom has obliged hinlself to marry a sister of
Bill's" would by Russell's convention correspond in truth-value to
"Tom has obliged himself to marry Mary or Kate or Janew-so
that the obligation could be fulfilled if he married any one of
them. O n the other hand "Tom has obliged himself to marry
some sister of Bill's" would correspond in truth-value to "(Tom
has obliged himself to marry Mary) or (Tom has obliged himself
to marry Kate) or (Tom has obliged himself to marry Jane)". In
this case, the suppositio being determinate, there has to be an
answer to the question "Which sister of Bill's has Tom obliged
himself to marry?", if the proposition is true.
If we do use the distinction between a disjunction of proper
nanies and a disjunction of propositions to cxplain this distinction
between the two modes of reference, then we must allow that
thcrc may be cases in wliich the propositions "f(an A)" and
"f(somc A)" absolr~tclycoincide in inferential force. In the conc l fmarry -"
it niakes a tliftext "'l'om Ilas ol)ligecl I l i ~ ~ ~ sto
fcrcnce wl~ctlicrwe insert "a sistcr of Bill's" or "some sister of
Bill's"; but it makes n o difference at all in the context "Tom has
, since there is no difference whatever in injust married -"
ferential force between "Tom has just married Mary or Jane or
Kate" ("a sister"), and "(Tom had just married Mary) or (Tom
has just nlurried Jane) or (Tom has just married Kate)"-i.e.,
"l'om Ilas just m:irried some sister". Rr~sscllaccepted this result,
but did not infer that in such cases "an A" and "some A" must
coincide in meaning; such an inference would have been, in fact,
just the canceling-out fallacy, already exposed.
Medieval logicians, on the other hand, did hold that, if in a
given proposition the suppositio of a tern] is changed from determinate to confused, the inferential force of the proposition is
altered. In some of them, this resulted from their unsatisfactory
negative account of confused suppositio, in terms of what a proposition exemplifying such suppositio does not imply. Since Ockham, however, anticipated Russell's positive disjunction-of-

names explanation, I cannot but suspect him of inferring that if
in a given case "f(an A)" means much the same as "f(some A)",
then here "an A" means "some A", and is thus an instance not of
conf~~sed
but of determinate suppositio. This, of course, is the
canceling-out fallacy.
There is an amusing paralogism to prove that a eat who
watches a mousehole will not catch what she waits for. She cannot but catch some determinate mouse if she has any success at
all; but she was waiting just for a mouse, not for any determinate
mouse. Now, if Jemima catches Minnie, we may say "Jemima
was waiting for a mouse from that hole, and Minnie is a mouse
from that hole, and Jemima has caught Minnie7'. But Russell
would allow us to analyze "Minnie is a mouse from that hole" as
"Minnie is-identical-with a mouse from that hole"13 and to treat
this "a" phrase like others. Accordingly, if m,, mp, m3, are all
the mice from that hole, we may salva veritate substitute "m,or-m2-or-m:t" for "a mouse from that hole" both times, so as to
get: "Jemima was waiting for ml-or-mp-or-m3, and Minnie is
: ~ , Jemima has caught Minidentical with m , - ~ r - m ~ - o r - mand
nie". On this score, Minnie is after all identical with what
Jcmima was waiting for. We may worry ovcr thc expression
"Minnie is identical with m,-or-m,-or-m:t"; and our worry would
be jrlstified if we thought there was disjunction in rebus, as Russell did; for Minnie certainly would not be identical with a
number of mice nonrelationally combined. But if we are less
Realist than Russell was, and are on the other hand willing to
exploit his doctrine that "f(an A)" may coincide in import with
"f(some A)", this worry disappears; "Minnie is identical with a
mouse from that hole", "with ml-or-m2-or-m3 may very well
be taken to coincide in import with "Minnie is identical with
some mouse from that holew-"Minnie is identical with m, or
Minnie is identical with m2 or Minnie is identical with m3"which is comparatively unproblematic.
An example of philosophical errors in reasoning that can be
easily exposed by the apparatus of suppositio confusa and sup-
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positio dcterininuta ir the infcrcncc (apparently) made by Bcrkcley from the premises:
(i) A sensible objcct, c.g. the tree in the Quad, does not
dcpcnd for its continued existence on being pcrceived
by me, nor, pari ratione, by any finite person like me;
(ii) The tree in the Quad is, however, depcndent for its continued existence on being perceived by some person.
Berkeley goes on to what he says follows 'immediately and nccessarily', namely:
(iii) The tree in the Quad depends for its continucd cxistencc
on being pcrceived by a nonfinitc pcrson, i.c. by God.
T h e infcrcnce would bc valid only if the truth of (ii) would
~ l : whosc pcrccption, then, docs the trcc
warrant thc q ~ ~ c s t i o"On
i l l tlic Quatl depend for its contin~icdexistence?"; that i\, i l l
nlcdicval language, only if "some pcrson" in (ii) had sui~positio
determinata. But if I said, for example, "This poker game depcnds for its continuance on some person's going on playing", it
cannot be askcd which pcrson has to go on playing all the timc to
keep the game going-any one player may drop out and yield his
hand in thc game to a ncwcomcr. Hcre, and in (ii), "son~c
pcrson" would be counted as having suppositio confusa; the question "Namely, which person?" need not arise. Similarly, then, if
there were a rota of finite percipients, the tree in the Quad might
be ensured a continucd existence, even though no finite percipient kept his eye on it all the time.
By Russell's convcntion, of course, "some person" would h a w
suppositio determinata; but in (ii), although it reads more natural
than "a person", "some person" has suppositio confusa. Contrariwise, "a nonfinite person" in (iii) reads more naturally than
"some. . .", but has suppositio determinata. There is no foolproof way of interpreting ordinary language on such points; the
pricc of frecdom from fallacy is eternal vigilance.
T h e difference between "f(some A)" and "f(any A)" was
explained in terms of the difference between a disjunction and a
conjunction of propositions; that between "f(some A)" and "f(an
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A)", in tcrms of thc diffcrcncc bctwccn a disjunction of propositions and a disjunction of proper names. This suggcsts room for
another mode of refcrencc, symbolizcd let us say by "every":
"f(cvcry A)" differing from "f(any A)" in a way corresponding to
the difference bctwee!l a conjunction of proper names and a
conjunction of propositions. We should thus gct the following
symmetrical scheme:
.
If " a l , a,, a,, . . .,, IS
a complete list of proper names of
and for As, then:
"f(an A)" is true iff "f(a, or a 2 or a 3 o r . . .)" is true;
"f(son~cA)" is truc iff "flu,) or f(a,) or flu3) o r . . ." is
truc;
"flany A)" is truc iff "flul) and flu,) and f(u:,) a n d . . ." is
truc;
"f(cvery A)" is truc iff "f(c1, ant1 u, ant1 a:, ;lntl. . . )" is
tr11c.
111 tlic last csl~rcssio~l,
tlic names co~ljoincdwith "and" arc not
to be read as forming the single subject of a collective predication
like "Mary and Janc and Kate togcthcr wcigh 390 Ih." Wc may
get a clcar instance of thc intcndcd distinction bchvccn "any" and
"every" if wc go back to Tom's relations with Bill's sisters Mary,
Janc, and Katc. We have, Ily our convention:

"Tom can lawfully marry any sister of Bill's" is true iff
"(Ton1 can lawfully marry Mary) and (Tom can lawfully marry Jane) and (Tom can lawfully marry Katc)"
is true;
"Tom can lawfully marry every sister of Bill's" is true iff
"Tom can lawfully marry Mary and Jane and Katc" is
truc.
The second is a much stronger proposition than the first-it
means that Tom can lawfully at once marry Mary and marry Jane
and marry Kate. But it is not a collective predication about Mary,
Jane, and Kate; codes of law that allow simultaneous polygamy
need not therefore treat a man's wives as a corporation and dcem
that he is married to t l ~ ccorporation. We may call the seemingly
distinct mode of reference that "every" phrases like this one have,
the conjunctive mode.
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50. There was not much medieval recognition of thc conjunctive mode as distinct from the distributive. In general, as in our
example, "f(every A)" is a stronger proposition than "f(any A)";
in some examples, the two will coincide in import--e.g., if we
and "A"
take thc context "f( )" to be "Tom is in love with -"
to be "sister of Bill's". Thus, if a proposition "flevery A)" is
erroneously identified with "f(any A)", the difference will not
force itself on people's attention in the way that it became necessary to distinguish "f(an A)" from "f(some A)" to prevent fallacious inferences from "f(an A)"; for, as a rule, whatever follows
from "f(any A)" also follows from "f(every A)", though not vice
versa. On the other hand, the fourfold scheme given al~oveis
fo~mdin Russell.
The explanation of the fourfold scheme that I have given is
easily shown to fit almost all the long lists of examples given by
Russcll even though Russell's professed explanation of his
scheme is different from mine.I4 It would take up too much
space to discuss these lists in detail: I shall indicate how to check
Russell's assertions as to the import of the several items, give the
f~111working-out of some items, and leave the rest as an exercise
for the reader.
Russell uses in this passage the following terminology for notions belonging to set theory. "Term of' means "member of';
"belongs to" means "is a member of'; "common part7' or "part in
e ~ n l ~ n o n(of
' ' two or more classes) means "common member";
"is co~itni~lctl
in" means "is a srll)class of, or is the saltic class
with"; "the logical sum of the classcs e l , c,, c:~,. . ." nleans "the
class having just those members that are either members of cl or
members of C, or members of c3 o r . . .", and "the logical product
of the classes c,, c,, c3, . . ." means "the class having just those
members that are at once members of cl and members of C, and
mcinbcrs of c3 a n d . . .".
Russell uses in his exanlples the lower-case italic letters "a"
and "b"; his use is rather inexact-he uses the same letter as
proxy now for a general term that can have a plural and now for a
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proper name of a class or series. For typographical convenience, I
shall use "A", "B", instead of "a", "b", and shall restrict these
letters to the general-term use; thus, where Russell writes "the
logical sum of b", "any class belonging to b", "the series a", I
shall write "the logical sum of the Bs", "any B", "the series of the
As". This seeming pedantry is indispensable to clear thought on
the matter; and readers should correct Russell's careless language
in this way before checking his results.
T h e task of checking is considerably lightened by getting the
following preliminary results.
Let us use the sign "=" between quoted expressions to express
substitutability salva veritate. Let "a,, a,, a3 . . ." be a con~plete
list of the As, and " b l , b2, b,, . . .", of the Bs. Then we have:
"tern1 of an A"

= "term o f a l or of a, or (of)a 3 or. . ."
= "term of the logical sum of a , , a,,
as, . . . ? I
= "term of the logical sum of the As".

"term of every A"

=
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Similarly:
"belongs to a B"
"l)clongs to every B"

61.

= "l,elongs to the logical sturn of the Bs".
= "belongs to the logical product of the

Bs".

I now give a few cases to show how Russell's interpretations
both accord pretty well with the ordinary use of "some", "any",
"every", and "a", and also strictly conform to our rules. One
further rule is needed to get the right results: If a "some" phrase
and an "any" phrase occur in the same proposition, the rule for
"some" must be applied before the rule for "any". This rule, we
shall see later, is crucial.
( a ) ( 2 ) "Any

'4Russell, scc.

"term of a l and (of) a, and (of) a,
a n d . . ."
= "term of the logical product of a , , a2,
v
Q3,. . .
= "term of the logical product of the
As".

=

A belongs to a B"
"Any A belongs to the logical sum of the Bs"

BlBLlci ILCA CLE
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= "The class of all As is contained in the logical sum of

the Bs"
(cu)(3) "Any A belongs to some B" (by the rule for "some")
= "(Any A belongs to b,) or (any A belongs to b,) or
(any A belongs to b3) o r . . ."
= "(The class of all As is contained in b,) or (the class
of all As is contained in b,) o r . . ."
= "In some B the class of all As is contained":
(y)(io) "A term of an A belongs to every B"
= "A term of the logical sum of the As belongs to the
logical product of the Bs"
= "The logical sum of the As and the logical product
of the Bs have a part in common".
( y ) ( i i ) "A term of an A belongs to any B" (by the rule for
"any")
= "(A tcrrn of an A bclongs to b,) and (a term of an A
belongs to b,) and . . .".
Now:
"A term of an A belongs to b," = "A term of a , or (of)
a, o r . . . belongs to b, "
= "(A term of a, belongs to b,) or (a term of a,
belongs to b, ) o r . . ."
= "(a, has a part in common with b, ) or (a, has a part
in common with b,) o r . . ."
= "Some A has a part in common with b, ".
So:
(?)(I 1) = "(Some A has a part in common with b,) and (some
A has a part in common with b,) and. . ."
= "For any B you take, some A has a part in common
with it".
We could have reached the same results by applying our rules
first to "an A" and then to "any B".
(y)(i9) "A term of some A belongs to any B" (by the rule for
"some")
= "(A term of a , belongs to any B) or (a term of a,
belongs to any B) or. . .".
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Now:
"A term of a , belongs to any B" (by the rule for "any")
= "(A term of a , belongs to b , ) and (a term of a ,
belongs to b,) a n d . . ."
= "(a, has a part in common with b,) and ( a , has a
part in common with b2) a n d . . ."
= "a, has a part in common with any B".
So:
(y)(19) = "(a, has a part in common with any B) or
(a, has a part in common with any B)
o r . . .,,
= "(There is) some A (that) has a part in
common with any B".
It is lal)orious, Ilut not difficult, to cllcck througli Russell's
thirty-two examples-or rather, thirty-eight, if we observe that at
(a)(5) and at (y)(4), (5), (6), (I(,), and (17), we have each t i ~ n ca
pair of examples alleged to coincide in import. T h e result is that
in thirty-five out of thirty-eight cases the import worked out by
our rules cxactly agrees with Russell's. The only exceptions are
(y)(4), (5), and (6); in each of these cases Russell assumcs "any
term of a n A" = "any term of some A", and thus wrongly gives a
pair of forms as equivalent. In fact, if we work out the cases by
Russell's implicit rules, we get quite a different result. Let "f( )"
represent the context in which the phrase "any term of an A" is
emhcdcled; this is in fact "belongs to every B" for (y)(4),
-belongs to a B" for (y)(5), and "belongs to some B"
for (y)(6). Whichever context "f( )" is short for, we shall have:
"f(any term of an A)" = "f(any term of any A)".
For let us suppose that the As arc just a , , a,, a3, . . ., the terms of
a , are just a , , , a 1 2 ,. . ., the terms of a, just a,,, a,,, . . ., and so
on. Then we shall have:
"f(any term of an A)"

=
=

"f(any term of a , or (of) a 2 o r . . .)"
"f(a,,) and f(aI2)a n d . . . and flap,)
and flu,,) a n d . . . and flu3,) and
f ( ~ : ]and
~ ) . . ."
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But here we have further:
"f(any term of a,)" = "f(a,,) and f(a12)a n d . . .",
"/(any term of a?)" = "f(a2,) and f(a2?)and. . .",
and so on. So we have:
"f(any tern1 of an A)" = "f(any term of a , ) and Rany term of
a ? ) and f(any term of as) and. . ."
But now if we apply Russell's implicit rule for "any" phrases to
we have also:
the context "f(any term of -)",
"f(any term of any A)" = "f(any term of a , ) and f(any term of
a?) and f(any term of a:j) and. . ."
And thus we have, as I said:
"f(any tcrm of an A)" = "f(any tern1 of any A)".
This result of Russell's implicit rules, like many of his results, is
in good accordance with the ordinary English use of the applicatives concerned; his having made "f(any term of an A)" equivaIcnt to "f(;l~iytcrm of sonlc A)" i l l tl~csctlircc c:~scsis c1c;irly ;i
111crcslip.
52. It is very curious that Russell's professed explanation of the
diffcrcncc I~ctwcen"every" and "any" does 11ot at all agrcc with
the rules that he so carefully observes in practice. As regards
"every", he correlates "Every suitor (is paying court to Miss
Smith)" with "Brown and Jones are paying court to Miss Smith",
which he distinguishes from "Brown is paying court to Miss
Smith and Jones is paying court to Miss Smith": so far, all is in
order. But it would have been better if Russell had chosen an
example in which the proposition containing a conjunction of
names differed in inferential force from the corresponding conjunction of propositions; his actual choice of exan~plesleads him
to the quite erroneous assertion that, when such a list combined
by means of "and" is not read collectively, the proposition containing it is equivalent to a conjunction of propositions-which is
not in general true, and if it were true would wipe out again the
distinction Russell makes between "any" and "every".
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Russell's account of "any" is still more bedeviled by a badly
chosen example: "If you met any suitor of Miss Smith, you met a
very ardent lover". O n the one hand, this will correspond to: "If
you met Brown or Jones, you met a very ardent lover"; on the
other hand, it will be true iff both "If you met Brown, you met an
ardent lover" and "If you met Jones, you met an ardent lover" are
true propositions. So Russell says there is 'some difficulty' about
the notion of "any suitor", which 'seems half-way between a
conjunction and a di~junction'.'~
If this difficulty arose at all, it would arise already in the propositional calculus, independently of any referring phrase's being
used. "If p or q, then r" is equivalent to "(If p, then r) and (if q,
then r)"; but this gives no warrant for the idea that the "or" in "if
p or q" is a peculiar connective, 'half-way between a conjunction
and a disjnnction'.
For the rest, Russell's perplexity depends on his ignoring the
scope of referring phrases. The following three propositions are all
equivalent:
(I)

If you met a suitor of Miss Smith, you met a very ardent
lover.

(2 )

If you met some suitor of Miss Smith, you met a very
ardent lover.

(3) If you met any suitor of Miss Smith, you met a very

ardent lover.
But the force of the referring phrase is different in each one; and
on the other hand in (1) and (2) the scope of the referring phrase
whereas in (3) it is "If you met -,
is simply "you met -",
you met a very ardent lover". In accordance with our rules, the
antecedent of ( I ) co;responds to "You met Brown or Jones", that
of (2) to "You met Brown or you met Jones"; thus in the context
the difference between "some" and "a" does not
"you met -"
affect the import of the antecedent. On the other hand, the
import of (3) is as Russell states, precisely because the "any"
phrase has a long scope, and because "If p or q, then r" is
equivalent to "(If p, then r) and (if q, then r)"; (3) corresponds to
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a conjunction of the rcsults of inserting "Brown" and "Jones"
instead of the "any" phrase in (3). So the exan~ple,propcrly
understood, only confirms the correlation we made bctwcen
"any" pluascs and propositional conjunction; thcrc is 110 warrant
for thc expression "half-way betwecn conjunction and disjunction". There seems as little warrant for Russell's saying that in
'complicatcd cascs' thcrc is no longer an cquivalcnce betwecn a
prcdication about any so-and-so and the conjunction of corresponding predications about the several so-and-so's; at least, he
supplies no example, here or elsewhere.
53. Russell's defective explanations do not count against the
validity of his distinctions; and the distinction betwecn "every"
and "any", like that between "a" and "some7', is often important
in philosophical, as also in everyday, arguments. In everyday life,
it may be, fallacious reasoning (that is likely to take people in)
dependent on a confusion of "any7' and "every" is not so easily to
be found, though perhaps the art of some salesmen and politicians consists in smoothing over the transition from "You can
afford any one of these items" to "You can afford evcry one of
these items7'. The fallacy is naturally more rife in philosophy,
where a fallacious inference is not so readily exposed by its yielding a false or improbable conclusion from true premises; an
example is the transition from "Any scnsc perception may bc
illusory" to "Every sense perception may be illusory".
54. This concludes my treatment of the doctrine of suppositio.
The reader may well suppose that, in spite of the errors of dctail
into which Russell and the medievals fell, the theory must be
essentially sound-that something on these lines is needed, to
deal with definite fallacies. I shall now try to show that the doctrine of supMsitio is radically inconsistent, though less obviously
so than the doctrine of distril~ution,and that wc need to start all
ovcr again on new lines. Of course the fallacies which the doctrine of suppositio tried to eliminate are fallacies, and we shall
have to give some account of them; but this no more justifies the
doctrine of suppositio than the fallaciousness of syllogisms with
an 'undistributed middle' is a ground for accepting the doctrine of
distribution.

Four
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55. To statc the doctrines of referring phrases discussed in the
last chaptcr, I used the symbol "f( )" as a schcma for a 'contcxt'
in which there could stand either a proper name or a rcferring
phrase. This of course presupposed that the context represented
by "f( )" would be a univocal expression in thc propositions
rcprcsc~itctl(say) 11y "f(c1,)", "f(so~iicA)", "f(an A)". 'l'licrc arc,
however, as we shall sce, serious difficulties about this.
If a context " f ( )" is really univocal, then by our previous
explanations it must bc a predicable, and will actually 11c a prcdicatc wl~cnsuppliccl with a proper namc as its subject. If it is
attached to a referring phrase, which, we decided, deserves to be
called only a quasi subjcct, it will not lx the prcdicatc of a
proposition in which it occurs; but the identity of a prcdical~lc,as
we said, docs not dcpcnd on its always bcing an actual prcdicatc;
and if our synilx)lir~n.ancl tl~crcwitlithe theory of refcrring
phrases, is to bc justified, a context represented by "f( )" must
he an univocal predicable. For when we were giving truthconditions for various sorts of propositions schematically represcntablc by inserting a referring phrasc in the 11l;lnk of " f ( )", we
ilscd the same lcttcr with tllc blank filled by a proper name; and
in the latter use " f ( )" must represent a prcdicablc; so, if the
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syn~bolismis to be justified, "f( )" at its other occurrences must
also represent the same predicable.
This may seem to work well so far as concerns "son~e"and
"any" phrases. T h e truth-col~ditionsof "flany A)" and "flsonrcA)" are respectively givcn by a conjunction and I>ya disjunctior~
of clauses, in each of which clauses "f( )" occurs as a predicate
with a proper name as its subject. A similar thing holds for
phrases formed with "most". Suppose we have a finite complctc
list of names of and for As that does not include the same A
twice over under different names: then the truth-conditiol~sof
"f(son1e A)", "f(any A)", and "f(n1ost As)" are respectively givcn
by a disjunction, a conjunction, and a (certain) disjunction of
conjunctions, of the singular propositions in which "f( )" i5
attached to the several names on the list. For example, let "a,.
a ? , a,%,a4" be our list of As. Then:
"f(any A)" is true iff "flu,) Ct flap) & flu3) & flu,)" is
true.
"f(some A)" is true iff"f(a,) v f(a,) v flu,) v f(a4)" is true.
"f(most As)" is true iff "[f(a,) & flu2)& flu,)] v [flu2)P(.
f(a:~)& f(a,)I v Ef(a:%)& f(a4) & f(a,)I v [f(a4) 8: f l u , 1
& f(ap)JVis true.
It would be a little troubleson~eto give a rigorous general formulation of this sort of truth-condition for "f(most As)"; but it ought
to be intuitively clear that, given an actual list of As, a trutltcondition always cor~lclIx spccificcl by giving such a disjunction
'I'hirs in rcgard to "f(any A)" or "f(son1eA1" or
of co~~junctions.
"f(most As)", it seems entirely plausible to regard " f ( )" ,IS a
predicable attached to a referring phrase-provided that tile scolxof the referring phrase is the whole of the context "f( )".
O n the other hand, "f(a cat)" and "f(every cat)" each hate ax
truth-conditions a single proposition in which the referring
phrase is replaced by a list of cats' names combined ivith "or" or
"and" (as the case may be). If we waive our previous difficultic~
about the logical role of "and" and "or" used like this, \ye lna!
plausibly suppose that one and the same predicable "f( )" nla!
occur in "f(Jemima and Ahab and Smoky.. .)", or again i n
"f(Jemima or Ahab or Smoky. . .)", and on the other hand i t .

if
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"fi Jcmima)"-this last being a degenerate case of a list, containcnq only one item. As before, then, we may plausibly suppose
that one and the same predicable may be identified in "f(a cat)",
"ficvcry cat)", and "f(Jemima)"-provided that the scope of the
rcferring phrases is the whole of the context "f( )".
\\'c shall see, however, that if we do thus regard the contexts of
"d" ;~nd"every" phrases, we get into difficulties over the dictum
de omni principle.

56. Concerning the dictum de omni there has been an extraordinan. amount of confusion; this long preceded the corrupt logical tradition in which, as Descartes already complained in the
Discourse on Method, 'sound and useful rules' (like the dictum de
omni) are inextricably mixed up with 'useless or harmful ones'
I like the doctrine of distribution). Indeed, in origin the very name
of the dictum de omni expresses a confusion: it comes from
tranllation of Aristotle's "kata pantos kategoreisthai", i.e. "to
be predicated (sc. truly predicable) of every one", in Prior AnaIttics 24'28. A little careful reading of the text and context shows
that ihi~totlewas not here enunciating a fundamental principle
of s! Ilogistic, nor even formulating a rule at all; Aristotle begins
itis tvork by introducing and explaining a number of logical terms
of art, and "predicated of every one7'has to come in such a list as
"t~nitersalquantification" must for a modern logician.
\\'e cannot, I think, get any light on the matter by looking at
fonnulation~of the dictum in medieval logic; hut wc can make
:ome steps in thc right direction by considering the sort of
r?lloqisl-n that the medieval logicians regarded as validated by the
dictt~rn-honi syllogismi regulati per dictum de omni. For there is
r~ldccda common principle underlying these syllogisms, and we
r311 we that this is so before we are able to formulate the principle
~ c c ~ ~ r a t eGiven
l y . what purports to be such a formulation, it is a
rrlattcr not of any stipulation on my part, but of hard logical facts,
~\lictltcrthis rule will do the job; if it will, then it appears reason.~hlcto appropriate the name "dictum de omni" for this formulaFton of the rule, rather than for ones to be found in the literature
that are inadequate.
'l'hc boni syllogismi in question were such as would appear in
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the notation of section 36 as follows:
Whatever is f is g; f(*A); ergo g (* A)
wherc "is f ' and "f( )" are just different stylcs for schcmatically representing one and the samc chosen predicable. T h e
usual intcrprctations of the asterisk as an applicative would be
confined to "every" and "some"; medieval logicians, as we have
scen, mostly had nothing corresponding to Russell's distinction of
"every" and "any". But clearly validity will be preserved for certain other applicatives as well-"more than one", "all but one",
and "most" (or "almost every"), for example. For other applicatives the pattern of inference is invalid: as for example if we take
"*A" to mean "just one A" or "few As" (where "Few As are
so-and-so" = "Most AS are not so-and-so but some are").
In order to extract a common principle from these boni syllogismi, we must leave it unspecified which applicative is used in
thc minor premise and the conclusion, so long as it is the samc in
both. How then are we to exclude applicatives for which this
syllogistic pattern is invalid? We may of course dividc applicatives
into dictum de omni applicatives and the rest, according as the
above syllogistic pattern does or does not turn out valid; but thus
far I have merely listed some dictum de omni applicatives, and we
have no idea how to recognize their common property; a rule that
the above syllogistic pattern is valid when there is a dictum de
omni applicative employed will bc vacuous, for validity of the
pattern is thus far our only criterion for a dictum de omni applicativc.
We may gain a better insight, I think, by analyzing a more
complicated example, not reducible to syllogistic fornn:
(A) No man has admired any pig;
(Almost) every man has seen a pig;
Ergo, (almost) every man has seen, but not adnnired,
something (or other).

(I use this rather stilted form for the conclusion, rather than the
more natural ". . . has seen soinetlning but not admircd it" or
". . . has seen something which he has not admired", in order not
to raisc at this stage problems about thc use of prono~unswith
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antecedents, like "it7', "which", and "he" hcrc: thcy arc to be
disc~issctli l l tlic ~ ~ ccl~apter.)
st
liven wit11 the fi~iililiarquantifier
"cvcry", this argument cannot be put in syllogistic fornn; and wc
may sce, moreover, that any dictum de omni applicative substituted for "(almost) every" both tiillcs would likewise make the
argunnent valid. We [nust therefore not conceive the dictum de
omni as validating only syllogisn~s.
T h e key to our problem is to be found if we relate argument (A)
to one of simpler structure:
(B) No man has adnnired any pig;
T h e man a has seen a pig;
Ergo, the man a has seen, but not admired, something
(or other).
Here I use "the man a" as proxy for a term that is a name of and
for a man. It is easy to establish the validity of (B) itself. From the
first prc~niseof (B) we may infer "The man a has not admired any
pig". So (B) is valid if this argunnent is valid:

(C) T h c man a has not admired any pig;
T h e man a has scen a pig;
Ergo, the man a has seen, but not admired, something
(or other).
And (C) is easily scen to he a valid argument; we need not hcre
analyze it further. So (B) is valid. Thc qucstion is: how can we gct
from thc validity of (B) to that of (A)?
The transition from (B) to (A) is not one fro111 premises to
conclusion, in accordance with a rule whose soundness consists
in prescrving truth; it is a transition from one argument to
another, by a rule whose soundness consists in preserving validity. This brings us to a fundamental distinction between two
kinds of logical rules. Even as everybody doing logic learns to
distinguish truth and validity, stating and arguing; sinnilarly,
everybody ought to learn the distinction between truth-preserving
and validity-preserving rules. It will be handy to have labels for
nt
the two kinds. For truth-prcscrving pattcrns of a r g ~ ~ m cAristotle's term "schema" is still in usc, so I shall here speak of schematic rulcs. Procedures for transforming valid arguments into valid
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arguments are of course implicitly used very often in Aristotle's
Prior Analytics, but were brought into the focus of explicit logical
consitlcration only I)y the Stoics, who spoke of theinc~ta;following the Stoic precedent, I shall speak of thematic rules.
T h e dictum de omni rule justifying the transition from argument (B) to argument (A) must clearly be a thematic rule, so I
shall say a little more in general about thematic rules. T h e
simplest thematic rule is the rule that allows us to arrange arguments in a chain: this is so obvious that logic books rarely formulate it explicitly (though I have known one which rejected the
general validity of the rule!). Given that "p, ergo q" and "q, ergo
r" are both so interpreted ("4" the same way both times) as to
come out valid, then the chain of argument "0, ergo q, ergo r"
will likewise be valid.
In the formulations of logic with so-called introduction and
elimination rules, the distinction between thematic and schematic rules is usually not emphasized, although in comparison with
this the distinction between introduction and elimination rules is
quite superficial. T h e rules for inferring a conjunction from its
two conjuncts as separate premises, for inferring a conjunct from
a conjunction, and for inferring a disjunction from either disjunct, are all of tllem schematic rulcs, truth-preserving rules; this
similarity is far more important than that the first and third rules
should be classed together under the heading "introduction
rules" and the second be called "an elimination rule". O n the
other hand, what is called "vel-elimination" is a thematic rule, a
rule for blending together two valid arguments to make a new
valid argument. If we have a valid argument deriving "r" from
"0" (plus perhaps some set of further premises S), and another
valid argument deriving the same conclusion "r" from "q" (plus
perhaps some further premises S'), thcn we may frame a new
valid argument deriving "r" from "p vel q" (plus any further
premises in S and S' that were used in getting "r" by the original
arguments). This rule is utterly different in character from the
other three; it is validity-preserving, not truth-preserving; and it
cannot be applied directly to premises, but only when we already
have a pair of valid arguments to plait together. The specious
symmetry and system obtained by presenting tllesc four rules as

the elimination-rule and the introduction-rule for each of the two
connectives "and" and "vel" can only obscure the logical powers
of the rulcs.
T h e transition from (B) to (A) is also legitimated by a thematic
rule; and the thematic rule that we shall need is one that will also
validate the medievals' boni syllogismi, as transforn~ationsof the
simpler syllogism:
(D) Whatever is f is g; f(a); ergo g(a).

I propose, as I said, to appropriate the term "dictum de omni" as a
name for the thematic rule that is required. If we compare this
syllogism with the syllogism:
(E) Whatever is f is g; f("A); ergo g(*A)
a simple solution may perhaps suggest itself. If the major premise
of syllogism (D) is valid, then whatever the predicable "f( )"
applies to the predicable "g( )" also applies to. Now "f(* A)" is a
true proposition iff "f( )" applies to whichever As the phrase
""A" is being used to refer to; but by the major premise "g( )"
applies to whatever "f( )" applies to; so if both "f(* A)" and the
major premise shared by (D) and (E) are true, the predicable
"g( )" will apply to whichever As the phrase "*A" is being used
to refer to. But this last clause gives the truth-condition of
"g("A)"; and thus the validity of (E) is established.
Simple and convincing as this reasoning may seem, it is entirely fallacious. Any referring phrase "* A" can be used to refer,
in its fashion, to each and every one of the things called "A"; in
giving truth-conditions for propositions containing such a phrase,
as we saw in the last chapter, if the things in question can be
actually listed then we must mention each one of them on a par
with all the others. If another applicatival phrase were being
used, say "t A", we should still be referring to the same things,
namely to each and every A. So we cannot speak distinctively, as
the above argument made it appear that we could, of the As that
the phrase ""A" is being used to refer to; nor is it apparent why we
may not pass from a minor premise "f(*A)" to a conclusion
"g(t A)", since the same As are referred to in both. The whole
argument is really based on the error discussed in Chapter One,
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thc error of making "every dog" refer to every dog and "some dog"
only to some dog. Wc easily slip into this error unawares: the
cxploration of this falsc trail in our search for tllc dictum de omni
principle will have becn worthwhile if it helps us to dctect and
avoid the error, which might otherwise mar our understanding of
the dictium.
We shall get a clearer view of how the dictum de omni works if
we slightly modify the arguments upon which it works and those
to which it leads. Suppose we start from an argument from "f(a)"
(plus perhaps some set of extra premises S) to "g(a)", "a" bcing
taken as a name of and for an A. We want to show that, if we use
the right sort of applicative, "f(* A)" (plus any premises in S used
in thc original argument) will yield the conclusion "g(* A)". T o
do this wc first transform thc original argument to makc it a chain
argument: from "f(a)" (and any necded prenlises in S) wc arc first
to infer "f(a) & g(a)", and then from this conclusion to detach
"g(a)"; clearly this chain of reasoning is valid iff the original
argument is valid. In parallel to this, we shall first show that for a
rightly chosen applicative we may pass from "f(*A)" (and the
needed premises in the set S ) to "f(*A) & g(the samc A)", and
then that from this conclusion we may infer "g(*A)".
I argued in the last chapter in favor of the view that (in certain
contexts at least) a general term like "elephant" may be regarded
as a namc and as a possible logical subject: "elephant" in such
uses would name each and every elephant, a proper name
"Jumbo" just one clephant. I furthcr hold that with certain
applicativcs (not with all: c.g., obviously not with "no" or
"alonc") wc may take "f(*A)" as prcdicating with rcspcct to thc
subject-namc "A" prcciscly what is prcdicatcd with respect to thc
subject-name "a" in "f(a)". Though I am disagreeing with Frcge
about the status of common nouns, I am accepting his view,
already mentioned in section 41, that in a proposition of thc form
"f("A)" the applicative may bc takcn to go rather with the predicable represented by "f( )" than with the noun represented by
"A". (In various natural languages thc applicativc would appcar
as an adjective agreeing with "A" in gender, number, and case;
grammar thus sr~ggcstsa rcfcrcncc to somc propcr o r impropcr
subclass of thc As; but grammar is here gravely misleading.) And

thus we may regard "f(*A)" and "f(a)" as making the samc predication, though in relation to diffcrcnt logical subjects.
A pi~zzlcmay arise hcrc: it Inay bc that with two cliffcrcnt
applicatives, represented say in "f(t A)" and "f("A)", wc each
time get a predication concerning the subject-term "A" which is
thc same as that madc concerning "a" in "f(a)"; how then can
thc star and thc dagger differ in scnsc? The tcmptation here is
once more a tcmptation to the canccling-out fallacy. In the degenerate case where therc is but one thing called by thc common
name "A", "f(* A)" and "f(t A)" will indeed both come out true
iff the predicable "f( )" is true of that one A; but since it is no
part of the sense of either proposition to say how many As there
arc, the hvo predications will not havc the same scnsc, even in
this case; still less nccd they havc cvcn the same truth-value wllcn
thcrc arc several As. What I am, howevcr, implying is that whcn
we replace "A" by "a", a name of and for an A, whose scnse
requires that it does not namc several As, then "f(a)" and "f(t a)"
and "f(*a)" will all havc the same sense. But to suppose that
therefore "f( )" and "f(t )" and "f(* )" all have the samc
scnsc, regardless of which common or propcr namc is inscrtcd
into thcsc contexts, illst is the canccling-out fallacy.
Some of the considerations in the last paragraph may be rcminiscent of the way that tcxtbooks propagating distributionist
logic will assimilate thc singular form "S is P" to "Somc S is P"
or "Every S is P" (there is a certain hesitation here bctwcen
"so111~"and "cvcry"). Rut the imdcrlying rationale is quite cliffcrcnt. For me it is nonsensical to ask \\~hichindividuals a phrase
"cvcry S" or "somc S" refers to, and on thc contrary the applicativc shows ho\v "is P" latchcs onto the sul>ject"S"; for thc
distributionist logicians on the other hand thc reason why assimilation of the forms is justified when we have a singular subjcctterm is that thcn "S" and "evcry S" and "somc S" all have the
same rcfcrcncc. So thc agrecmcnt on this point bctwccn these
writers' vicw and mine arises only from their making a double
crror about the (sr~pposccl)rcfcrcncc of applicatival phrascs, an
crror which canccls out and conccals itself as in a wrong addition
of a coll~mnof figrlrc\.
I rcmarkcd in section 34 that thc continued reference made in
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telling a tale by repetition of proper names could also be effected
by phrases of the for111"the same A". In fact, if "a" is a name of
and for and A, "f(a) & g(a)" will have just tlie same sense as
"f(a) & g(t1ie same A)": what is important for the sense is the
continued reference intended to one and the sanie A, but this
intention is equally well fillfilled in either way of speaking. (Of
course this does not mean that in the context "f(a) & g(-)"
the phrase "the same A" has the sense of the name "a": that
inference would once more be the canceling-out fallacy.)
Now for certain applicatives, I have argued, we may rewrite
"f(a)" as "f(*a)"-thus showing that what is predicated in relation to "a" in "f(a)" is what is predicated in relation to the
common name "A" in "f(" A)". If we are considering some
applicative whose sense allows us to rewrite "f(a) & g(a)", or its
equivalent "f(a) & g (the same A) as "f('a) & g (the same A)",
then given a valid inference from "f(a)", or equivaleiltly "f(" a)",
to "f(*a) & g(t11e same A)", we may constnict another valid
inference from "f("A)" to "f(*A) & g(the same A)". -If the
inference we start from requires extra premises from some set S
I~csidcs"f(a)" to warrant tllc conclusio~i,tllc11tlic new infcrciicc
will require these same extra premises hesides "f("A)".-As we
cd
effected Ily " t l ~ csame
saw in scction 34, the c o i l t i ~ i ~ ~reference
so-and-so" does not require the use of a proper name even initially; if 1 tell a talc, truc or false, allout tlie cat Tibl>lesand the
river Arrow, then a hearer who is not destined ever to encounter
Tibl~lesor the Arrow even in discourse ever again would have lost
nothing if I had begun tlie story with "A cat was sitting by a rivcr"
instead of "Til~l~les
was sitting by the river Arrow". The same
principle is involved here as there.
There is one important restriction upon this generation of a
new valid argument: the name "a" must not occur either in the
sct of extra premises S or in the predicables used to interpret the
schematic letters " f ' , "g"; othcnvisc our procedure will not be
validity-preserving. For example, "any" is an applicative fulfilling
our condition; but if we took the set S to have the single member
"g(a)", the validity of the inference from this and "f(a)" to "f(a)
& g(a)", or equivalently "f(any a ) & g(the same A)" does not
warrant us in regarding as valid the inference from "g(a)" and

"f(any A)" to "f(any A) & g(the same A)". Similarly, if interpretations of "R" and "g( )" are so chosen as to make valid the
inference from "a is R tola" to "(a is R tola) and g(the same A)",
it does not follow that we may regard as valid the inference from
"a is R to any A" to "(a is R tolany A) & g(the same A)". (I have
used the mark "/" here merely in order to help readers to pick out
not as a logical sign.)
the predicable "a is R to -",
No such perils, however, attend our inferring "g('A)" from
"f("A) & g(the same A)". Obviously we could not treat the
clause represented by "g(the same A)" as an independently significant conjunct that could also occur as a freestanding proposition;
the reference to the As in this clause is borrowed from the previous clause "f(* A)", and the applicative represented by the asterisk
has precisely the role of showing how the predicables represented
by "f( )" and "g( )" are being supposed to latch onto the As
when one asserts or assumes "f(" A) & g(the same A)" as a premise. So what we may detach from the premise as a conclusion is
not "g(the same A)" but "g(*A)".
Now at last we are in a position to formulate the dictum de
onzizi principle.
Let the asterisk represent a n applicative such that, for any
predicable that "h( )" may stand in for, "h("A)" predicates in
relation to the name "A" just what "h(a)" predicates in relation to
"a", where this is a name of and for a n A. Suppose we have a valid
inference "0; f(a); ergo g(a)", in which neither the premise "p" nor
the predicables "f( )" and "g( )" may be taken to contain occurrences of the name "a". Then the inference "p; f(*A); ergo
g(*A)" will also be valid.
T h e restriction of the name "a" to being a name of and for an
A may seem unnecessary, but in fact it does not make the principle less general. For under the stated conditions, the derivation of
"g(a)" from "p" and "f(a)" would be valid iff "a" were uniformly
replaccable by any other name of and for an A; but if the proof
would remain valid whatever proper name took the place of "a",
it would clearly remain valid for a more restricted class of replacement; so all is in order.
T h e dictum de omni in its general form is difficult to grasp
accurately; but once it is thoroughly understood, it ought to ap-
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pear obvious. Exceptions to it can only be apparent exceptions.
T o guard against fallacy and see that thc thematic rule has been
rightly applied, it is often wise to take two bites at a cherry and
check first whether the transition from "p; flu); ergo f(a)&g(a)"
to "p; f(" A); ergo f(" A)&g(the same A)" has been correctly carried out, and then whether we have a proper instance of the
infcrcnce from "f(" A)&g(thc same A)" to "g(" A)".
It is easy to scc how the dictum de omni principle will take us
from valid references to valid inferences when the asterisk is taken
to mean "any" or "some" or "most", at any rate if we confine our
attention to cases where the As can actually be (nonrepetitively)
listed in a finite list. For the necessary and sufficient truthcondition for "f(" A)" or "g(*A)", if the asterisk means "any", or
"some", or "most", will then be given by a certain truth-function
of propositions formed by attaching the predicable "f( )" or
"g( )" to the several items of this list of As: the truth-function in
question is a disjunction for "some", a conjunction for "any",
and a (certain) disjunction of conjunctions for "most", as we saw
in section 55. If now we have a premise "p" such that "p;f(a,,);
ergo g(a,,)" comes out valid-I assume here that the previously
mentioned restriction is observed for occurrences of the name
"a,,"-then from "p" and such a truth-function of propositions
"f(a,,)" we may infer as a conclusion the exactly corresponding
truth-function of propositions "g(a,,)". So in view of what we just
now saw about necessary and sufficient truth-conditions, in these
finite cases " P ; f(some A): ergo g(some A)" and "p; f(any A); ergo
g(any A)" and "p; f(most As); ergo g(most As)" will all come out
valid.-Of course this line of reasoning will not work when the
As cannot in fact be exhaustively and nonrepetitivcly listed by
names existing in the language we are using; but all the same this
may help toward an intuitive grasp of the principle.

57. T h e applicatio~lof the dictum de omni to "most" phrases
clears up a puzzle that exercised logicians while the doctrine of
distribution prevailed. From the premises "Most As are P" and
"Most As are Q" thcrc clearly follows the conclusion "Somcthing is both P and Q". But on the doctrine of distribution no
conclusion ought to follow from such premises, since the niiddlc

term "A" is not distril~utcd-a horrid sin against the laws of
distribution.
Sir William Hamilton, and others who c a n e aftcr him, atte~nptcdto generalize the laws so as to covcr the case: the middle
term nccd not be distributed in eithcr prcnlise separately, so long
as it was ultratotally distributed in both prenliscs together. That
is, as Dc Morgan puts it: "It is cnough that the two premises taken
together affirm or deny of more than all the instances [!I of the
middle term".' De Morgan's cxprcssion is intentionally absurd:
the argument is that the two premises between them would refer
to more than all the As there are, unless some As were refcrrcd to
in both premises. For each premise refers to most As, i.e. to
more than half the As; so if they referred to entircly separate sets
of As, they would between them refer to more As than the whole
class of As, which is absurd. So on pain of this absurdity, some of
the As which are P, referred to as "most As" in one premise,
must be the same as some of the As which are Q, referred to as
"most As" in the other premise. Therefore, the premises imply
that something is both P and Q.
This reductio a d absurdum is a tortuous argument and is
invalidated by two of the fundamental mistakes of distributionist
logicians: the assumption that "most" As" refers to a set of As
containing most As, just as "some As" is hild to refer to some As;
and the assumption that which As are referred to in "Most As are
P" depends on which As the predicable "P" is true of. We have
seen that the truth-condition of "Most As are P" relates symmctrically to each of the things called "A", not only to a majority of
them or to such of them as are P.
There is a furthcr defect in De Morgan's reasoning. Suppose
there arc infinitely many As, for example as many As as thcre are
natural numbers; for this case we may take "Most As are P" to
mean "All As, with at most finitely many cxceptions, arc P". We
now still have the valid inference that puzzled Hamilton and De
Morgan; but we cannot now justify it by saying that if the majority of As that are P were an entirely separate class from the
111ajorityof As that arc
then the two prcmiscs I~ehvecnt h c ~ n
'Dc Morgan, p. 127: cited

ill
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would rcfcr to more than tlic total class of As; for two dcnumerably infinite classes taken together make only a class as numerous as each one of them.
Applying the dictum de omni, we may clear up the puzzle very
sin~plyand naturally. T o show that "Something is both P and Q"
follows from "Most As are P" and "Most As are Q" it will be
enough to show that this triad of propositions is an inconsistent
one: (1) "Whatever is P is non-Q" (2) "Most As are P" (3) "Most
As are Q". Now (1) and "a is P" of course yield "a is non-Q", for
arbitrary reading of "a" as a proper name. So, by the dictum de
omni, (1) and (2) yield,(4) "Most As are non-Q", which is inconsistent with (3). So from (2) and (3) as premises, contrapositively,
we may derive the contradictory of ( I ) , i.e. "Something is both
P and Q".

pronoun "thcy" takes the place of "the same M. P.s"-the use of
pronouns is to be further discussed in the next three chapters.
From this, according to the method of inference we used in
expounding the dictum de omni, we can infer only the trivial
conclusion "Some M.P.s were Tories"; "Few M.P.s were Tories" is again a portmanteau proposition, and part of what we get
by unpacking it is "Most M.P.s were not Tories", which was not
packed into the premise.
Similarly for "f(just one A)". "Just one man broke the bank at
Monte Carlo" expands into "Never has more than one man
broken the bank at Monte Carlo; but a man once did (break the
bank, etc.)". If we now add on the clause "and he (sc. that same
man) has died a pauper", this attaches only to the second clause
of the expanded proposition; and we can infer only, trivially, "A
man has died a pauper". "Just one man has died a pauper" would
have as part of its own unpacking "Never has more than one man
died a pauper", which was not packed up into the premise.
T h e last paragraph may well strike some people as vitiated by
the same misunderstanding of referring expressions as Russell's
tlicory of dcfinitc descriptions. Surely, if the sentence "Just onc
man broke the bank at Monte Carlo" were not just a logician's
example, but were being actually used to make a statement, the
context of utterance would show whom the phrase "just one
man" referred to; and then in the added clause "and he has died a
. ~ well:
pauper", "he" carries on the reference of this p h r a ~ e Very
if the context of utterance does make "just one man" refer to just
one man, and "he" carries on this reference, why could not the
principal do the job of the proxy-why could we not go on "and
just one man has died a pauper"? Philosophers who warn us not
to asimilate other sorts of words to proper names may themselves
be guilty of just such assimilation in thinking that a phrase like "a
man", or "just one man", refers to a man, or just one man, as
"Socrates" refers to Socrates, or that, as Strawson says, the pronoun "he" takes up a reference to a definite person indefinitely
made by the phrase "a man".3

58. As I have said, exceptions to the dictum de omni principle
can be only apparent. It is not even an apparent except;bn that,
given premises that warrant us in passing from "f(a)" to "g(a)",
we cannot pass from "f(no A)" to "g(no A)"; for it is at the least
intuitively odd to take "no A" as a way of referring to the things
callcd "A"; and if we look at tlic stagcs of derivation, "f(no A),
ergo f(no A) and g(t11e same A)" is absurd, and so is "f(no A) and
,g(thc same A), ergo g(no A)". But wc likewise cannot pass from
"fljust one A)" to "g(just one A)", or from "f(few As)" to "g(few
As)": yet here it is not easy to see what is wrong with the intermediate steps of inference:
foust one A); ergo f(just one A) and g(the same A); ergo
g(just one A).
f(few As); ergo flfew As) and g(the same As); ergo g(few
As).
T h c explanation, I tliink, is that a proposition of the form
"flfew As) & g(the same As)" is a portmanteau proposition into
which two distinct propositions are packed, and the added clause
"g(the same As)" hangs on to only one of these two. For example
"Few M.P.s spoke against the Bill, and they were Torics" unpacks as: "Most M.P.s did not speak against the Bill; but some
M.P.s did speak against the Bill, and they were Tories". Here the

2Strawson, pp. 187, 194.
'Strawson, p. 187.
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59. Let us turn from thcsc apparent exceptions to phrases of the
form "most As". T o thcse, as we saw, the dictum de omni docs
apply. But herc too wc get apparent exceptions---cases in which,
cvcn givcn prcmises that would warrant our passing from "f(a)"
to "g(a)", we sccm to gct "f(most As)" truc and "g(most As)"
false. For example, consider the proposition "Each boy admires
most girls". (In the next fcw paragraphs I shall use "each" instead
of Russell's "anyM,to avoid some linguistic awkwardncsscs.) Now
1s
let it be the case that the predicable "Each boy admires -"
truc only of those whom some other predicablc "g( )"-say
"cnvied by most girls"-is truc. We now nevcrthclcss cannot pass
from "Eacl-1 boy admires most girls" to "g(n1ost girls)", nor even
to "g(some girl)". For the predicable "g( )" need not, in the
case supposed, be true of any girl at all, unless the predicable
is true of her; but the premises could be
"Each boy admires -"
true even if there were not one girl whom each boy (without
exception) admired. Now we may clearly choose the predicable
"g( )" so that it does genuinely occur in "g(most girls)" and
"g(some girl)"; and we cannot plausibly suppose that the source
of troublc is an ambiguity in "most". Our conclusion must thcrcforc bc that thc rcason for the apparcnt brcakdown of the dictum
de omni is that in "Each boy admires most girls" the predicable
does not genuinely occur.
"Each boy admires -"
Similarly, this predicable does not genuinely occur in the
proposition "Each boy admires a girl". For even if most girls are
sure to envy anyone there may be whom cach boy admircs, and
each boy admires a girl, it does not follow that most girls envy a
girl. T o play fair in appraising this inference, we must bc careful
to pass through the steps of inference that our account of the
dictum de omni would apparently warrant: "(1) Each boy admires
a girl; ( 2 ) ergo, each boy admires a girl, and most girls envy her
(se. that same girl); (3)ergo, most girls envy a girl". In the first two
steps "a girl" would be an instancc of suppositio confusa, so that
tlic question "Which girl?" would be out of place; ncvcrthclcss
wc can scc that, if the first stcp warrantcd thc sccond, "a girl" in
thc conclusion could havc suppositio determinata. For from:

we can go down to thc singr~larinstancc ("Sn~ith" being thc
propcr namc of a I)oy):

'

Each boy admires a girl, and most girls envy that same girl

Smith admires a girl, and most girls envy that salnc girl
from which again follows "Most girls envy a girl", in the scnsc in
which it is proper to ask "Which girl?"-i.e., rather, "Most girls
cnvy some girl". This conclusion plainly is not warrantcd by thc
original prcmises.
Moreovcr, cven thc weaker conclusion "Most girls cnvy a
girl", with "a girl" unclcrstood as an instancc of suppositiv confusa, would still not bc warranted on these prcmises. This reading
of "Most girls cnvy a girl" would mcan that, for cach one out of a
majority of girls, there is a girl whom she envies; and this would
imply "Some girl or other is envied". But this implication is not
warranted by the premises; the premises tell us only that whoever
there may be that each boy admires is sure to be envied (by most
girlskthey do not tell us that there is any such pcrson. Here too,
then, we must conclude that the prcdicable "Each boy admires
-"
does not gcnuincly occur in thc prcmisc "Each boy admires a girl".
Of course, if "Mary" is a proper name corresponding in its
sense to a correct usc of "the same girl", then from "Each boy
admires Mary" we can infer "Each boy admires a girl"; yet
this inference appears to be vitiated by a fallacy of ambiguity,
unless "Each boy admires-"
occurs univocally in the premise
and in the conclusion. We can, however, cxplain the validity
of this inference. The proposition "Each boy admircs Mary"
can be analyzed in two ways: as the result of attaching the
to the subject "Mary", and as
predicate "Each boy admircs -"
admires Mary" to thc
the rcsult of attaching the predicable "rcfcrri~igphrasc "each boy". Morcovcr, "l<acll I,oy admires a
girl" can certainly be analyzcd as the rcsult of attaching the
predicablc "admires a girl" to the quasi subjcct "cach boy";
and this prcdicablc will bc truc of whomcvcr tlic prcdicablc
atlmircs Mary" is truc of. So, by thc dictum de omni, wc
may pass from "Each boyladmires Mary" to "Each boyladmires a
girlv-provided we show that we can pass from "a admires Mary"
'I-
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to "a admires a girl", where "a" is an arbitrary proper name. This
we can certainly do, given tlie sense we have assumed for
"Mary", if we read "a admires1Mary" and "a admiresla girl" as
But now
containing the common predicable "a admires -".
we may also regard the same pair of propositions as formed by
attaching two predicates to the common subject "a"; and then we
may use the dictum de omni to show that just as we may pass
from "aladmires Mary" to "aladmires a girl", so we may pass
from "Each boyladmires Mary" to "Each boyladmires a girl".
And thus we have validated this last inference without needing to
as occurring
recognize the predicable "Each boy admires -"
in premise and conclusion. On the other hand, we have here
made essential use of the way certain propositions admit of more
than one analysis into a predicable and a subject or quasi subject;
in such cases no change of sense goes with the transition from
one analysis to tlie other.
Let us now consider propositions which on the face of it result
from attaching predicables to "every" phrases. Let us again take as
examples propositions about the polygamous Tom: "Tom niarriecl every sister of Bill's" and "Tom always rcmembcrs the anniversary of the day when Tom married every sister of Bill's". In
either of tliesc, if we go by our present account of "every"
phrases, "every sister of Bill's" is replaceable salva ven'tate by a
conjunctive list of Bill's sisters, say by "Mary and Jane and Kate".
If we had had "any" instead of "every" in these two propositions,
then to make sure of getting propositions of tlie same truth-value
we should ~iceclto fornl the conjunctions of the rcsults of rcplaci ~ i g"any sister of Bill's" by the several names "Mary", "Jane",
and "Kate". This would conform to our distinction between
"any" and "every". "Tom married every (any) sister of Bill's"
would of course be a degenerate case, in which substituting "any"
for "every" makes no effective difference to the truth-conditions;
but there is a considerable difference if we take "Tom always
remembers the anniversary of tlie day whcn Tom married every
sister of Bill's". (In this example, "Tom . . . any sister of Bill's"
would perhaps not be an entirely appropriate expression unless
Tom had other wives whose wedding anniversaries he kept less
solicitously; but this sort of inappropriateness is logically

irrelevant-a logician need no more take account of it than he
need consider whether an expression is polite, obscene, striking,
or cacophonous.)
These examples thus perfectly fit our previous Russellian account of the difference between "any" and "every"; but in fact we
cannot regard our nondegenerate case of an "every" proposition as
formed by attaching the predicable "Tom always remembers the
to "every sister
anniversary of the day when Tom married -"
of Bill's". For here too, if we could recognize an occurrence of
this predicable, the dictum de omni would admit of exceptions.
Even if this predicable were true of each of Tom's wives, i.e. of
everybody of whom "Tom married-"
was true, we could nevertheless not infer from "Tom married every sister of Bill's" to "Tom
always remembers the anniversary of the day when Tom married
every sister of Bill's"; for though plurally married to Bill's sisters,
Tom need not have married them all on one day.
Given a little ingenuity, I think it could be shown that wherever the Russellian theory seeks to distinguish, and apparently
can distinguish, between "f(some A)" and "f(an A)", or again
between "f(any A)" and "f(cvcry A)", the occurrence of the
predicable "f( )" in connection with the "a" or "every" phrase is
disqualifial>lc, by the dictum de omni test that I have illustrated.
Thus at least that part of the theory of modes of reference which
relates to "every" and "a" phrases will have proved untenable.

60. A further problem arises about what we may call two-place
predicablcs. W e gct a two-place predicable by removing the two
proper names from a proposition like "Tom loves Mary"; the
. ." is, as Frege put it, doubly in
resulting expression "-loves.
need of completion, and may be completed into a proposition by
inserting in the blanks a pair of referring phrases such as "every
boy" and "some girl". Now at first sight the class of propositions
formed in this way give excellent support to the theory of referring
phrases. Let us simplify the matter by considering a small community in which there are just two boys, Tom and John, and just
two girls, Mary and Kate. Let us then work out by our ruleswaiving the dictum de omni difficulties-the difference between
"Some girl is loved by every boy" and "A girl is loved by any
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An instilnt of time prccctlcs any instant of time

boyv. The first, by our rrdc for "somc", corresponds to:
"(Mary is lovcd by evcry boy) or (Kate is loved by cvcry
boy)".
And from this, by applying the rule for "every" to the two clauses
of the disjunction, we get:
"(Mary is loved by Tom and John) or (Kate is loved by
Tom and John)".

If we had begun by applying the rule for "every" to the original
proposition, we should have got: "Some girl is loved by Tom and
John", from which, by applying the rulc for "somc", we should
have reached the same final result. Now let us take "A girl is
lovcd by any boy" and apply first the rulc for "any"; thc result is:

"(A girl is loved by Tom) and (a girl is loved by John)"

and
Some instant of time precedes cvery instant of time.
If we construe the second proposition one way, it is selfcontradictory, since it would imply that we can spccify an instant
that precedes cvery instant including itself; and if we take "every
instant" to mcan "every other instant", then the second proposition is almost the exact opposite of the first, since it would then be
to the cffect that tllerc is a first instant of time, whcrcas according
to the first proposition there is no first instant without a predecessor. In cithcr cvcnt thc two propositions arc wl~ollydiffcrcnt.
61. Let 11snow, howcvcr, scc how ollr rules apply to a casc like
"Any boy lovcs somc girl". If wc first apply the rule for "any"
phrases, we get (assuming as before our miniature community):

from which, by applying the rule for "a" phrases, we should get:
"(Mary or Kate is lovcd by Tom) and (Mary or Kate is
loved by John)".

If we had applied the two rules in the reverse order, we should
have got in the first place "Mary or Kate is loved by any boy"; this
is not quite ordinary language, but if we mechanically apply the
rule for "any" we finally get the same result as before.
The Russellian theory thus seems to give a clear and coherent
account of the difference between pairs of propositions mutually
related like "Some girl is loved by every boy" and "A girl is loved
by any boy". The doctrine of distribution is impotent here, as
elsewhere; "some girl" and "a girl" would alike be undistributed,
"any boy" and "every boy" alike distributed. The distinction was
obliterated four centuries ago by the fools who, in devising the
doctrine of distribution, cut out from the medieval theory of
suppositio what they took to be useless subtleties.
It is interesting to observe that one case of this distinction
corresponds very closely to an example given independently by
~
the distinction beWalter Burleigh4 and by R ~ s s e l l ,namely
tween the two propositions:

John loves some girl and Tom loves some girl
from which again wc get, applying the rulc for "somc" phrascs to
the two conjuncts:
(1) (John lovcs Mary or John lovcs Katc) and (Ton1 loves
Mary or Toni loves Kate).

If on the other hand we first apply the rule about "sonlev, we get:
Any boy loves Mary or any boy loves Kate
from which again we get, applying the rule about "any" to the
two alternative clauses:
(2)

(John loves Mary and Tom loves Mary) or (John loves
Kate and Tom loves Kate).

It is obvious that (1) and ( 2 ) are not logically equivalent: if John
loves Mary but not Kate, and Tom loves Kate but not Mary, then
( I ) is true and (2) is false. So, although our rules for "some" and
"any" phrases do not raise the same difficulties as "every" and "a"
phrascs do-we havc no puzzles as to interpreting conjunctions
and disjunctions of proper names, nor as to the dictum de
omni-a serious difficulty does arise as soon as we insert one
phrase of each sort in the blanks of a two-place predicablc
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Table r

and on the other hand that "All of the clectors voted at the first
shall bc truc of each one of the candidates; but
ballot for -"
herc tlic distinction is purcly notional, and in fact docs not affect
the force of the proposition. Our sophisma, 011 the other hand, is
rcally not one proposition but two, and in the casus imagined the
two would have different truth-values.
'I'he distinction made herc is readily generalized. Supposc wc
are to form a proposition by putting the referring phrases '"A"
and "t B" into the first and second blanks respectively of the
two-place predicable "f(-,
. . .)": then we shall not in general
get a single unanibiguous proposition "fl* A, tB)". The proposition obtained by first inserting "*A" into tlie first blank so as to
get the onc-place predicable "f("A, . . .)", and then inscrting
"t B" into tlie remaining blank, will in general be quite different
from thc one obtained by first inserting "tB" into thc second
blank so as to get the one-placc predicable "f(-,
f B)", and
tlicn inserting "*A" into the remaining blank. (Even when the
symbols
and "t" both stand in for one and the same unamI~iguousapplicative, there may be two propositions distinguishable in the way just stated-as wc saw in tile last paragraph,
concerning "most".) And if there are two such distinct propositions, thcn we must hold tliat tlic one-~lacc
"f(*A, . . .)" simply does not occur in the proposition formed by
attaching the one-place predicable "fl-,
t B)" to the quasi subject "* A".
With this apparatus at our command, we can explain the difference between "Somc girl is loved by evcry boy" and "A girl is
loved by any boy" without recoursc to the distinctions between
"some" and "a", or between "any" and "every". For there is a vast
difference between saying of some girl that she is loved by every
boy, and saying of every boy that some girl is loved by him: we
might express this by parentliescs, writing "Some girl (is loved by
every boy)" for tlie first and "(Some girl is loved by) every boy" for
the second. In either case, the words within parentheses form a
predicable, which does not occur at all in the other proposition;
this predicable is attached to a referring phrase as a quasi subject.
And my use of "every" rather than "any" in this example is a
merc concession to idiom.

u
a
b
c
d
e

v

w

x

y

x - x - X X - x X
X
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which we have to determine the truth or falsity of this puzzling
proposition (sophisma): "Most of the electors voted at the first
ballot for most of the candidates". The probatio, or proof that the
sophisma is true, would run thus: Most of the electors, in fact
thrce out of five (c, d, and e), voted for thrce (out of five), i.e. for
most, of thc candidates. T h e improbatio, or proof tliat tlic
sophisma is false, would run thus: Only for two out of five candidates (in fact, for w and x) did three or more electors out of five
give tlicir vote at the first ballot; so for most of tlic candidates most
of the electors did not vote; i.e., the sophisma is false.
"What of it? Ordinary language just is ambiguous and has 110
such precise logic as you are perversely looking for." Well, I do
not think we need resign ourselves to drawing impressionistic
pictures of an irregular landscape; let us first see what a little
triangulation of the terrain will effect in the way of map making.

64. We n-tight after all very naturally say: There are two ways of
taking this sophisma: either as saying of most electors that they
voted at the first ballot for most candidates, or as saying of most
candidates that at the first ballot most electors voted for them.
The truth-condition will be, in the first case, that the predicable
"
voted at the first ballot for most of the candidates" shall be
true of each one out of a majority of the electors; in the second
case, that the predicable "Most of the electors voted at the first
shall be true of each one out of a majority of the
ballot for -"
candidates. As regards the proposition "All of the electors voted
for all of the candidates", there is similarly a notional distinction
voted at the first ballot
between two truth-conditions: that "for all of thc candidatcs" shall be true of each one of tllc clcctors,

'I""
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It may here 11e asked: Can our rules for "some" and "any"
phrases be applied to occurrences of these phrases imprisoned
worilcl I)c
within srlcl~parentheses? Ry tl~oscrtllcs, "f(somc
true, in regard to our miniature community, iff "flMary) or
f(Kate)" were true; but by what we have just said, "(Some girl is
loved by) every boy" is not of the form "flsome girl)"-to treat it
so it would amount to wrongly seeing in this proposition an
is loved by every boyv.
occurrence of the predicable "T h e solution, however, is easy. Let us say that the one-place
predicable "f(some girl,. . .)" is true of any given thing iff the
disjunction of one-place predicables "f(Mary, . . .) or
flKate, . . .)" is true of that same thing; e.g., "Son~egirl is loved
by. . ." would be true of any given individual iff "Mary is loved
by. . . or Kate is loved by. . ." were true of him. Similarly, the
use of an "any" phrase within a one-place predicable would be
subject to a rule that that predicable is trueof anything iff a certain
conjunction of one-place predicables is true of that same thing.
This natural extension of our theory of truth-conditions from
propositions, which are merely true or false, to predicables,
which are true or false of inclivicluals, is I think sufficient to
remove the difficrilty as raised; we shall have to reconsider the
whole theory, however, at a later stage.
At this point the analogy we drew earlier between propositional
and chemical structure breaks down. If in a conlplex molecule
we can replace a sodium atom by an ammonium radical and a
chlorine atom by a cyanide radical, then, so long as the rest of the
c l ~ c ~ n i c I~ontls
: ~ l :]re ~ilitlisti~rl)ctl,
it tvill 11ot ~ l ~ a t t cwl~irll
r
stll)stitutioli is maclc first-we sllall get the samc n~olccularstructure
either way. But when we pass from "Kate / is loved by / Tom" to
"Some girl / is loved by / every boy", it does make a difference
whether we first replace "Kate7' by "some girl" (so as to get the
into the proposition) and
predicable "Some girl is loved by -"
then replace "Tom" by "every boy", or rather first replace "Tom7'
is loved by every
by "every boy" (so as to get the predicable "boy" into the proposition) and then replace "Kate" by "some
girl". Two propositions that are reached from the same starting
point by the samc set of logical procedures (e.g. substitiitions)
may nevertheless differ in import because these procedures are

taken to occur in a different order. This principle has application
to other procedures than the insertion of referring phrases.
65. It is tantalizing to see how a great medieval logician had this
solution between his finger tips only to let it drop. William of
Sherwood remarks that the proposition "Every man sees every
man" may be viewed in two different ways, according as we take
the first or the second "every man" to have got into the proposition first, the other one 'arriving later' and 'finding the first already there'. This metaphor of phrases' racing to get into propositions expressed the same thought as my speaking of an order of
procedures; the phrase that got in first was the one used to make
the predication concerning every man-that he sees every man,
or that every man sees him, as the case may be. T o use my way of
writing: In "Every man (sees every man)", the second "every
man" is taken to have got into the proposition first (so as to form
sees every man"); and the other way round
the predicable "for "(Every man sees) every man".9
In this case, there is, as William himself observes, no difference made to the force of the proposition by taking it in one
way or the other, sive sic sive sic. But in another example this
does make a difference: viz., "Every man sees every donkey except Brownie". William and his contemporaries had a curious
interest in such 'exceptive' propositions. (It perhaps compensated
for not having a treatment of definite descriptions; for "Every A
cxccpt a , is P" is, as they interpreted it, tantamount to "a, is the
ollc ;111do ~ ~ Al ytli;~tis 11ot P I ' . ) Now t11c c~~icstion
is wI1et11erwc
take "every man" or "every donkey except Brownie" to be the
phrase that, as William here puts it, embraces (includit) the
other-which in his language is the same thing as the other's
having 'got in first'. If "every donkey except Brownie" embraces
"every man", the proposition will be read according to the grouping "(Every man sees) every donkey except Brownie", and will be
is false of Brownie
true iff the predicable "Every man sees -"
but true of every other donkey, i.e., iff not every man sees Brownie but every man does see every other donkey. If on the other
90'Donnell, p. 53; Kretzmann (z), p. 37.
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hand "every man" embraces "every donkey except Brownie", the
proposition \vill be read according to the punctuation "Every
man (sees every donkey except Brownie)", and will be true iff it
holds good of every man that he does not see Brownie but does
see every otlicr donkcv. Thcsc arc clearly different trr~thconditions; one implies that not every man sees Brownie, the
other that no inan docs. l o
Willi;1111tl111sf i l l l y gr;~s~~ctl
tllc tliffc~cl~cc
111;ltlcI)y ;I cliffclcl~l
order of logical l>roccdurcs; r~nliappily,Ilc usctl tlic idea only to
solve particular sophismata, and never got beyond this a d hoc use
principle. His theory of suppositio
to the formulation of a
is quite on the usual lines; and he no st likely never suspected that
the principle he used but did not formulate would make the
distinction between confused and determinate suppositio entirely
superfluous. This illustrates what Peirce called 'the damnable
particularity' of medieval logicians-that tendency to dcvelop a d
hoc solutions, as opposed to general theories, which did so much
to make their genius stcrilc.

66. The difficulties ahout the dictum de omni can now be
cleared up. The proposition, for example, "Ton1 always rernembers the anniversary of the day when Tom married every sister of
Bill's" is, as we suspected, not analyzable as a predical~leattached
to a quasi subject "every sister of Bill's"; rather, this referring
phrase has its scope confined to the "when" clause; and this
clausc is replaceable salva veritate by "when Tom married Mary
and Tom married Jane and Tom married Kate", or for short by
"when Tom married Mary and Jane and Kate". On the other
hand, the truth-condition of the proposition:
Tom always remembers the anniversary of the day when
Tom married any sister of Bill's
is given by the conjunction of the results of supplying the predicable:
Tom always remembers the anniversary of the day when
Tom married 'OO'Donnell, pp. 62-63; Kretzrnann (z), p. 67.
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with "Mary7', "Jane", and "Kate" as subjects. Wc can thus
analyze this proposition as the result of attaching this predicable
to the quasi subject "any sister of Bill's". T h e difference between
the "any" and "every" phrases is simply that the "any" phrase has
a larger scopc. T h e obscr~renotions of a conjr~nctivelist of
namcs, and of different modes of reference, have turncd out qr~ite
ncctllcss for olir c s l ~ l ; ~ ~ i ; ~wc
t i o~lcctl
~ i ; olily tllc 11otio11of ;i rcfcrr i 1 1 l)l~s;~sc's
~
I I ; I \ J ~ I I ;I~ ~ . o l ) c:I , 11o1io11
1 1 1 ; I I I ~c;lse i ~ ~ ( l i s ~ ) c ~ ~ s ; ~ l ) l c .
Wit11 ;I little ingcnrlity, ;11I t l ~ ccsall~plcstliat gave plar~sil)ilit~
to the distinctions between "any" and "every", bctween "some"
"a", can 11c cxplai~icdby tliffcrcnccs of punctuation or scopc.
.,and
I hus, we may explain "Jcmima is waiting for some mouse fro111
that hole" and "Jemima is waiting for a mouse from that hole" as
being respectively equivalent to hvo ways of construing the sentc11cc:
Jemi~nais waiting till some mouse shall emerge from that
hole
nan~ely,according as we take the scope of "son~emouse" in this
to 11c t l ~ cwhole of the rcst of tlic scntcncc or to I>crcstrictcd to thc
"till" clause. T h e first reading would signify that as regards some
mousc or other it is the case that Jemima is waiting till it shall
emerge from that hole: the second, that Jemima is waiting till it
shall have happened that some mouse or other emerges from the
l10le.
Similarly, "The trcc in the Quad depends for its continued
existence on being perceived by some person"-".
. . by a
personw-may be construed as respectively equivalent to two different ways of taking the words:
It is necessary that, if the tree in the Quad continues to
exist, thc tree in the Quad shall be perceived by some
pcrson
namely, according as we takc the scope of "sorne person" to cover
the wliole of thc rcst of the scntcncc or to bc confincd to the
clause "the tree in the Quad shall bc perceived by some person".
In the first case, it is supposed as regards some person or other
that it is ncccssary for the tree's contintled existence that it should
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bc pcrccived by him; in tlic otlicr casc, what is supposcd to be
necessary for the tree's continued existence is just that it should
be perceived by sonie person or other.

notation. T h e role of the variables "x" and "y", which are 'bound
to' the restricted quantifiers, is to show what is shown in the
vernacular by the choice of which referring phrase we shall insert
into which blank of the two-place predicable
loves . . .";
thus, the difference between (2) and:
"
-

67. People may wonder at my spending such pains on a clumsy
vernacular explanation of what is set fort11 so perspicuously in the
rnodern notation of quantifiers and bound variables. But before
we can be confident of rightly translating propositions from the
vernacular to the modern notation and back, we need to grasp the
rationale of the notation; and I think niy sort of investigation
serves to bring out this rationale, by showing what logical requirements the notation had to meet.
Let us see how the quantifier-and-variable notation would
show the difference between "Every boy (loves some girl)" and
"(Every boy loves) some girl". I shall here use the restricted
quantifiers "for any boy x" and "for somc girl y". It is colnmonly
held that restricted quantifiers can be got rid of by reducing them
to tlic unrcstrictcd "for any x" and "for somc y"; "for any boy x"
would become "for any x, if x is a boy, then. . .", and "for some
girl y" wotlld hccomc "for somc y, y is a girl and . . .". 1 sllall use
restricted quantifiers without prejudging the legitimacy of this
reduction; at the least, they will make our work easier to survey.
The predicable "-loves
sonie girl" will then be represented by
"for sorne girl y, -loves y"; and "Every boy (loves some girl)"
will come out as:
(1)

For any boy x, for some girl y, loves y.

will on the other hand be
The predicable "Every boy loves -"
and "(Every boy
represented by "for'any boy x, x loves -";
loves) some girl" will then come out as:
(2) For sonic girl y, for any boy x, x loves y.
The order of the quantifiers, which is all that distinguishes (1)
and (2), thus corresponds to William of Sherwood's idea of one
phrase's getting into a proposition and another's arriving later to
find it already there. The typographically first quantifier corresponds, however, to the phrase that gets there second, and vice
versa, which shows the importance of knowing the rationale of the

(3) For some girl y, for any boy x, y loves x
is the difference between "(Every boy loves) some girl" and
"Some girl (loves every boy)". But in both (2) and (3) we first form
. ."
a one-place predicable by filling up one blank in "-loves.
with "every boy" or "for any boy x, . . . x . . . ";and then we fill up
the remaining blank with "some girl" or "for some girl y, . . .
y . . .", which is a quasi subject of the one-place predicable.
When I speak of filling up a blank in a two-place predicable
with "for any boy x, . . . x . . ." or "for some girl y, . . . y . . . ",
what I mean is that the variable "x" or "y" that is 'bound to' the
quantifier shall be inserted in the blank, and then the quantifier
shall be prcfixcd to the result. But this way of drawing a parallel
between symbolic and ordinary language requires us to divide up
tlic symbolism in a very unnatural-looking way: e.g., "For somc
man x, Jim killed x" would divide up not at the comma but into
There is
"For some man x, . . . x . . ." and "Jim killed -".
nothing really objectionable about this: but in the next chapter
we shall study another way of drawing the parallelism, which is
far more natural and gives us important insights into the role of
bound variables.

Relative Pronouns
"anybody" rather than "anything"; thus
the \rcrnacular as follows:

Five

Pronominal Reference:
Relative Pronouns

68. In this chapter and thc next I shall examine certain theories
that ascribe rcference to pronouns. Some philosophers, following
thc suggestion of grammar books, havc held that, wllcn a pronoun has an antecedent, its role is to carry on the reference of
that antccedcnt; and again, thc so-callcd indcfinitc pronouns,
c.g. "anything" and "something", have been supposed to refer in
some way to things in general. I shall try to show that both views
are mistaken.
The two sorts of pronoun that I have just mentioned are closely
connected with the modern quantifier-notation. The indefinite
pronouns would be a natural means of rendering quantifiers into
the vernacular-"anytlling" or "everything" being used for the
universal, and "something" for the existential, quantifier; and
pronouns with antecedents strictly correspond to the letters used
as bound variables.
Let us consider thc following formula:
(I)

(x) ((y) (y hurts x

> x hurts y) > x hurts x)

We assume the universe of discourse to consist of persons, so that
the indefinite pronoun answering to a universal quantifier will bc

(2)

(1)

might bc renderccl in

If there is anybody who, if there is anybody who hurts
him, hurts him in turn: then hc hurts himself.

The picccs of (2) and ( I ) stand in strict mutual correspondencc.
The two occurrenccs of the phrase "thcre is anybody. . ." corrcspond to thc two universal quantifiers "(x)" and "(y)". The four
pronouns whosc antcccdcnt is thc first "'~nybody"-viz., the first
"who", the first "him", "he", and "11in1sclf'-correspond to the
four occurrcnccs of thc variable "x", which arc bound to the
quantificr "(x)"; and the two pronouns whose antecedent is thc
second "anybody"-viz.
thc second "who" and the second
"him"--correspond
to thc two occurrcnccs of the variablc "y",
which arc I~oundto thc quantifier "(y)". (Thc role of "in turn" is
simply to emphasize the changed antecedent of the second
"him".)
The qi~antificrs"(x)" and "(y)" would I>csaid to havc diffcrcnt
scopes-the scopc of a quantificr bcing here indicated by the pair
of parcnthcscs whose opcning mcmbcr immccliatcly follows that
quantifier. 'I'htis, the scopc of "(x)" ruils to the cnd of ( I ) ,
whcreas that of "(y)" does not go beyond "(y hurts x 3 x hurts
y)". Now tl~is'11so ha\ solllctliing jtrictly corresponding to it in
the logical structurc of (2). Just as I said in Chapter Thrcc that in
the proposition:
If Jemi~nacan lick any dog, thcn Jemima can lick any dog
the scope of the first "any dog" is thc complcx prcdicablc:

If J c ~ n i ~ ncan
a lick -,

then Jemima can lick any dog

the proposition bcing true iff this predicable is truc of any (and
cvcry) dog; so analogously we may say that thc scope of thc first
"(thcre is) anybody (who)" in (2) is thc co~nplexpredicable:

If -,

if thcrc is anybody who hurts him, hurts him in
turn: thcn he hurts himsclf.

For (2) is true iff this co~nplcxprcdicablc is true of anybody (and
cverybotly)--i.c.
iff thc insertion of a proper name of a person in
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the blank always yields a true proposition. Thus the scope of the
first "anybody" runs right to the end of (2), like the scope of "(x)".
And similarly we should say that in:

explained before, we have the same pieces put together in a
different way. The phrases "it holds good of any boy that" and
"there is somc girl" respectively correspond to the restricted qllantifiers "for any boy x" and "for some girl y", and the pronouns
"he" and "whom" respectively correspond to the bound variables
"x" and "y" in "x is crazy in regard to y"; and as before, a
variable's being bound to a quantifier is what corresponds to a
pronoun's having an antecedent.
In symbolic logic we get bound variables, not only with quantifiers, but also, for example, in the notation for classes and in
definite descriptions. Here also we have in the vernacular a
strictly corresponding use of pronouns with antecedents. For
example, the symbolic expressions " i t ( n 3 2n)" and " ( ~ n ) ( n> o
- n' = 2n)" respectively become in the vernacular "the (class of)
numbers whose square is greater than their double" and "the
ntumbcr that is greater than zero and whose square equals its
double"; and here the pronouns "whose", "their", "that", "its",
whose antccedcnt is "the number(s)", correspond to the bound
variable "n".
This important relation between pronouns in the vernacular
and variables was well understood by Frege, who applied to both
sorts of sign the description "indefinite indicator" ("unbestimmt
andeutend"). (Frege disliked the term "variable" because of the
muddles historically associated with it.) More recently, Quine
has repeatedly drawn attention to the matter, and has rightly been
unmoved by criticisms, which are based on mere misconception;
it is vcry dcsiral~lethat young students of symbolic logic should
grasp this relationship bctween pronouns in the vernacular and
variables.
For tllc ~>l~ilosophical
tl~coryof reference, then, it is all onc
wlicthcr wc consider I,ound varial~lesor pronouns of the vcrnacular. I shall attend to the latter; my aim is not to explore the
labyrinth of idiom, but to bring out some logically important
features of the use of pronouns, and consequently of variables
too, which a familiarity with symbolic manipulations may make
people overlook.

James, if (there is) anybody (who) hurts him, hurts him in
turn
the scope of "(there is) anybody (who)" runs to the end of the
proposition, since the proposition is true iff the complex predicable
James, if -hurts him, hurts him in turn
is true of anybody and everybody. Analogously, we should also
say that in (2) the scope of the sccond "(there is) anybody (who)"
runs to the end of the clause
who, if there is anybody who hurts him, hurts Iiim in turn
but does not extend any further than that. This clause corresponds to "(y) (y hurts x 3 x hurts y)" in (1). Just as the symbolic
exprcssion is not a proposition, since it contains, instead of a
to the
"(x)"; so the corrcspondname, a varial~lcI>o~md
ing relative clausc has "who" instcad of a name likc "James", and
"who" looks I~ackto the first "anyl>odyW.
Let us now discuss a class of case mentioned in the last chapter. The difference between:
(3) For any boy x, for some girl y, x is crazy in regard to y
and:
(4) For some girl y, for anv I~oyx, x is crazy in rcgard to y
may I x clearly I)roi~glitout

ill

thc vcr~lacr~lar
as follows:

(5) It holds good of any hoy that there is some girl in regard to
whom he is crazy.
(6) There is some girl in regard to whom it holds good of any
boy that he is crazy.
The pieces of (5) and (6) stand in strict reciprocal correspondence
to those of (3) and (4); and in each pair of propositions, as was
138

69. Anlong the pronouns that have grammatical antecedents,
relative pronouns are conspicuous; but not all such pronouns are
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relative pronouns, and those of them that arc relativc pronouns
Iia\.c notliing logically sl~ccialabout tl~e~n-at least as regards
their relation to thcir antecedents. In our previous example, "the
~irumbcrswhose sclilarc is grcatcr than their douhlc", the pronoims "whose" and "thcir" have exactly the samc relation to thcir
antecedent "the numbers"; just as the two bound variables in the
parentheses in "ri(ns > 2n)" have exactly the same logical rclation to " i i " . I shall therefore do as the medieval logicians did, and
break Priscian's head by calling any pronoun with an antecedent
a relative pronoun; the narrower sense of "relative pronoun" may
be distinguished, when necessary, by prefixing the adverb
"gran~matically".
We must recognize, however, that a pronoun's being
grammatically relative does sometimes make a certain differcncc
to its logical role. Compare the obvior~slycclriivalcnt propositions:

examples is that it is rcplaccable by a combination of a pronoun
and a connective, but tllerc is notliing special about it strictly qua
Ixolioun.

(7) Any gentleman who is so grossly insulted must scnd a
challcngc.

(8) Any gentleman, if hc is so grossly insulted, must scnd a
challenge.
It is clear that "who" and "he" bcar the same relation to the
antccedent "any gentleman"; but "he" cannot simply take the
place of "who"-"who"
is a portmanteau word into which were
packed up the pure relative pronoun "he" and thc connective
"if'. In other instances there may be a different conjunction
latent with a grammatically rclativc pronoun. Thus, in the proposition:
( g ) T h e Old Guard was now brought lip against the encnly

position by Napoleon himself, who was forty years old
that very day
"who" is replaceable by "and he"; had the clause run "who
realized the danger to his right flank", "who" would be replaceable rather by "because he". It remains true, however, that there
is no special relation tliat a pronoun bears to its antecedent
merely in virtue of being grammatically relative; what does specially characterize a grammatically relativc pronoun in these

70. It may well appear, howcvcr, as though there were a different relation of pronoun to antecedent in a defining and in a
qualifying relativc clausc. This difference, which is grammatically very well marked in English, certainly does correspond to
a logical diffcrcncc, in most instances; bccause it is not so well
marked in Latin, rlledieval logicians had to be at some pains to
expose this source of equivocation. Thus the proposition:
(10)

Just onc man, who has recently died a pauper, broke the
bank at Monte Carlo

11cco1iic.sqr~itc;I tliffcrcnt ~,roln)sitio~l
if we olliit tllc colnnias
aror~ndthe rclativc clausc. 'l'llcir presence shows tliat tlic clar~sc
is a qucilifying onc; thcir al)sc~lccwor~lds l i o ~
tlint
~ it \vas a defirz;fig OIIC.111 ( l o ) ils it S I ; I I I C ~\\lc
S 11iigIlt 1-c~)1;1cc
"\vI~o"1)s " ; I I I ~ 11c";
we I ) l ; ~ i ~ l lcoultl
y
not tlo tlic like to ( l o ) wit11 tlic conlliias oniittcd.
An explanation of the differcncc that suggests itself is that a
defining relative clausc goes along with its antecedent to form a
complex general tcrm; e.g., we may substitute the complex gcnera1 tcrm "man who has recently died a pauper" for "A" in the
schema "Just one A broke the bank at Monte Carlo". It may well
seem that in this formation of a con~plexgcncral term 'by restriction' (to use the terminology of Chapter Three) we have a quite
special relation of pronotin to antcccdcnt; tlior~gheven so 11ot
only grammatically rclativc pronouns would stand in the rclation, because in the complex general tern1 (say) "man whom any
woman affectionately rcmembcrs if he has made love to her", tile
pronouns "whom" and "he" rclatc to the samc antcccdcnt in the
same way.
We may seem to have here quite a good working explanation
of the differcncc between defining and qualifying relativc clauses.
It is a point in favor of this explanation that it can deal with cases
where the same rclativc clause may indifferently be taken as a
defining or as a qualifying one. For example, inserting commas
around the relativc clar~sein:

-
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make, no diRcrcncc to the import of the proposition; and this fact
is quite in accord nith the esplanation. For, on the one hand, in
(1 1 ) n e may replace the relative clause by "- and he has
recently died a pauper -", just as we could in (lo); this
suggests that (11) like (lo) contains a qualifying relative clause.
On the other hand, ( 1 I ) is equally the result of substituting the
con~plexgeneral term "Manchester man who has recently died a
pauper" for "B" in the schema "A B broke the bank at Monte
Carlo"; and this was our criterion for the defining relative clause.
71. What, then, is the logical structure of a phrase "A that is P"
formed from a substantival term "A" and a predicable "is
P"? On the face of it, this structure is logically postcrior to the
predicational structure "A is P", and must be analyzed in terms
of it. Lcwis Carroll adniittcdly Ilad odd Rrad1ei;ln douhts as to the
intelligibility of sue!] a predication, e.g. of "Pigs are pink" (how
can a thing, likc a pig, he a11 attrihutc, likc pink?); hc sought to
resolve his doubts by a rule of construction: "The Substantive
shall bc supposed to be repeated at the cnd of the sentence", e.g.,
"Pigs arc pink pigs". But "pink pigs" means "pigs that are pink";
and this depends for its intelligibility on "Pigs are pink7', not vice
versa.
W e may thus expect that the analysis of a proposition containing the complex term "pink pigs" should contain the predication
". . . pigs are pink". But need such analysis contain a part that
can be picked out and identified as the analysis of the phrase
"pink pigs"? I do not see that this is necessary. Suppose we
analyze "Some pink pigs squeal" as "Some pigs are pink and the
same pigs squeal". This analysis does contain the predication
". . . pigs are pink", but no part of it can be picked out as the
analysis of the ~ h r a s e"pink pigs". If we deleted from the analyzed
proposition the words "some" and "squeal", the remaining words
would not form a logical unit at all; and this may rouse our
suspicion as to whether we should recognize complex terms, like
"pink pigs" or "pigs that arc pink", as genuine logical units.

'

'Luis Carroll, The Game of Logic (London: Macmillan, 1887), p.

2.

This suspicion may be confirmed if tve look at examples (7)
and (8)
above. Whereas in (7)
who is so grossly in~,
. "g,entleman
sulted" looks like a logical unit, the string of words in (8) "gentleman, if he is so grossly insulted" has no such look at all. Nor
need we rely on mere intuition at this point; to take such a string
of words as forming a complex term that can be substituted for
"A" in "any A" demonstrably leads to paralogisms, of medieval
vintage. "Only an animal can bray; ergo, Socrates is an animal, if
he can bray. But any animal, if he can bray, is a donkey. Ergo,
Socrates is a donkey". Thus we clearly cannot take "animal, if he
can bray" as a conlplex term that is a legitimate reading of "A" in
"Socrates is an A; any A is a donkey; ergo Socrates is a donkey."
is an) animal, if he can bray" is a perfectly good
Of course "(unambiguous predicable; but there is not in the other premise a
corresponding use of "animal, if he can bray" as part of an "any"
phrase that is a quasi subject.

72. We could of course validly draw the conclusion "Socrates is
a donkey" from the premises "Socrates is an animal and he can
bray" and "Any anin-ral, if he can bray, is a donkey"; and these
are respectively equivalent to "Socrates is an animal that can
bray" and "Any animal that can bray is a donkeyw.This suggests
that the phrase "animal that can bray" is a systematically ambiguous one, so that we must divine from the context which
connective is packed up along with "he" into the portmanteau
word "that". But we cannot count this as proved, because there is
a risk of the canceling-out fallacy. If in some proposition the
phrase "animal that can bray7'is replaceable by "animal, if he can
bray" without changing the total force of the proposition, it does
not follow that the one phrase is really an expansion of the other;
so if in another proposition "animal that can bray" is replaceable
by "animal, and he can bray", it likewise cannot be safely inferred that "animal that can bray" is ambiguous.
We may, however, confirm the suggestion of ambiguity by
considering another sort of medieval example. In the pair of
propositions:
(12)

Any man who owns a donkey beats it

(13) Some man who owns a donkey does not beat it
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they would normally be understood, arc in fact contradictories; in
the casc supposed, ( I 3) wolild be true and (1 2 ) falac.
W e might liavc another shot at rewording ( 1 2 ) and (13) so as to
keep "man who owns a donkcy" as a term; we should have to try
to get them into the form "Any A is P-Sonic A is not P", with
"A" read as "man who owns a donkey" or "donkey-owner", and
"(is) P" conveying the sense that the context is supposed to
heats it". But I think this would be waste of effort;
give to "for we can surely see that the right rewording is got by our old
dodge of splitting u p a gra~nmaticallyrelative pronoun:

"man who owns a donkeyn has all the look of being a complex
term, replaceable by the single word "donkey-owner"; yet if we d o
make this replacement, ( 1 2 ) and (13) become unintelligible. It
may seem as though this happened only because "it" is deprived
bcats it" and "does not
of a n antecedent. Perhaps "bcat it" get a special scnsc in their respective contexts because "it"
is looking back to "a donkey"; if so, we might overcome the
difficulty by relvording (12) and (13) so as to si~pplythis sense
without having a pronoun that refers back to part of the term
"man who owns a donkey".
A plausible rewording would run as follows:

(18) Any man, if hc owns a donkey, beats it.

(14) Any man who owns a donkey owns a donkey and bcats it.
(1 5)

(19) Some man owns a donkey and lie docs not beat it.

Some man who owns a donkey owns a donkey and does
not beat it.

It looks as though the context would supply the same special
sense for "beats it" and "does not beat it" as it did in
( 1 2 ) ant1 ( I 3), 1)ccarrsc of tlic rcfcrclicc I)ack fro111 "it" to ";I
dollkey"; and accordingly the transitions from (12) to (14) ; ~ 1 d
from (13) to (15) arc on tlic face of it instances of the valid
patterns of inference:

i

(16) Any A that is P is Q ; ergo, any A that is P is P and Q.
(17) S o ~ i l eA that is P is R; ergo, some A that is P is P and R.
And in (14) and (1 5) we should n o longer have any difficulty over
replacing "man who owns a donkey" by "donkey-owner". Incidentally, both (16) and (17) are obviously convertible inferencepatterns; so it looks as though (1 2 ) and (14), (1 3) and (1 5), were
equivalent pairs.
It may look like that, but it is not so. Whereas (1 2 ) and ( I 3) are
contradictories, tlicir supposed equivalents (14) ax1 (1 5) are 110t;
for both would be true if each donkey-owncr had two donkeys
and beat only one of them. Medieval logicians would apparently
have accepted the alleged equivalences; for they argued that a pair
such as (12) and (1 3) could both be true (viz. in the casc in which
we have seen that (14) and ( 1 5) woi~ldin fact both be true) and
were therefore not contradictories. But plainly (12) and (13), as

,

I.

I

This rendering is quite unforced, and does give us a pair of
contradictories, as it ought; but now the ostensible complex term
has upon analysis quitc disappcarcd.
I maintain, then, that the complex term "A that is P" is a sort
of logic;rl niir;lgc.. 'l'lic str~ictt~rc
o f ;I ~)rol~osilio~l
i l l wlriclt srlcll ;I
conlplcs tcr~iiappears to occur can I)c clearly secn only wlicn \vc
have replaced the grammatically relative pronoun by a conncctive followed by a pronoun; when this is donc, the apparent unity
of thc phrase disappears; morcovcr, thc context alone can determine which connective (c.g. whether "if' or "and") has to be
introduced into thc analysis. "Only a n A that is P is Q" is a n
interesting case; here, thc connective requircd in expoimding tllc
pronoun "that" is "only if"-"an(y)
A is Q only if it is P".
Sometimes, though, a proposition of this form is a portmanteau
proposition, into wllich is packed u p the further implication
"Only an A is Q".
73. In the rather stiltcd English that logic l~ooks usc, the
gran~maticallyrelative pronoun tliat stands at t l ~ cI~cginningof a
defining relative clattsc is very often rcplaccd by "such that"
followed by the appropriate inflection of " l ~ c ,she, it, they"; e.g.,
"a number that is greater than zero and whose square is greater
than its doul~le"would he replaced by "a number such that it is
greater than zcro and its square is greater than its doul>lc". To
have used this locution would have saved m c the troublc of
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dealing with two sorts of relative pronouns-those that are, and
those that arc not, grammatically relative; my reluctance to resort
to this was on account of the scruples others have felt about "such
that". Russell, when he regarded "such that" as an indispensable
logical constant, had nothing better to say about its role than that
it was sui generis. * And some Oxford philosophers have argued
that "such that" raises problems not raised by the familiar relative
pronouns: "such that" means something like "of a nature having
the consequence that", and use of the phrase would thus always
raise the problems what the 'nature' in question is and how the
'consequence' follows from it.
W e need not treat these Oxonian scruples with much respect.
They seem to be based on the etymology of "such that", and on
vague memories that in Latin the "that" clause following "such"
would be what is called a consecutive clause, a clause of consequence. People who write letters to the papers may appeal to the
etymology of an expression as showing its 'correct' meaning;
philosophers need not. For logical purposes, "such that" is best
treated, regardless of its etymology, as one single word. It is a rare,
and would often be a clumsy, construction in English to form a
rc1;ltivc c1;111scwit11 ;in inv;lrial)lc prefatory wort1 h)llowccl I)y one
or Inore (logically) relative pronouns; but this construction is the
regr~lar Hebrew idiom, the analogue of "such that" being
"asher"; e.g., "man whose 1)rother I killed" would be "man asher
I killed his brother".
What then is the logical role of "such that" or "asher"? If we
accept the view that a defining relativc clause shows its logical
character clearly only when we have replaced the grammatically
relative pronoun by a connective followed hy a pronor~n-the
co~itcstclctcrnii~~i~ig
wllicll co~illcctivcis ~~ccdctl-tlic~l"s11cl1
that" or "asher" is an all-purpose con~iective,a sort of universal
joint, which goes proxy for whichever connective-"and",
"if',
be required by the context. No wonder
"only if', etc.-may
Russell was puzzled when he tried to find a fixed sense for "such
that".

At this point a reader may protest that my theory is inconsistent with the definitions that can be given for general terms.
Surely "rhonibus" can be defined as "parallelogram that has
equal sides", or in some such way; yet on my theory the two
expressions cannot have the same sense, for "parallelogram that
has equal sides" has not even syntactical coherence and moreover
must be expounded differently in different contexts. "Any parallelogram that has equal sides is a rhombus" comes out as "Any
parallelogram, if it has equal sides, is a rhombus"; but "Only a
parallelogram that has equal sides is a rhombus" comes out as
the conjunction of "Only a parallelogram is a rhombus" with
"Only if it has equal sides is a (sc. any) parallelogram a rhombus"
(see the end of section 72); and "Any rhombus is a parallelogram
that has equal sidesJ7comes out as "Any rhombus is a parallelogram and (it) has equal sides".
T h e first reply to this natural objection is to distinguish kinds of
definition. A definition may be conceived as a rule for expanding
a shorter expression, the definiendum, into a longer expression,
the definiens; as we saw over the nonreplaceability of "man who
owns a donkey" by "donkey-owner" in (12) and (1 3), this sort of
definition clocs not give the actual linkage between a common
name "A'" and an "A that is P7'phrase in ordinary language. Of
course there could be a rule in some artificial n~odificationof
English that e.g. "donkey-owner" and "man who owns a donkey"
are always interchangeable salva congruitate, without any further
consequential changes in the sentences concerned; but no such
rule olltains in English as we have it, and the abbreviative style of
definition is quite unsuitable to show how a name "A"' and a
phrase "A that is P" are related.
We ought rather to hold that c.g. "rl~ombus"and "parallclogram that has equal sides" are related by an explanatory definition,
a proposition in which the two expressions occur not in quotes:
something of this style:
74.

Any rhombus is a parallelogram that has equal sides, and
any parallelogram that has equal sides is a rhombus.
O r again:
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the first time. Frcgc makcs n o sr~clidistinction as we find in
Principia Mathematics between =" and " = Df'; on the contrary, he says that the sign of equality, just because it is used in all
definitions, cannot itself be defined.
T h e importance of our rcsult is only philosopl~ical;nothing has
been established as to what terms may be introduced 'by definition', but only as to how the 'definition' of a term should be
regarded. Still, the result has quite considerable importance for
philosophy. For Wittgenstcin was surely right in saying that a
name cannot be dissected by a d ~ f i n i t i o n .A~ name relates directly to what it names; a con~plexsign cannot bear a direct
relation to the thing signified-the relation must be mediated by
the constituent signs of the complex. So a name, as Aristotle
~
already said, nus st have no parts that signify ~ e p a r a t e l y ;and
equally, a name cannot be an abbreviation for a conlplex cxpression, for then also it would be related to the thing signified only
. ~ e have i n d c p c ~ ~ d c n t l ~
via the signs in the complex c x p r c ~ s i o nW
establisl~edthat in using a phrase "A that is P" to elucidate a term
"A"', wc arc not introclr~cingthe term as an al>l>rcviationfor tile
phrase; so such an elucidation docs not disqualify "A'" as a name.
T h e elucidation has in fact the form of a proposition in which
"A"' is used.' If we have other reason to treat substantival general
terms as names, we now see that their 'definability' in no way
counts against this.

Any rhombus, and only a rhomhus, is a parallclogra~n
with equal sides.
away the "A that is P"
W e have already seen how to
phrase in these contexts; the use of such explarlations does not
commit 11s to the view that "rl~ombus"is synonymous with any
such phrase.
T h e exact form of explanatory proposition that will be 11ceded
depends on solutions for logical problems that we have not yet
attacked, in particular upon our view of the relations between the
is an A", and the
common nalnc "A", the predical>le "relational expression "thc same A as". W e shall revert to these
matters in Chapter Seven. But there is no reason to doubt that we
could supply explanatory propositions whose use as extra premises would logically justify the replacement of "rhon~l~us"by
"parallelogram that has equal sides", or vice versa, in all cases
where this is logically legitimate.
Frege's view on the definability of proper names is of some
interest in this connection. O n the one hand, he insisted that the
definiendum lnust be simple, and that for a sign like "2" wc must
supply one elucidation, not a number of elucidations of its use in
different contexts; on the other hand, he regarded a simple proper
name as short for a conlplex sign (which also would be for him a n
Eigenname, i.e. a proper name). Now there is no reason at all
why an abbreviation should be syntactically simple; and if several
abbreviations all contain the mark " 2 " , there need not be one
single rule for expanding them into an unabl>reviatccl form
(though n o douht it is neater, more elegant, to have a single rille);
all that is logically requisite for an abbreviatiol-r is that onc shall
be able to construct the unabbreviated expression from it in a
unique way. On the view I have been advocating, "2" 11111st be
syntactically simple if it is a name, and a name must I>e introduccd once for all by an eli~cidationthat warrants our using- it in
all available contexts; and so far this agrees with what Frcgc says;
on the other hand, no name can on this view be an abbreviation
for anytIiillg. We sliol~ltlol~scrvclicrc t l ~ tlic
t tlcfinitio~~;~l
ccl11;1tion by which Frcge introduces a simplc Eigenname always has
the role of a substantive proposition in which the name is used for

"

75. In the rest of this chaptcr it will be unnecessary to give
special consideration to grn~nrnnticall~rclativc pronouns,
whether they occur in defining or in qualifying c]auscs; it is
always easy to get rid of them by a small verbal change. This
means, in particular, that no special importance attaches to definitc descriptions of the form "the (one and only) A that is P". Wc
can always turn a proposition ostensibly of the fornl "f(t11e A that
'Iircgc (3), 11. 80.
4Wittgenstcin, 3.26.
i r i t c ~ r / ~ r c l ~ ~ l i o r1 (,;I
r ( . . 20-2 1 .
('Cf. Willgcnstcin, 3 . 2 0 1 .
'Cf. Wittgenstein, 3.263, wherc wc must rcrncmhcr that for him "t~anlc"and
"prirnitivc sign" are cocxtensivc.
5 1 ) ( 3

'
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is P)", one where the definite description secms to take the place
of ;I proper name, into tlic form "jr~stone A is P, and fltl~atsame
A)"-a form which we had occasion to discuss in the last chapter,
when expounding the dictum de omni. T h e change of form is
great only under the aspect of surface grammar; logically, all that
we have done is to expand the portmanteau word "that" into the
connective "and" and the relative pronoun "that same". A phrase
of the form "A that is P" never constitutes a single term, a logical
nit; and a phrase of the form "the A that is P" likewise cannot
constitute one.
Predicative occurrences of definite descriptions are not instances of the schema "f(the A that is P)". T h e predicable "is the A that is P" is analyzable as "is a n A that is P and
only -is an A that is P". Here "is an A that is P" is in turn
analyzable as "both is an A and is P"; the role of "only" will be
discussed in Chapter Seven, section 108.
A proper name can nevcr be an abbreviation for a definite
description; though we may of course introduce a proper name as
a namc for the object described by such a description. A natural
way of effecting such an introduction would be to enunciate a
proposition with the proper name as subject and the definite
description as predicate: "Neptune is the planet of the Solar System next out from Uranus." If we have no other way of identifying the object named than is supplied by the definite description,
it may be natural to think of the proper name as short for the
description; but this would be wrong.
Even if a substantival term "A"' can be satisfactorily linked to a
phrase "A that is P" hy thc sort of explanatory or clucidatory
proposition that we havc considered, we are still left with the
problem how to explain applicatival phrases ""(A tliat is P)"
where """ is a dictum de omni applicativc. We seem to understand these phrases straight off, given that we know the applicatives and the way they work with syntactically simple substantival
terms; similarly, we seem to understand e.g. "every sister of Bill's"
straight off, without needing to connect "sister of Bill's" with
some simple common namc "A" introduced ad hoc, such that
every A, and only an A, will be a sister of Bill's. And it appears
awkward also that the connection of "f(every A that is P)" with
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"f(every A')" works out differently from that of "f(some A that
is P)" with "f(son1c A')", as I have argucd it docs; nor is it at all
apparent how on similar lines we could deal with the prefixing of
"most" or "almost every" to an "A that is P" phrase, since "Almost every A that is P is Q" is not equivalent either to "Almost
every A, if P, is Q" or to "Almost every A is P and Q". Tlie
intuitive objections are to my mind unimportant; intuitions as to
which bits of a sentence go together to form a unified expression
are often demonstrably wrong, as we have seen. The difficulty
about our not having a uniform account of the way each of the
dictum de omni applicatives goes with an "A that is P" phrase is
one that we shall see in Chapter Seven not to be insuperable.
d
in the
76. If defining relative clauses are ~ a r a ~ h r a s eaway
manner here recommended, the resulting proposition will still
contain a relative pronoun, in the logical sense of the term. T h e
relative pronoun within a phrase "A that is P" did not look as if it
had any referential force of its own; on the contrary, its role
seemed to be tliat of binding the phrase into a unity, and it was
this logical unit that seemed to have a reference. But other relative pronouns, including the ones introduced by the sort of
paraphrase just mentioned, do appear to have a referential rolethat of picking up a reference made elsewhere (recordatio rei
antelatae, as medieval logicians would say). Can such a role be
coherently ascribed to relative pronouns?
Let us begin by noticing that sometimes a pronoun may be
eliminated from a proposition, without changing the force of the
proposition, by a repetitious expression. When such pronouns
have no point beyond variety, perhaps elegance, of expression,
they might well be called "pronouns of laziness". Thus, in "His
sudden elevation to the peerage was a surprise to Smith", it would
apparently be only a stylistic alteration if I wrote "Smith's", or in
journalistic fashion "His (Smith's)", instead of "His".
Not all relative pronouns can thus be treated as pronouns of
laziness. Consider these two propositions:
(20)

Just one man broke the bank at Monte Carlo, and
he has recently died a pauper.
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(21)

Smith brokc thc bank at Montc Carlo, and he has
recently died a pauper.

In ( 2 1 ) thc pronoun "he" is apparently one of laziness, but "he"
in ( 2 0 ) is not rcplaccal~lcby "just onc man" or "a man" without
essentially altering the forcc of thc proposition. T h c reason is not
that a pronoun of laziness can go proxy only for a proper name; in
the sentence I wrote just now, "In (21) the pronoun. . . one of
laziness", the word "one" is a pronoun of laziness going proxy for
"a pronoun". But in ( 2 0 ) it is quite impossible to find any noun or
noun-phrase for which "he" goes proxy; "he" is indeed replaceable by "that man", but here again "that" is a relative pronoun,
and has the apparent role of referring back to an anteccdcnt, just
as "he" had.
Whcn a rclativc pronoun is not a pronoun of lazincss, it is in
general quite absurd to treat it as a 'singular referring expression'
and ask what it refers to. It is, for example, quite absurd to ask
which man is meant or referred to by the pronoun "he" in (to).
Here as clscwherc, we must remember that if a term in a
proposition has rcfcrcncc thcrc must be somc way to specify this
reference rcgardlcss of that proposition's truth-value. T o be sure,
"Smith" has as its reference thc man who brokc the bank at
Monte Carlo iff "Smith is the man who broke the bank at Montc
Carlo" is true; but the reference of "Smith" must be specifiable in
somc othcr way that docs not dcpend on whcthcr this proposition
is true. For "Smith" must already have a refcrcncc before the
qi~cstion"Is Smith thc man who brokc the bank at Monte
Carlo?" can be asked; and its rcfcrcncc in this qucstion cannot
depend on which answer is right. Similarly, (20) can be turned
into a question, silnply by enclosing it in thc framework "Is it truc
that. . . ?"; so if "he7' in (20) has a reference, this must be somehow specifiablc regardless of whether (20) is truc or false, so as to
be thc same whichever answer to the question is right.8
Lct us suppose for the sake of argument that ( 2 0 ) is indeed, as
on the surface it appears to be, a conjunction of two clauses, with
"he" as logical subject of the second clause. Signs arc arbitrary,
81 1 1 3 ~rewritten
~
the two following paragraphs in response to a criticism
published by Dr. T. Smiley (Philosophical Books, October 1963).
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and "he" has a lot of work to do in other conncctions; so for
clarity's sakc Ict us stipulate that the rcsult of inserting thc ten11
"a" in (20) instcad of "he" shall havc the same scnsc as (20). If
"hc" is a referential term in (20), s o will "a" be in tlic modified
(20), in (20)' 1ct 11ssay; and (20)' will be the result of attaching to
"a" as subject the predicablc:
Just onc Inan broke tlic bank at Montc Carlo, and
has recently died a pauper;

-

it is of course irrelevant that (to)' admits also of othcr analyses. If
"Just one man broke the bank at Monte Carlo" is falsc, this
predicablc will be falsc of any object whatsocvcr; but it docs not
follow that (to)' is then false; unless "a" has been given a reference, (20)' will not be falsc but truth-valuclcss. The predicablc
"
cut off Henry VIII's head" is falsc of everybody; but if a
schoolboy in his history cssay exhibits a sheer confusion betwecn
Oliver and Thomas Cromwcll, "Cromwell" in his usc is a namc
without rcfcrcncc; he simply does not know what hc is talking
ahout, and "Cromwcll cut off Henry VIII's hcacl", as a scntcncc
in his cssay, is not falsc but truth-valuclcss.
How then can a rcfcrcnce be supplied for "a" in this usc? If thc
first half of (20) and (20)' were true, it would be plausible to take
"he" in (20), or again "a" in (to)', as referring to the one and
only man who I~rokethc bank at Montc Carlo. But if that first
half is false, this way of specifying rcfercncc fails; so unless somc
othcr is providcd, a way th:lt will work whctlicr thc first 11;llf is
~ cthc
I c ~case
~ of tlic first
truc or falsc, (20)' will IIC t r i ~ t l ~ - v a l ~in
halfs falsehood; but (20), which wc stipulated was to share the
same sense, is in this case not truth-valueless but false. So it
appears that we cannot coherently assign rcfcrcnce to "a" in
(20)', nor thcrcfore to "he" in (20). (Wc saw in Chapter One thc
futility of saying that thc rcfcrencc of a term is somcbody thc
spcakcr had in mind; so we need not consider any attempt to
specify a reference for "he" in that way.) It is simply a prejudice
or a blunder to regard such pronouns as needing a reference.

77. The idea of a pronoun's picking up an earlier reference is
more plausible as regards a sort of quasi syllogism mcntioncd by
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S t r a w ~ o n Let
. ~ us consider this dialogue:
A: A man has just drunk a pint of sulphuric acid.
B: Nobody who drinks a pint of sulphuric acid lives through
the day.
A: Very well then, he won't live through the day.
It is very iempting to take "he" in A's second remark as picking up
the reference of "a man" in A's first remark. W e could then
describe A's procedure as follows: A accepts a major premise from
B, and then, in accordance with the dictum de omni, he passes
has just drunk a pint of sulphuric acid" of
from predicating "a certain person to predicating of tlie same person "-will
not
live through the day" (sc. "after his drinking a pint of sulphuric
acid"). But let us not forget the argunlents deployed in Chapter
One against the view that "a man" ever refers to a inan (ever
conveys, as Strawson puts it, 'a rcfercncc to a tlefinitc person,
indefinitely
Even if A is under quite a false inlpression
as to who has drunk s~~lpliuric
acid, this in no way affects the
truth of what A says or the correctness of A's inference; so it is
quite irrelevant whom A has in ~nind;and thcrc is no othcr way of
getting out of "a man" a reference to a definite person. And if "a
man" makcs no such reference, "lie" cannot pick up any such
rcference from "a man".
Let us suppose B to be a dcaf-mute, so that the exchange above
took place on B's writing tablet. In this case it is plain that "He
won't live throi~glitlie day" is not an ilidcpc~idcntproposition. B
had on his writing tablet first of all the shorter proposition "A
man has just drunk a pint of sulphuric acid" and then the longer
proposition "A man has just drunk a pint of sulphuric acid-he
won't live through the day"; the particle "Very well then" expresses A's inference of the longer proposition from the shorter
one. T h e added clause in the longer proposition is a mere fragment of a sentence, not a conjunct in a conjunctive proposition;
it has no truth-value, and "he" has here no reference. It makes no
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logical difference if the dialogue is spoken and not written.
Naturally, the earlier part of the longer proposition will then have
perished and exist only in the memory of A and B; but this
physical peculiarity of the linguistic medium is logically irrelevant. T o treat it as relevant would be as silly as the medieval
puzzle: How can a spoken proposition be true, since at no time is
it all there to be true?

78. T h e unexceptionable class of cases where a pronoun does
pick up the reference of its antecedent is supplied by pronouns of
laziness. Suppose we have two propositions, P I and P2, which
differ precisely in that an expression E occurs twice in PI but is
replaced by a pronoun of laziness at one occurrence in PG then
the pronoun of laziness in P2 has precisely the same import as its
antecedent E , and thus it has the same reference as E. But if E
occurs twice in PI and its second occurrence in P, is replaced by
a pronorln in P.,, and if PI and Pz have as wholes the same
import, it does not follow that this pronoun confornls to the
definition of "pronoun of laziness". T h e pronoun in P2 occurs in
the very same context as the second occurrence of E had in PI;
11ut it is illegitimate to cancel out the identical context and say
that the pronoun in P2 has the same import and reference as E
\lad in P I .And only such canceling-out warrants us in saying that
the pronoun in P2 must have the same import and reference as its
antecedent E. So the mere fact that a pronoun is thus substituta1)lc for its antecedent does not after all warrant us in thinking it
picks up the refcrencc of its antecedent; and if it does not pick it
up, then the term "pronoun of laziness" is a misnomer, for the
pronoun is not a mere elegant variation for its antecedent.
Let us consider an example:
(22) If any man owns a donkey, he beats it.
(23) If Smith owns a donkey, he beats it.
T h e pronoun "he" is replaceable by "Smith" in (23) without
changing the import of the proposition; it is not thus replaceable
by "any man" in (22); SO it looks as if it were a pronoun of laziness
in (23), but not in (22). All the same, (23) predicates of Smith
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precisely what (22) predicates of any man; both contain the same
unan~biguouscomplex predicable "If -owns a donkey, he
beats it", which is incomplete in sense, not as "-beats
it" was
(
1
2
)
and
(
I
j),
but
only
as
any
onc-place
predicable
is
until
it is
in
attached to a subjcct or quasi subjcct. On the other hand, the
proposition:

"A", "B", for proper names, "Eithcr A docs not own B or A beats
B" (or rather: "Either not: A owns B, or: A beats B") will be true
iff "A either does not own or beats B" is true. (Compare my

(24) If Smith owns a donkcy, Smith beats it
contains the con~pletelydifferent predicable "If -owns a donkey, Smith beats it"; when attached to the quasi subject "any
man", this gives us the proposition:
(25) If any man owns a donkey, Smith beats it
which is wholly diffcrcnt in forcc from (22). Thus thc wholly
differcnt sense of the predicables "If -owns a donkey he beats
it" and "If -owns a donkey Smith beats it" shows that even in
(23) "he" has a dcfinite logical role of its own, and is not a mere
pronoun of laziness-not a mere device for avoiding the repetition of "Smith".
79. Having rejected various views of relative pronouns, I shall
now try to give a positive account of my own.
Let us consider the predicable "Either -does not own any
donkey or he beats it". (I think this is very much thc same as "If
-owns a donkey he beats it"; but I do not wish to raise a stale
and barren controversy about "if'-my
concern is not with "if'
but with the relative pronouns, whose rolc is obviously the same
in both predicables.) Wc can twist this predicable around so as to
get rid of tlic rclative pronouns:
cithcr-docs-not-own-orbeats any donkey", where the hyphens are meant to exclude the
reading: "either does not own any donkey or beats any
donkcy". The hyphcnatcd cxprcssion is a two-placc predicable,
from which we get the one-place predicable by filling up one
blank with "any donkey"; and this two-place predicable is in its
owns. . .
turn built out of the two two-place predicables "and "beats. . .", by means of negation and thc co~lncctivc
"cithcr - or -". It is easy to scc how this use of the
connectives is related to their use with propositions: If we use
'I-

,t

remarks in scctions 27 and 42 aboi~tthe use of ncgation and
conncctivcs with one-placc prcdical~lcs.)
What then is the rolc of the pronouns "he" and "it" in "Eithcr
-docs not own any donkcy or hc beats it"? They arc not
merely superfluous: they serve to show how thc two two-place
predicables are fitted into the framework "eithcr not - or
-".
For it is not enough to say that "owns. . ." takes the
beats. . ." that of "G" in "either not F or
place of "F" and "G"; this wo111d be enough if wc were considering a pair of oncplacc predicables, but for two-place predicables there is the further question whether the one that takes the placc of "G" is fitted
in right side up or upside down relatively to the one that takes thc
place of "F". Consider the diffcrencc bctwcen "Eithcr -docs
not own any donkey or he kicks it" and "Eithcr -does not
own any donkey or it kicks him"; the difference of word order and
and "it-him"
inflection bctwccn the pronoun pairs "he-it"
shows that the place of "G" in "either not F or G" is differently
filled in thc two cases by the two-place predicable "kicks. . ."-in
the first case it is so to say right side up, in the
second case upside down, rclativc to the predicable "owns. . .I7, which takes the place of "F". Sinlilarly, if we used
variable-letters, we should get a significant difference between
( X owns y ) v (x kicks y)" and
(x owns y) v (y kicks ~)"-the
order of the letters in the formulas, "x, y, x, y" or "x, y, y, x", is
significant as the ortlcr of thc pronouns was.
We might of course r~scsollie qr~itcdifferent logicdl device to
the same end; thus, in Principia notation there is thc logical
constant "Cnv", which turns a relative term into its correlative;
and the distinction \ire arc discussing wo~~lcl
then bc shown by the
diffcrencc between "(- owns) U kicks" and "(- owns) U
(Cnv'kicks)"" This incidentally shows how confusing and supcrficial thc ordinary jargon al~outconstants and variables is; the

"-

'

"-

IIn giving tllc not;~tioiifrom Wl~itchcatlant1 Rrlssrll, I omit the s\~pcrfluol~s
dots that arc ilsccl to sliow that ncgation arid disjtlnction and co~ljunction
opcrate upon rclativc terms.
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same logical difference may be shown either by a rearrangement
of variables or by insertion of a logical constant; so there is not, as
the terminology might suggest, a radical distinction between the
roles of variables and constants. And when we see the role of "he"
and "it" from this side, it hardly seems worth while to consider
any further the idea of their repeating a reference previously
made; nobody would wish to say that Russell's "Cnv" had any
such job of back-reference.
This sort of role even more obviously belongs to the reciprocal
pronoun "each other" or "one another". How empty and useless
an account it would be of the reciprocal pronoun to say that in
"John and Jane love one another", "one another" refers over
again to John and Jane! T h e right account is plainly that "one
another" is an operator forming a new, symmetrical, two-place
predicable from a two-place predicable; to be precise, "x and y
are R to one another" says that x and y are in the symmetrical
relation symbolized in Principia notation by "R n Cnv'R", i. e.
that x bears to y at once the relation called "R" and its converse.
In "John and Jane love one another", as in "John and Jane
disagree about politics", the role of "and" is to show that we have
a symmetrical two-place predicable. With a predicable that is
already sym111etrica1, the insertion of the sy~llmetry-generating
operator "one another" is redundant; "John and Jane disagree
about politics with one another" is not significantly different from
"John and Jane disagree about politics".

may nevertheless be or not be a pronoun of laziness-it will
depend upon the sense of the predicable containing the pronoun.
In this case, we have the same unambiguous predicable "contradicts himself' in "Hegel contradicts himself', where "himself' is a pronoun replaceable by its antecedent "Hegel", and in
"Every philosopher contradicts himself', where "himself' is certainly not replaceable by its antecedent "every philosopher".
Moreover, it is not even true that when the antecedent is a
singular term it can always take the place of the reflexive pronoun; "Only Satan pities himself' and "Only Satan pities Satan"
are quite different in their import. But it is quite impossible to say
whom "himself' should refer to in "Only Satan pities himself' if
it does not refer to Satan; so, surely, we must conclude that here
at least the reflexive pronoun is not a referring word at all.

80. The reflexive pronoun has quite a different role. By inserting the reciprocal pronoun we turn a two-place predicable into a
new one; I>y inserting a rcflcxive pronoun, we fill up one place in
a two- or many-place predicable, just as if we had inserted a
referring phase. There is thus special temptations to treat a reflexive pronoun as having reference-in fact, the same reference as
its antecedent. But we shall see reason to resist the temptation.
When the antecedent of a reflexive pronoun is a singular term,
it might seem obvious that the reflexive pronoun is simply replaceable by its antecedent, and is accordingly a pronoun of
laziness. But we saw that little significance can be attached to a
pronoun's being replaceable by its antecedent; for that pronoun

I
I
I
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I
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81. In cases where the antecedent of a reflexive pronoun is a
referring phrase (in the sense of Chapter Three), I cannot demonstrate in the same way that the reflexive pronoun does not pick up
the reference of the antecedent. Obviously we should get into
immediate difficulties if we also held that "every man7' has the
special role of referring to every man; for then we could hardly
distinguish between "Every n u n loves every man" and "Every
man loves himself'. But we have long since seen reason to reject
the doctrine of distribution; and on the medieval doctrine that
"every man" and "some man" alike refer to each and evcry man,
though with different modes of reference, it would be natural to
say that "himself' in "Every (Any) man loves himself' also refers
to every man, with yet another mode of reference. This line of
tbooght was in fact exploited by Walter Burleigh, l 2 who ascribed
to the reflexive pronoun in such propositions a peculiar mode of
reference, falling somehow in between distributive suppositio
and confused suppositio.
Burleigh describes quite clearly the rather complicated interrelations of these three modes of reference. (I shall here use "any"
to translate Burleigh's "omnis", rather than the more literal "every"; as I said, most medieval logicians did not make the Russel12Burleigh, pp. 30-3

I.
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lian distinction I~ctwccn"any" and "cvcry", but tllcir account of
distribi~tivc suppositio corrcspondcd to R~~sscll'saccoi~nt of
"any".) (i) From "Any man loves any man" there follows " A I I ~
man loves himself', and fro111this again "Any man lovcs a man".
(ii) If "Socrates" is a proper name corresponding to a correct use
of "the same man", then of the two propositions "Any man loves
Socrates" and "Any man loves himsclf', neithcr follows fro111 the
other. (iii) If "Socratcs" and "Plato" arc such proper names, then
"Any man loves himsclf' is truc iff thc conjunction of all the
propositions "Socratcs loves Socrates", "Plato lovcs Plato", and so
on, is true; whcreas "Any man lovcs any man" is truc iff thc
conjunction of all sucll propositions and also of propositions like
"Socratcs lovcs Plato" is truc.
What Burleigh failed to noticc was that, if we accept the doctrine of suppositio, yet another mode of reference would havc to
be recognized for "himself' in "Some man loves himself'-nc
intermediate between determinate suppositio and (what I
suggested could be called) conjunctive suppositio (corresponding
to Russell's "evcry"). Even if we ignore the distinction between
"any" and "every", which Burleigh did not recognize, there
would be a new kind of suppositio coming somehow in between
determinate and distributive suppositio. Thus: (i) From "Some
man loves every man" thcre follows "Some man loves himsclf',
and from this again "Somc man lovcs some man". (ii) If "Socrates" is a proper name corresponding to a correct use of "thc
same man", then of the two propositions "Some man lovcs Socrates" and "Some man loves himself', ncitherfollows from thc
other. (iii) If "Socrates" and "Plato" are such proper names, then
“Sonic man loves himself' is true iff the disjunction of all the
propositions "Socrates loves Socrates", "Plato loves Plato", and so
on, is true; whereas "Some man loves some man" is true iff the
disjunction of all these propositions and also of propositions like
"Socrates loves Plato" is true. O n his own premises, then, Burlcigh would have had to recognize here a further kind of suppositio. In fact, some of the points made here are to be found in
Albert of Saxony's Perutilis logica (Venice, i518), Tractatus
2,c.g ('De mod0 supponendi relativorum').
It seems that we might have to recognize even further varieties;
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onc essential objection to thc tloctrinc of suppositio is the way
11cw sorts of suppositio kccp 011 trlr~li~lg
111,Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb.
It is worth while to seek a unified explanation of rcflexivc pronouns, even at the pricc of abandoning thc superficially simplc
idca that thcy pick up thc refcrcncc of thcir antcccdcnts.
82. Can thc rcflcxive pronoun in truth be rcgarded as filling 11p
onc blank in a two- or many-placc prcdicable? Whcn each of the
blanks in a two-placc ~rcdicablcis filled with a rcfcrring phrasc,
thcrc arc two different ways of analyzing the result as a onc-placc
prcdicablc attached to a quasi subject; sornctimcs therc arc also
two csscntially diffcrcnt propositions, somctimcs not. If we
italicize the words that arc to bc taken together as forming a
one-place prcdicablc, we shall havc on thc onc hand thc csscntially different propositions "Any boy loves some girl" and "Any
boy loves some girl", and on t l ~ cother hand thc only notionally
distinct pair "Any boy loves any girl" and "Any boy loves any
girl". Now there is no such twofold construction of a proposition
containing a reflexive pronoun; no proposition can be corrcspondingly represented as "Any boy loves himself', for the proposition "Any boy loves himself' can be construed only as containloves himself', not as containing the
ing the predicable "Thus a reflexive pronoun docs
predicable "Any boy loves -".
not fill one blank of a two- or many-placc predicable in the way
that a rcfcrring phrasc docs.
can be taken to occur in
The denial that "Any boy loves -"
"Any boy lovcs himself' necd not be supportcd by a bare appeal
to intuition; it can be supported by consideration of the dictum de
omni, which I used in the last chapter to disqualify certain ostensible occurrences of predicables.
Suppose, for example, that P is a proposition "Any man is R to
himsclf' and Q is a proposition "Any man is S to himsclf'; and
suppose that we have a prcmise T warranting the inference from
"Any man is R to a " to "Any man is S to a", "a" being a proper
name arbitrarily chosen. If the pronoun "hin~self'has rcfcrcntial
force, it will havc this in both P and Q ; moreover, since its
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reference will be determined by its antecedent, "hiriiself' will
have the same reference and the same mode of reference in P and
occurs
in Q. Moreover, the predicable "Any man is S to -"
occurs in P. To
in Q iff the predicable "Any man is R to -"
make matters clearer, let us rewrite "himself' as "that very man",
and call the results of thus modifying P and Q by the names "P'"
and "Q'". Q will be inferable from P (on the basis of the premise
T) iff Q' is inferable from P'; it will depend on whether we can
treat "that very man" as a phrase to which our two predicables are
attached and for which the dictum de omni can be applied. In
fact, given the premises T and "Any man is R to any fool" (say),
the dictum de omni would warrant our inferring "Any man is S
to any fool", since this pair of propositions can be regarded as the
results of attaching our two predicables to "any fool". Is the
inference of Q' from P' and T parallel to this?
It is clear that cven given the premise, we are not in fact
warranted in inferring Q' from P', i.e. "Any man is S to that
very man" from "Any nian is R to that very man". (For example:
Suppose it is the case that if there is anybody of whom it is true
that any man-however stupid-has at least as much sense as
he, then tliat person is dcsl~ised by any man whatsoeverincluding liimself. Then there will be no way of reading "a" as a
name of and for a man so that "Any man has at least as much
sense as a " is true and "Any man despiscs a" is not true. But that
docs not nleiln tliat in this case from the truism "Any m;in has at
least as ~iiuchsense as tliat very man" wc could infer "Any man
dcspises tliat very man".) This is of course not an cxccptio~lto thc
dictum de omni, but a proof that the predicables "Any man is R
to -",
"Any man is S to -",
do not occur in P' and Q ' .
And so P and Q cannot be analyzed as the results of attaching
these predicables to a referentially used pronoun.

for an antecedent. In passing from "admires . . ." to "admires himself' we are not just filling up the second blank with
"himself'; the real logical structure is better brought out by this
sort of diagram:

83. I maintain, then, that it is wrong to regard "himself' as
turning a two-place into a one-place predicable by filling up one
place; rather, a reflexive pronoun fills up both places of the twoplace predicable into which it is inserted, but itself has an incompleteness tantamount to there being one empty place-an incompleteness that appears in grammar as the need of the pronoun

him-

admires

4

-self

4

where the place between the parentheses is to be filled with the
antecedent of "himself'.
This account can easily be extended to many-place predicables. Consider the three-place predicable that we need to de- - - with exposure
scribe a case of blackmail- "-threatens
to. . .". T h e two-place predicable represented in this diagram:
him-

threatens - - - witli exposure to

(
would express the relation of A to B if A threatened B with
exposure to A hiniself-which would be possible if A did his
blackmailing in disguise, as in G. K. Chesterton's Father Brown
story "The Head of Caesar." O n the other hand, the two-place
predicable rcprcscnted in this diagram:

-threatens him-

with exposure to

4

would express tlic relation of A to B if A threatened B witli
cxposurc to B himself-which would be possible if, for examplc,
A knew of some crime of B's tliat B had forgotten by aninesia, as
in Graham Greene's story The Ministry of Fear.
Again, it has been known that a starving prisoner in a dungeon
fed himself on himself. The italicized predicable is a one-place
fed - - one, derivable from the three-place predicable "o n . . ." by the following steps. First we form the two-place predicable''fed himself o n . . .", representable by the diagram:
him-

fed

-self

4 4

011

...

then from this we form the one-place predicable "fed himself on himself', representable by the diagram:
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(-I

-self
fed
~iim-1--J

4. Supplying to a one-place predicable thc subjcct "Satan7'.
(Rcst~lt:T h e proposition "Only Satan pitics himself'.)
Supl~oscwe had applied thc very sanic logical proccdi~rcsto
pities Peter", but in the ordcr 3 , 1, 2, 4. T h e application of
pities Peter" yields the one-place predthe ~rocedure3 to "icable "Only -pities Peter". From this, by procedure 1, we
get the two-place predicable "Only -pities. . .", which cxpresses the relation of A to B when B is not pitied by anyone other
than A. From this, by proccdure 2, wc get thc one-place predicawhich is true of a person A iff he
ble "Only himself pities -",
bcars to himself the relation just mentioned, i.c., iff A is not
piticd by anyone other than A. (In this prcdicablc thcre is no
the Irish
occurrence of the prcdical~lc"Himself pities -",
pities himsclf'; "Only himself pities -"
English for "IS
not rcachccl from "Himself pitics -"
by l~roccdurc3, 11ut
formcd in quite anothcr way.) Finally, by proccdurc 4 we got thc
proposition "Only himself pities Satan".

011 -self

L

"
-

T h e first "himself', so to speak, hands over its need for an antecedent to the second "himself'.
A curious pi~zzlcariscs over a previous cxamplc of ours. "Only
Satan pities Satan" and "Only Satan pities himself' are quite
diffcrcnt propositions. Yct we can turn the first proposition, without loss of force, into the form "Saian is pitied only by himself';
and in Irish English, though not in standard English, this could
again appear as "Only himself pitics Satan". But now there sccnls
to be a difficulty in distinguishing this from "Only Satan pities
himself'. Surely both could be represented by this diagram:
only him- pities
Qsatan\-I

'

-self

The solution of the puzzlc lies in something that our structural
formulas cannot be expected to represent adequately-something
that, as we have seen before, distinguishes the structure of a
proposition from chemical structure. Two propositions that are
reached from the same starting point by the same set of logical
proccdurcs (c.g. substitl~tions)may ncvcrtl~clcssdiffcr in import
because these procedures arc taken to occur in a diffcrcnt order.
In the present case we may imagine ourselves starting with the
one-place predicable "pities Peter", and applying thc following logical procedures, in the order in which they are mentioned:
1. Turning a one-place predicable containing the name "Peter" into a two-place predicable by deleting that name. (Result:
pities. . .".)
The two-place predicable "2. Filling up the two places of a two-place predicable with
"himself' so as to get a one-place predicable. (Result: T h e oncplace predicable "pities himself'.)
3. Operating on a one-place ~)rctlical,lc
is 1'" to get
another one-place predicable, "Only - is P". (Result: ?'he
one-place predicable "Only -pitics himself'.)

I

'I-

b

1
i

i
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84. Some rcaders may think this discussion of con-tplications
that arise in the vernacular over the use of reflexive pronouns to
be a waste of effort: arc not all the complications clearcd up
automatically by using thc notation of quantifiers and bound
variahlcs? This objection is superficial. Lct us consider the symI~olictranscription of "Evcryl~ody stands in the relation 17 to
himself'-"For any (person) x, F(x, x)". This transcription looks
as though it contained occurrcnccs of the one-place prcdicables
x)" (i.e., "-stands in the relation F to
"For any x, F(-,
(i.e. "Everybody stands
everybody") and "For any x, F(x, -)"
each of thesc predicablcs is obtained
in the relation F to -");
by using "For any x, . . . x . . . " to fill up one place in one and the
samc two-place prcdicablc. But this appcarance is misleading.
Even if ncither of our one-place prcdicables were truc of anybody
at all--even if there wcre nobody who bore thc relation F or its
convcrsc to everybody--even so "For any x, F(x, x)" could bc
trrlc; so tliis l)rolx)sitio~~
is c.lca~lylot 111 ; I I I ~M$;IY ;I 1)redic;ltioli of
cithcr predicable. Indccd, we cannot coherently describc any
logical proccdl~rcwhich, starting with one of thesc prcdicablcs,
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would yield the proposition "For any x, F(x, x)"--contrast the
propositions "For any x, F(John, x)" and "For any x, F(x,
John)". But if both the occurrences of "x" in "F(x, x)" are bound
to the quantifier "for any x", thcn each one of them is; and is it
not precisely by inserting an "x" bound to "for any x" into one of
the empty places in a certain two-place predicable that we obtain
or of the
an occurrence of the predicable "For any x, F(x, -)"
x)"?
predicable "For any x, F(-,
Frege was well aware of this sort of difficulty. His solution was
to deny that a two-place predicable (in his language,
Functionsname) occurs at all in "For any x, F(x, x)"; instead,
there is a quite different one-place predicable, by attaching which
to a name "a" we get the proposition "F(a,a)". l 3 This solution is
clearly insufficient. Of course it is possible to use the letter "F" in
writing down either a one-place or a two-place predicable; in that
case, althougl~tllcrc look to Ix two argrtmcnt-placcs wllen thc
one-place predicable is used, as in "F(a,a)" or "For any x, F(x,
x)", tho rcquiremcnt to fill hoth with eclltiform signs mcans that
logically the predicable is only one-place. This does not sin
against any canon forbidding ambiguous symbolisn~,for in no
context will there be any doubt which sort of predicable, oneplace or two-place, the letter "F" is being used to form. The
trouble is rather that now it is not clearly shown how this oneplace and this two-place predicable are logically connected. O n
the face of it, the only link is the letter "F" itself, a letter that is
being used in two logically different ways; and if for the one-placc
predicate, with the logically superfluous repetition in the
with no such repeargument-place, we wrote simply "C(-)",
tition, then there would no longer be even an appearance of a
link. l 4
We can see that there is a puzzle here when once we realize
that the repetition of bound variables in "For any x, F(x, x)" is
essentially different from that in "For any x, Hx and Gx" or again
in "For any x, for some y, F(y, x) or G(x, y)". As we have
already seen, the latter sort of repetitions can be avoided al-

together by joining predicables in a truth-functional way and
using the symbol for converse relations: "For any x (H&G)xM;
"For any x, for some y, x (Cnv 'F U G)yW.These devices will not
get rid of the repetition in "For any x, F(x, x)". We may express
self-immolation by calling somel~ody"priest and victim" (assuming these to be correlative terms); but this form of words does not
of itself distinguish a self-immolator from

I3Frege ( 2 ) . Vol. l , p. 36.
I4Cf. Wittgenstein, 3 . 3 2 2 ,

3.333.

T h e priest who slew the slayer
And shall himself be slain.

/

I

What we might well have is a more perspicuous symbolism
than "F(.x, x)" for "x bears the relation F to itself'-a symbolism
showing clearly how a one-place ~redicableis here formed from a
; u, v)" for this
two-place one. Let us use the symbol "purpose; this syn~bol,which may be read (say) as "being
both u and v", will form a onc-place prcdicahle "(-;
u, v)
F(u, v)" from a two-place predicable, "u" and "v" being of
course bound variables. And then "For any x, F(x, x)" will
become "For any x, (x; u, v) F(u, v)", in which there are not
even apparent occurrences of the predicables "For any x, F(-,
This notation could be easily
x)" and "For any x, F(x, -)".
extended to many-place predicables: thus, instead of "F(x, y, x)"
we should have:
(x; u, v) F(u, Y, v).
It may easily be seen that our new piece of symbolism is a way
of transcribing our structural formula illustrating the use of "himself'.
Similarly, "F(z,z,z)" could be written in the form:

where the prenex operator is to be read as "z being both y and u
and v".
Moreover, it is easy to devise a perspicuous way of showing the
difference between "Only Satan pities himself' and "Only himself pities Satan". Let us in general symbolize "Only -is F"
by "(only -w) F(w)", where "w" is of course a bound variable; the notation may be read "Only -is a w for which Fw".
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Then thc formula:
(Satan; w, v) (only w u) ( u pities v)
would say that Satan stood to himself in thc relation of w to v
synibolizcd by "(only w u ) ( u pitics v)", i.e. thc rclation bctwccn
w and v when nobody other than w pities v. This thcn would
rcprcscnt "Only himself pities Satan". O n the other hand, the
formula:
(only Satan w ) ( w ; u, v) ( u pities v)
u, v) (u pitics v)", i.c.,
would be true iff tlic prcdicablc "(-;
"
pities himself', were true only of Satan; this would thercfore represent "Only Satan pities himself'.
I am of course not saying that the conventional way of rcprcsenting reflexivity by repetition of variables is wrong, only that for
certain purposes it is unperspicuous. 'What the signs conceal,
their use reveals'; the conventional way of 'identifying variables'
requires a nunibcr of cornplicatcd rulcs for its working, which it is
not at all easy to formulate rigorously. For example, thc rules
allout not Ictting variablcs bc 'capturcd' by quantifiers arc prccisely designed to avoid the sort of misreading by which the
proposition "FOTsome x, F(x, x)" would contain the predicable
x)" or, more specifically, would be deriva"For some x, F(-,
ble from this predicable by our taking it as the "G( )" in
"G(x)".l 5
Thc discussions in this chapter are far from an exhaustive
treatment of relative pronouns. I hope, however, that I have said
enough to destroy the plausibility of the view that the essential
role of a relative pronoun is its picking up the reference of its
antecedent. Pronouns of laziness do indeed pick up the reference
of the antecedent term, if they merely go proxy for repetition of
that tcrm; but most relative pronouns are not pronouns of laziness, and for those that are not the idea of a reference picked up is
wholly inappropriate. T h e rolcs of such pronouns turn out to be
describable in quite different ways; and there is no one role that
we have found to be common to all relative pronouns.
lSSee Qnine, pp. 147-148.

Six

Pro110111inal Reference:
Indefinite Pronouns

85. Tlic pronor~nswliosc rolcs arc to 11c cliscussccl in this cl1;1~1tcr and tlic ncxt arc all of t h c ~ ncallcd indcfinitc pronouns; I ~ u t
this fact gives us no clue at all to what thcir roles are, since the
indcfinitc pronouns of traditional granimar arc mcrcly a misccllany of tlie pronouns left over from the fairly well-marked classcs,
such as personal, reflexive, possessive, and demonstrative pronouns. T h c indefinitc pronouns wc shall be considcring in this
chapter arc the applicativcs "any", "every", "some", and thcir
derivatives "anything", "cvcrything", "somctliing"; in tlic next
chapter we shall also consider "the same", "other" (or "clsc"),
and "only" (or "alone").

86. Etymologically, "anything", "everything, "soniething",
are formed by prefixing certain applicativcs to the word "thing";
and in various other languages that have a word for "thing" we
may form a phrase on the model of "something" that is either tlie
standard expression for "soniething" (French "quclque chose",
Italian "qualche cosa") or at least a tolerable substitute for it
(Latin "aliqua res"). Wc must howcver reject thc idea that thcsc
"-thingv pronouns are logically to be regarded as referring
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phrases, foriilctl hy prefixing applicativcs to the gcncral term
"thing". For in our account of referring phrases the requirement
for tlie "A" in "*AT'to be a substantival term was not arbitrary; an
integral part of the account dealt with the logical relations between a proposition "f(*A)" and propositions "f(a,,)" in which
the referring phrase is replaced by a proper name "a,,"; and here
the sense of the name "a,," had to be connected in a definite way
to a use of "the same" either with "A" itself or with some other
term "A'" from which "A" was derivable by 'restriction' (cf. section 36). Now if "the same A" is to express a criterion of identity
for a nameable object, "A" cannot be read as "thing"; "thing"
conveys no criterion of identity, not at least in the widest sense of
"thing" which alone is relevant to the ''-thingV pronouns.
The word "thing" (or colloquially "thingumajig") is often used
as a proxy for some substantival term that a lazy or hurried or
forgetful speaker does not find at the tip of his tongue. Again,
there is a special use of "thing" as a substantival term in its own
right, meaning roughly "piece of ~iiattcrtliat moves around with
its own proper motion and all together", so that, for example, a
t undctachcd
watch or a ship or a cat would I,c a 'thing', I ~ u an
part of any of them would not count as a distinct 'thing'. But
neither of these uses has any bearing on the role of "thing" in its
most general sense, or of the "-thingn pronouns; I mention them
only to get them out of the way.
87. If "thingu in its most general sense is supplicd as tlie antcccdent to the rclativc pronorln that comrncnccs a tlcfining relative clause, the result is grammatically a noun-clause; and a
phrase can be formed out of this by prefixing "some" or "any" or
other applicatives. This might seem to throw light on some uses
at least of the "-thingv pronouns. We might try to analyze, for
example, a proposition of the form "Something that is F is G" as
is G" the quasi
formed by supplying to the predicable "subject "Some thing-that-is-F". This quasi subject in its turn
would be formed from the applicative "some" and "thing that is
F"; "something" would not enter into the analysis as a logical
unit. Perhaps all uses of the "-thingM pronouns could be dealt
with by working them around into the position of antecedents to
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gran~n~atically
rclativc I>ronorins, and tllcn splitting them 111) in
the way just shown. If so, "-thingo pronouns as such would raise
110 further problems; the problem would now bc as to the structure and logical role of a phrase "thing that is F".
This sort of phrase was much used in the pseudo-Aristotelian
logical tradition, as a hay of turning any arbitrary, naturally
occurring, predicable into a 'term' that could occur equally well
in subject and in predicate position. An 'Aristotelian' logician
could recognize "Peter cut off Malchus' ear" as a predication
about Malchus only after it had been twisted into the form "Malchus is a thing whose ear Peter cut off'. This whole idea of 'terms'
was in any event refuted in Chapter Two; moreover, the internal
structure of the supposed predicate-term "thing whose ear Peter
cut off' raises just as many problems as that of the proposition
"Peter cut off Malchus' ear". Thc traditional maneuver mercly
shifts the problenls. The exercises in twisting predicables into this
'term' shape seem to me to have been positively harmful; a logician should learn to recognize predicables as they come, just as a
botanist must lcarn to recognize plant$ that have not been tidied
up I,y a gardener.
T h e use of a phrase "thing that Fs" in predicative position-"is
thus a useless substitute for the plain verb
a thing that Fs"-is
"Fs". But just because a predicative expression cannot occur in
subject position without change of sense, it might be supposed
tliat, wl~cn"thing tliat Fs" occurs in subject position, "thing that
-"
is not redundant, but has the logical role precisely of
trirning a predicable into something tliat can occur in srihjcct
position. We nced not here ascribe separate roles to "thing" and
the relative pronoun; "thing that" would be a logically indivisible
sign, capable of filling up the empty place in a predicable, as a
subject or quasi subject does; but whereas a subject or quasi
subject supplied to a predicable turns it into a proposition, the
to fill up the empty place in a
result of using "thing that -"
one-place predicable would be, not a proposition, but something
like a name.

88. A logical sign with some such role as I have here assigned to
"thing that

"

may seem to be required in any case by the
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double role of substantival general terms. Such terms can vcrbally occur both in subjcct and in predicate position; and by our
doctrine this must constitute an ambiguity. Obviously, though,
thc doublc use of "man" (say) in subject and in predicate position
is not a casual ambiguity, like the use of "beetle" for a mallet and
for an insect; it is a systematic ambiguity, like the way that a
common noun may be used to label either a thing of a given kind
or a picture of such a thing, or again like the way that a word may
be uscd to refer to that word itself. Tlicse systematic aml>iguities
are removable by tlic use of special signs, c.g. the modifying
words "picturc of a", or quotation marks; and si~nilarly, if we
1)y prefixing which to a
liavc a logical sign ("thing tliat -")
predicable we generate (something like) a naInc, thcn we may
eliminate tlic subject-predicate ambiguity of "man" by taking the
predicative use as fundamental and taking subicct occurrences of
"man" as short for "thing-that is-a-man" (where the copula, I
have argued, is logically superfluous).

what it namcs is tenseless. Again, the use of a name involves a
criterion of identity, whereby we can make sure of naming the
same thing on different occasions; but in general a predicablc will
not supply such a criterion of identity; and we can scarcely say
that when "(is) F" supplies no such criterion, "thing that is F" is
ill-formed.
W c must therefore reject the vicw I have been sketching, by
which "thing that" would be a logically simple sign with the
power of turning one-place predicables into something like
Iiamcs. T h e vicw had its attractions; for one thing, it seemed to
explain plausibly the systematic subject-predicate ambiguity of
si~l)stantivalgcncral terms. But sincc thc supposcd sort of complex namc appears cliin~erical,as names of the form "A that is F"
turncd out to be, wc shall have to seek another account of this
ambiguity.

89. Can we then accept "thing that is F" or "tliing that Fs" as a
pattern for forming something like a complex name? Some of the
reasons givcn in the last chapter against recognizing complex
namcs of the form "A that is F" would be inapplicable in the
present case; for "thing" is not a substantival tcrm tliat can stand
in subject position, as we made "A" do when we analyzed away
"A that is F"; and again, wc arc supposing that "tliing that -"
may be a logically simplc sign, filling up an empty place in a
predicable, so that the account we gave of tlie role of relative
pronouns would appear irrelevant.
But there rcmain, I believe, insuperable objections to regarding "thing that is F" or "thing that Fs" as anything like a name.
A name rclatcs directly to the thing(s) it namcs; the expression
"thing that is F"or "thing that Fs" would relate to things only
is F" or "Fs" would
indirectly, in that a predicable "bc truc of them. Again, we should have to say tliat "thing whose
ear Peter cut off' does relate to Malcl~usiff "thing whose ear Peter
is cutting off' did relate to Malchus (precisely as the predicable
ear" is true of Malchus iff "Peter is cutting
"Peter cut off -'s
car" was true of Malchus); but the relation of a name to
off -'s

90. How can we explain phrases of the forms "anything that is
F", "something that is F", if we are not to regard them as the
resr~ltof prefixing "any" or "son~c"to "thing that is F"? It is quite
easy to eliminatc the grammatically relative pronoun "that", in
much the sarilc way as it was climinatccl in tlic last chapter: e.g.,
"Anytliing that is F is G", "Something that is F is G", would
respectively become: "Anything is, if F, thcn G"; "Something is
both F and G". But since "anything" and "something are not
referring phrases constructed out of "thing", as "any A" and
"some A" are from the substantival term "A", the case is not
perfectly analogous to the way we eliminated phrases of the form
"A that is P"; and we are left with the roles of "anything" and
"something" still unexplained.
91. T h e sort of explanation we should like to get is one that will
show the relation between 'I-thing" pronouns and the corresponding applicativcs. We liavc failed in our attempts to explain "anything" and "something" in terms of "any" and "some"; is the
converse sort of explanation feasible? Many logicians have
tliought so; it is a standard procedure in modcrn textbooks of
formal logic to reduce "any A" and "some A" to "anything that is
A" and "something that is A", and then eliminate the relative
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pronoun "that" in the way just explained. And since (the tern1
represented by) "A" has 110 naming role when it occurs in predicate position, the whole burden of referring to the things called
"A" would be shifted from the referring phrases to the pronouns
"something" and "anythingH--which would of course not refcr
specially to the things called "A", but to things in general.
This view is perhaps most familiar to modern readers from
Quine's writings; it was also maintained with great insistence by
Frege. Few modern logicians wholly agree with Frege and Q ~ i i n e
on this matter; they rather insist that the quantifiers must be
interpreted in relation 'to a Universe of Discourse, whose membership is delimited once for all. (I shall later rcturn to this
question of delimited Universes.) Where Quine differs from
Frege is in holding the view that proper names also are theoretically dispensable, so that the unrestricted quantifiers could take
over the whole burden of reference. I need not discuss this special
view; for I have already argued that, both in acts of naming and
within propositions, use for example of "cat. . . the same
cat. . . the same cat. . ." closely corresponds in its referential
force to repeated use of the proper name "Jemima"; I hold that
recognition of proper names as logical subjects stands or falls with
recognition of an irreducible subject role for substantival general
terms. I shall therefore take issue here with Quine, not about
proper names, but about the treatment of referring phrases like
"some A".
Let us suppose that the recently ennobled Lord Newriche has
been visiting the Heralds' College to consult the heralds about his
coat of arms. T h e papers of his case are on the desk of Bluemantlc; "Bluemantle" is a name for a herald, in official language, and
is grammatically a proper noun. If Lord Newriche saw Bluemantle at the Heralds' College on Monday and Tuesday, then on
Tuesday it would be true to say:
(1)

Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with some
herald yesterday and discussed armorial bearings with
the same herald again today.
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(2) Something (or other) is a herald, and Lord Newriche
discussed armorial bearings with it yesterday and discussed armorial bearings with it again today.
O r again, if we use 'bound variable' letters,
equivalent to:

(1)

would come out

(3) For some x, x is a herald, and Lord Newriche discussed

armorial bearings with x yesterday and discussed armorial bearings with x again today.

'

Now by parity of reasoning we may analyze:

(4) Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with some
man yesterday and discussed armorial bearings with the
same man again today
as equivalent to:

(5) Something (or other) is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with it yesterday and discussed
armorial bearings with it again today
or again to:
(6) For some x, x is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed
armorial bearings with x yesterday and discussed armorial bearings with x again today.

(I use the neuter pronoun "it" in (2) and (5), because it suits the
antecedent "something" and the idea of a quantification ranging
over things animate and inanimate alike.)
Let us now introduce the further premise "Whatever is a
herald is a man" or "For any x, if x is a herald, then x is a man".
This premise is surely true; we need not discuss whether the "is"
used here is tenseless, as Quine would hold, or rather is 'omnitemporal' as Strawson says;' it is anyhow clear that with this
additional premise we may pass from (2) or (3) to (5) or (6). But
the premise would certainly not warrant us in passing from ( 1 ) to
'W. Van 0. Quine, "Mr. Strawson on Logical Theory," Mind, LXXlI

T h e Frege-Quine view would treat this as equivalent to:

( 1 9 5 9 , 442;Strawson, p.
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(4); (1) collld be true and (4) false; for with a change of personnel
in thc Heralds' Collcgc, Lord Nc\vrichc might have sccn a diffcrcnt man on Monday and Tuesday 1111t the same herald,
namely Blucmantlc, and his papers could have remained on
Blucn~antlc's desk. Hence t11c abovc analyses of (1) and (4),
which stand or fall togcthcr, must bc rejected.
It is easy to see what has gone wrong. (5) or (6) tells us that Lord
Newriche discussed armorial bearings with something or other on
two successive days, the same by some criterion or other, and this
something-or-other is a man, whether tcnselessly or omnitcmporally. This docs indeed follow from (2) or (3), and thcrcforc
from ( I ) , by way of our additional premise: but it is a 1ni1cI1
weaker proposition than (4). " T l ~ csamc something-or-otllcr,
which is a man" docs not I~oildown to "tlic samc n u n " .
92. Frege has clearly cxplaincd that the predication of "one

endowed with wisdom" ("ein Weiser") does not split up into
predications of "onc" and "cndowed with wisdo~-n"("weise"). * It
is surprising that Frcge should on thc contrary have constantly
assumed that " x is the same A as y" does split up into "x is an A
(and y is an A)" and " x is thc same as (ist dasselhe wie, ist gleich)
y". We havc alrcady by implication rcjcctcd this analysis; for it
would mean that "the same A" always made sense, for any predicable term "A"; and in introducing the notion of substantival
terms we explicitly denied this view, which would make all predicable terms substantival.
Fregc's explanation of "as many as" in tcrms of onc-onc corrcspondcncc thcrcfore stands in nccd of correction. Frcge says that
thc relation 'being R to' is one-onc (beiderseits eindeutig) iff wc
have:
(i) If d is R to a and d is R to e, then a is the same as e,
(ii) If d is R to a and b is R to a, then d is the same as b,
whatever a , b, d, and e may be.3 We ought rather to say that a
correlation of As to Bs by the relation 'being R to' is one-one iff

we havc:

(i) If d is an A and e is a B and d is R to e, thcn whatevcr d
is R to is the samc B as c
(ii) If d is an A and e is a B and d is R to e, then whatever is
R to e is thc samc A as d.
We must here interpret "is an A" and "is a B" as prcdicativc
occurrences of substantival terms, for only then will "the same
A" and "the same B" be intelligible in our formulas.
The purport of this n~odificationis that it restricts our liccnse to
apply Frcgc's definition of "as many as". Frcge says, in cffcct,
that thcre are just as many Fs as Gs iff, for somc R, each F is R
to sonic C, ant1 for cacl' G tlicrc is somc I: tlwt is R to it, i i l t t l
'I~cingR to' is a onc-one c ~ r r c l a t i o n Now
. ~ if we rcl~laccl'rcgc's
account of onc-one corrclation by otlr modificcl accotint, ~ v c
cannot apply this definition i~nlcss"F" and "G" arc taken cithcr
thcmscl\~csto he, or to be dcrivccl by 'restriction' (section 55)
from, si~bstantivalterms "A" and "0"such as arc schematically
represented in our accoi~ntof one-one corrclation. I hus, ~c
could apply this definition to decide whether thcrc wcrc as many
human I~cingsas chairs in this room; I)r~tthcrc would 11c n o
q ~ ~ e s t i oofn tclli11~wlictlicr tlicrc wcrc as many red things i l l this
room as nonred things; for thcre is no telling what is or is not the
samc red thing, there bcing no criterion of idcntity, and this is
still more obvious for nonrcd things. 0 1 1 such cases, as we saw,
Frcgc cagily rcm;~rksthat the (concept signified by tlic) prcc1ical)lc
dcterlnincs no finite n u ~ n l ~ c but
r ; ~ the trouble is not that we
cannot make an end of counting in thcsc cascs, but that we could
not cven begin to sct up a one-one corrclation of the things
counted to numerals.
r

3

93. Wccannot, then, accept Fregc's or Quinc's reduction of
restricted quantification in (4) to the unrestricted quantification
of (5) or (6). How are we to interpret unrestricted quantification?
Many applications of quantification theory do not require that we
4Frege ( I ) , pp. 83-85.
SFrcgc ( I ) , 11. 66.
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should have any way of interpreting an absolritely unrestricted
quantification; it suffices to read the quantifiers as restricted to a
'universe' delimited by sonle sul>stantival term like "man" or
"(natural) number". But I am not going to argue that unrestricted
quantification is uninterpretal~le;there is nothing wrong with our
taking the quantification in (5) or (6) to be absolutely unrestricted. Only, in that case, (5) and (6) will give us much less
information than (4); they will each tell us that tlie same
something-or-other both is a man and had Lord Newriche discussing amlorial 1)earings with it yesterday and again today. That
is to say, (5) or equivalently (6) is true iff:

as medieval logicians would say. For example, all propositions of

L will belong to one catcgory; all proper names in L will belong
to one catcgory; all substantival terms in L will belong to one

i'
1

(7) Some A is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial
bearings with that (same) A yesterday, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial Ilearings with the same A
today

is true for some interpretation of A as a substantival term.
I shall further maintain that we may accordingly rewrite (5) or
(6) as:
(8) For some A: soinc A is a man, and Lortl Newriche discussed armorial bearings with that (same) A yesterday,
and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with
the same A today.
T h e two occurrences of "some A" at the beginning of (8) have
quite different roles. In the "some A" that follows the colon,
"some" is ail aplllicativc, ;is it ~ n ; ~ i i i f c sIlas
t l ~to I)c in (7); I)ut "for
so11ic A" is a qunntifier, whose force is such that (8) is truc iff
there is some interpretation of "A" as a substantival term that
would make (8) minus the quantifier, i.e. (7), to be a true proposition.
I must now explain what view of unrestricted quantifiers this
use of "for some A" implies: a view that I believe underlies the
doctrine of 'formal concepts' in Wittgenstein's Tractatus. We
first explain the category of a (syntactically simple or conlplex)
sign S in a language L as the class of all those signs S' of L such
that S' may take the place of S in any proposition of L without
the result's being no longer a proposition of L: salva congruitate,

1

category; predicables with the same number of empty places, to
be filled by subjects belonging to the same category, themselves
belong to the same category; and so on.
This explanation would need provisos and saving clauses to
make it foolproof; but it will do for present purposes. In applying
it, we need to recognize when there is only apparent occurrence
of one expression as part of another. For example, the predicable
"Some boy admires -" does not occur in "Some boy admires
hin~sclf';rathcr, this proposition is obtained by first forming the
admires himself' and then supplying this with
predicable "the quasi subject "some boy" (cf. section 82). Again, the proposition "Some philosopher smoked and drank whisky" is not formed
by any logical procedure from the proposition "Some philosopher
smoked"; it is got by supplying the quasi subject "some
philosopher" to tlie predicable "smoked and drank whisky",
whereas the shorter proposition is got by supplying the same quasi
smoked". In both these cases there is only a
subject to "spurious occurrcncc of an expression within a propositio11.
Corresponding to a given category we introduce an alphabet of
letters schematically representing (going proxy for) the signs of
that category. We may now go on to interpret the occurrence in
of a letter from any such alphabet.
the context "for some -"
The proposition beginning with such a quantifier will be true iff
tllc prollositioil i ~ l i i ~ this
~ i s cluantifier could l)e read as a trtic
proposition by taking the occurrcncc(s) of the letter 'bound to' the
quantifier as occurrence(s) of an actual expression belonging to
the appropriate category.
Let me illustrate this by a much controverted sort of example. Let us suppose that Johnson is acquainted with a social
figure, Ralph de Vere, and a shopkeeper, Jenkins; unknown to
Johnson, Ralph de Vere and Jenkins are one and the same man.
(Perhaps Ralph de Vere is an impostor; or perhaps he has a taste
for keeping a shop, which he can indulge only in secret; or what
you will.) Now Johnson may be quite incredulous when told that
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Ralph de Vcre is a shopkeeper. In that case, we can find an
interpretation of "x" in the category of proper names such that
the formula:

propositions: a quantifier outside an oratio obliqua clause cannot
bind a variable within the clause.
Quine refuses to explore such escape routes as Carnap'smaking "Ralph de Vcre" and "Jenkins" relate to differcnt intentional objects but nevertheless to tlie same man. Carnap's idea is
to assume different modes of reference, so that, whereas the
intentional objects referred to in the one mode are different, tlie
man referred to in the otlier mode is one and the same.
I have here deliberately chosen the spelling "intentional"; in
recent writing the spelling of this word, and of the corresponding
oscillates iradverb in "-ally"
and abstract noun in "-ality",
and one with "-sion",
regularly betwcen a form with "-tion"
and in fact Carnap prefers the latter spelling. But in this use the
adjective goes back to medieval Latin; and for medievals the
intentio of a term was what was intended by the mind in the use
of the term, quod anima intendit. The old spelling persists in the
expressions "first intention" and "second intention". Sir William
Hamilton had a muddled idea that terms had a n associated intcnsive magnitude, greater according as they expressed more concurrent attributes, and to bring this out lie introduced an English
form of the Scliolastic term for intensity, "intensio"; from his day
onward, "intension" and its compounds have tended to oust "intention" and its compounds; the spelling of "extension" has no
doubt furtliercd tliis process. Recent interest in Brcntano's doctrine of intentionality has however led to a revival of the old
"-tion"
spelling.
O n my own view of identity I could not object in principle to
differcnt As' being one and the same B; conceivably, two intcntion;~loi,jccts cor~ltl I)e one ant1 tlic sanic Inall, 3s clifferent
heralds may be one and the same man (Norroy is historically a
different herald from Ulster, but at the present time they are the
same man). Quine would liowever object tliat unlike the term
"herald" or "nian" the term "intentional object" fails to supply
any criterion of identity. This sort of objection is not decisive: we
can recognize, discri~ninatc,and reidentify human voices, although we could not put into words the criterion of identity
answering to "the same voice". But it is better to go as far as we

(9) x is a man, and Johnson disbelieves that Ralpli de Vere is
a shopkeeper and does not disbelieve that x is a sliopkeeper, and x is tlie same man as Ralpli de Vere
becomes a true proposition when "x" is read tlius. O n our
hypothesis this is obviously the case; for (9) will come out true if
we read "x" as "Jenkins". Accordingly, the following proposition
will also be true:
(lo) For some x, x is a man, and Johnson disbelieves tliat
Ralph de Vere is a shopkeeper and does not disbelieve
that x is a shopkeeper, and x is the same man as Ralph
de Vere.
Quine, as is well known, would reject propositions like ( l o ) as

ill fornicd. His reason for doing tliis is as follows. If ( l o ) were well
formed, ( l o ) would be validly inferred from:
(1 1 ) Jenkins is a man, and Johnson disbelieves that Ralph de
Vere is a shopkeeper and does not disbelieve that Jenkins is a shopkeeper, and Jenkins is the same man as
Ralpli de Vcre.
Quine would admit (1 1) to be well formed. O n the otlier hand,
he would say, (lo) is equivalent to:
(12) For some man x, Johnson disbelieves that Ralph de Vcre
is a shopkeeper and docs not disbclicvc that x is a
shopkccpcr, and x is tlic same man as Ralph dc Vcre.
And obviously in tlie case supposed there could be no man x
such as to make (12) true. Only Ralph de Vere is tlie same nian as
Ralph de Vere; and it is not the case that Johnson both disbelieves
that Ralph de Vere is a shopkeeper and does not disbelieve this.
But if ( l o ) is well formed, (lo) and therefore (12) must be true
propositions if (11) is true. Since in fact (11) could be true
wliereas (12) could not, ( l o ) and ( 1 2 ) cannot be well-formed
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can in our theorizing without the introduction of intentional
objects.
For all that, I think Quine's rejection of (lo) is misconceived.
O n my specification as to the use of "for some x", the question
"For which entity x?" will not arise at all. For unrestricted quantifiers construed as I suggest, there will be no questio~iwhich
entities they 'refer to' or 'range over'; such questions seem appropriate only because we wrongly assimilate the use of quantifiers
now under discussion to the use of quantifiers when they are
tacitly restricted to some 'universe', which will be delimited by
some substantival term (cf. the examples at the beginning of
Chapter Five). Quine would of course think the force of (lo)
must be unaltered by writing "For some Inan x" instead of "For
some x, x is a man, and"; and if this were so, all his difficulties
would indeed arise. But since, for reasons independent of the
present issue, I reject his account of restricted quantifiers like "for
some man x", this risk of troltblc is surely averted; ( I 2) indeed
could not be true, I ~ u (t 1 2 ) is not inferable from (lo).
I do not want to say that all the troubles of indirect-speech
constructions and quantifications that reach into them can now
be lightly dismissed. For exa~nple,if we regard (lo) as a wellformed proposition, we can nevertheless not take it to be of the
form "For some x, F(x)", where "F( )" represents an ordinary
one-place predicable. Although the context:

95. ' From this intentionally difficult example, let us go back to
the easier task of interpreting:

(13) - is a man, and Johnson disbelieves that Ralph de
Vere is a shopkeeper and does not disbelieve that is a shopkeeper, and -is the same man as Ralph de
Vere
always yields a proposition when we insert the same proper name
in all three blanks, we cannot take it as an ordinary one-place
predicable; for then it would have to be a predicable that applied
to Jenkins but not to Ralph de Vere, which is ex hypothesi ruled
out. However these con~plicationsmay have to be unraveled, (lo)
is certainly, on our interpretation, a well-formed proposition. We
have specified its truth-conditions, and therefore its sense; its
sense, as Frege would say, is the sense of: Such-and-such conditions are fulfilled.

(8) For some A: some A is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with that (same) A yesterday,
and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with
the same A today.
As I said, (8) will be true iff there is some interpretation of "A" as
a substantival term that would make (7), i.e. (8) minus the quantifier, into a true proposition; in particular, (8) will be true if we
get a true proposition by taking "A" in (7) to mean "herald"; and
accordingly (8) follows from (I), if we assume that a herald is
always a man. T h e interesting question is whether, as I alleged,
(8) is tantamount to:
(6) For some x, x is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed
armorial bearings with x yesterday and discussed armorial bcarings with x today.
O n our general view of unrestricted quantifiers, it is fairly easy to
show this-if we assume that the use of "x" in (3) corresponds to
the category of proper names. For (6) will in that case be true iff
the formula:
(14) x is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with x yesterday and discussed armorial bearings
with x today
comes out as a true proposition for some reading of "x" as a
proper name. But in view of the connection in sense between any
proper name and some substantival term or other, this condition
can be fulfilled iff the formula:
(7) Some A is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial
bearings with that (same) A yesterday, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with the same A
today

comes out as a true proposition for some interpretation of "A" as
a substantival term. Suppose for example that (14)comes out true
when we read "x" as short for "Bluemantle", which as we saw is a
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name of and for a herald. Then (7) will come out true when we
take "A" to stand in for the substantival term "herald". The
truth-conditions for (8) will be fulfilled iff (7) comes out as a true
proposition for some such reading of "A" as a substantival term.
But this last is precisely the truth-condition for (8); i.e., (6) and (8)
have equivalent truth-conditions. Q.E.D.
Quinc wol~ldnot regard (6) and (8) as amounting to the same
thing; the "x" in (6) would 'range ovcr' concrete entities, and tlic
"A" in (8) ovcr abstract c~ititicscorresponding to general terms
like "man" or "herald"; so there would be a different existential
commitment. I think this is quite wrong. Proper names and the
corrcsponding substantival general terms relate to the very same
entities; the difference is that a substantival term may namc many
things, and a proper nanie (accidental ambiguities apart) names
just one thing, of a given kind.
I have said that a proposition beginning with a quantifier "For
some -" is true iff the proposition minus this quantifier could
be read as a true proposition by taking the occurrence(s) of the
lcttcr 'hound to' the quantifier as if there were occ~~rrcncc(s)
of ; ~ n
;~ctllalcsprcssioli I)clollgillg to tllc ;ll)l)rolxi;~tccatcgory. I do 1101
mean here that the language we arc using nus st already contain
an actual cxprcssion, of tlie appropriate catcgory, which, if substituted for the bound variable in the proposition rninus the quantifier, would give us a true proposition; it is sufficient that we
could coherently add such an cxpression to our language. For
example, the truth value of:
( 1 5)

For some x, x is a pebble on the beach at Brighton

does not depend on anybody's having given a proper name to
such a pebble; it is enough that we could coherently add to our
language a proper name of such a pebble.
T o find out what expressions could coherently be added to a
languagc we need not rely on vague intuitions, or plunge into a
l a l ~ ~ r i nof
t l ~niodal logic; we can appeal to the proof procedures
that work in a given language. It would, for example, be entirely
useless for Quine to protest that, since he uses a symbolic language from which all proper names are eliminable, the "x" in a
proposition of the form "For somc x, F(x)" is not a proper-name
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variable; for this symbolic languagc contains methods of proof in
which a conclusion is treated as inferable from a premise "For
some x, F(x)" because it is inferable from a line "F(x)", and here
"x" is handled as an ad hoc proper nanie. Moreover, Quine
frcqucntly refers to interpretations of letters like "x" and "y", and
surely assigning an objcct to a letter as its interpretation differs
only nominally from treating the lcttcr pro hac vice as a proper
namc of tlic ol)jcet.Vndccd, in tlic first of the passages just cited,
when sl~cakingof assigning an objcct to a lcttcr as its intcrprctation, Quine uses the actual expression: " ' x ' is reinterpreted as a
name of that object". In the circumstances, Quine's thesis that
namcs are theoretically dispensable is pretty well empty.
96. What arc we to say of Quinc's slogan: "To be is to be the
value of a variable"? It is clear that he means this to i~uplythat the
quantifier "for some x" can always be read as "there is an entity x
such that. . .". This, however, could at best only apply to
proper-name variables; only if "x" is a proper-name variable does
t l ~ csuggcstcd reading of "for somc x" makc any scnsc. As we saw,
\vi- I I I ; I ~ i111ro(111c.c
(111:111Iificrs
1l1:1tI)III(I \~;~ri;~l)lcs
of olllcr style,
witllot~ttllcrcl)y ~ ) o o l i ~tltc
~ gcorrcspol~tli~lg
category wit11 tllc category of proper llamcs. Moreover, even anlong formulas bcginning "For somc x", where "x" is a proper-name variable, tl~crc
can Ilc foilnd solnc, like ( l o ) al~ovc,which arc perfectly construable, but for which Quine's reading of "for some x" is provably
wrong.
Verbally at least, Quine's slogan involves what Frege would
have called a conf~~sion
between concepts of different level and
would have regarded as almost thc grossest that could I>ccommitted.' "There is a square root of 4" is true iff, for a suitable
language L, "a square root of 4 is a value of a varial>lc in L" is
true. But although "a square root of 4" is the grammatical subject
of I>oth the sentences just quoted, its logical roles differ. Of tlie
numl~cr2, wliicll is a scI1Iarc root of 4, wc may truly say: "2 is a
value of a variable in L". But wc cannot say "Tl~crcis 2"; the gap
in "There is -"
used this way (in the sense of French "il y a"
Q u i n e , pp. 121, 129, 1 5 1 .
'Frcge (j), p. I 26.
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and German "es gibt") can be filled only by a predicable expression, not by a proper name. "Is a value of a variable in L" is
predicable of objects, "there is" is not; it is easy to see how these
expressions should come to be thought coextensive predicables,
but almost equally easy to see that it is wrong to think so.
I am afraid that there is a genuine confusion in Quine's doctrine, not merely an inaccuracy for the sake of rhetorical effect.
For in discussing the problem of existential propositions, Quine
nowhere tries to draw a sharp distinction between propositions of
the types "There is (not) such a thing as a winged horse" and
"There is (not) such a thing as Pegasus". O n the contrary, he
wishes to assimilate "Pegasus" to general terms. Keeping this
example, I should follow Frege in holding that "There is such a
is a) winged horse" is
thing as a winged horse" is true iff "(truly predicable of something or other; whereas "There is such a
thing as Pcgasus" relates to (and does not exemplify) a certain use
of "Pegasus" as a proper name, its purport being that "Pegasus" in
that use does indeed name something.
With Frege, I believe that there is no place for empty proper
names in scientific discourse, or in any discor~rsc;limccl si~nplyat
co~lvcyi~ig
the truth. WIlc11all astrono~iicrdiscovcrcd th;lt he Iiad
failed to identify an intra-Mercurian planet undcr the style "Vulcan", he dropped "Vulcan" from his vocal~r~lary;
when the university authorities discover that a name on their records answers
only to a fraudulent pretense on the part of an undergraduate
clique that there is a person so named, they erase the name. On
the other hand, there is no call to erase a description from our
languagc I~ccat~sc
we conclude that nothing answers to it.

certed action a fictitious undergraduate named "Joe Doakes" has
got put on the university's records. If we adopt Frege's rule that
when a proper name is empty, clauses containing it are no longer
propositions with a truth-value, then it should seem that (16) and
(17) could not be consistently asserted in the supposed circumstances.
Frege's own solution, as is well known, is that "Jupiter" and
"Joe Doakes" and other proper names each have an oblique or
indirect reference (whether or not they also have an ordinary
reference, i.e. actually do name something or other) and that this
is what propositions like (16) and (17) are about. But we need not
go so far; as Aquinas is wont to say about the more dubious
utterances of the Fathers, (16) and (17) ought to be charitably
interpreted rather than imitated.
One way of charitably construing (16) and (17) would be:

97. This view of vacuous proper names raises a difficulty over
the occurrence of proper names in oblique contexts, such as the
following:

(18) The heathen intended to use "Jupiter" as a name for a
god who dethroned his father
(19) T h e examiners believe that there is an undergraduate
named "Joe Doakes" who is worthy of an A grade

(18) being so read that all the words following "The heathen
intended" fall within an indirect-speech construction. In some
instances it may bc disputable whether an indirect-speech construction really gives us a fair report of what was said, thought,
meant, and so forth; however, these ways of expounding (16) and
(17) fall well within the limits of fair reporting. For although the
heathcn, or the examiners, would no doubt normally use "Jupiter", or "Joc Doakes", as (if it were) a proper name, the truth of
(16) or (17) implies that they would reply affirmatively to a suitable question in which the name was not used as a name but
quoted, a question such as the following:

(to) Do you use "Jupiter" as a name for a god who dethroned

(16) T h e heathen believed that Jupiter dethroned his father
(17) T h e examiners believe that Joe Doakes is worthy of an A
grade.
We may suppose (16) to be asserted by a Christian, and (17) by
one to another of the undergraduate clique through whose con-

his father?
(21)

IS there an undergraduate named "Joe Doakes" who deserves an A grade?

And if we replace (16) by (18) or (17) by (ig), we no longer have a
proposition that even seems to commit those asserting it to the
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use of a propcr namc which they thcmselvcs would regard as
naming nothing.
This technique of intcrprctation is callcd for only in cases
n ~ l ~ c ran
e ostcnsi1)lc propcr namc is uscd in indirect spccch to
report thc words or attitudes of pcople who regard it as a name of
something, whereas the reporter does not so regard it. No such
technique is callcd for in dealing with propositions like:
(1 1 )

Jenkins is a man, and Johnson disbelicves that Ralph de
Vere is a shopkeeper and does not disbelicve that Jenkins is a shopkeeper, and Jenkins is the same man as
Ralph de Verc.

For somebody who asserted (1 1) would be committed, no less
than Jol~nsonI~imselfwhose beliefs are reported, to using both
"Jenkins" and "Ralph de Vere" as names; so the problems raised
by (1 1 ) are quite different from those raised by (16) and (17). T h e
trouble over (1 1) is that what we get by removing the occurrences
of "Jenkins", viz.:
(13) -is a man, and Johnson disbelieves that Ralph de
Vere is a shopkeeper and does not disbelieve that is a shopkeeper, and -is the same man as Ralph de
Verc
is not a prcdicablc; at any ratc, not a Shakespearean
predicable-not one which is true of whatever it is true of by any
other name, as "smells sweet" is true of a rosc. For this rcason,
although the result of 'existentially' quantifying (1 3), viz.:
( l o ) For some x, x is a man, and Johnson disbelieves that
Ralph de Vere is a shopkecper and does not disbelievc
that x is a shopkeeper, and x is the same man as Ralph
dc Vere
is clearly interpretable (cf. section 94), we may not takc the
truth-condition of (lo) to be that ( I 3) shall be true of something
or othcr.

98. In most of this work wc have bcen wholly concerned with
Shakespearean prcdicables. Even in the intentional examples of
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Chapter 7'hrcc, the prcdical~lcsthat were involved, such as "'I'om
and "Jcmima is waiting for
has ol~ligcclhimsclf to marry -"
-": arc Shakesl>carcan ones; they apply or do not apply to a
girl or mousc undcr whatever namc. In the prcscnt scction the
schematic letter "F" will be used to rcprcsent an arbitrary
Shakespcarcan predicable.
With this restriction, we may assert that "For some x, x is F"
has exactly thc same truth-condition as "Something or othcr is
F" or as "There is something that is F"-namely, that the prcdicablc rcprcsentcd by "F" should be true of somcthing or othcr.
For "For some x, x is F" will be truc iff "x is F" is truc for solnc
interpretation of "x" as a proper name; and since "F" is a Shakespearean predicable, this will be the case iff "F" is true of an
object namable by some propcr name.
It makes absolutely no logical difference whether we say
"There is something that is F" or "There cxists something that is
F"; "exists" is mcrcly a shadc niorc formal than "is". It ougl~tnot
to be ncccssary to say this; but it is ncccssary, in view of the things
some Oxford philosophers say about "exists". Some of thesee.g. that "exist" does not occur often in ordinary language, that it
is a word of philosophical provenance-besides happening to bc
false, could not possibly be philosophically relevant. As for the
idea that "7'11crc cxists a n even pri~ilc"commits 11s to a n ol~jcctionably metaphysical assertion that t11c number 2, which is an
cvcn prime, exists-this is again Frcge's 'grossest of all possiblc
confusions' (cf. section 96). The purport of thc quoted proposition is that "is an even primc" is true of somcthing, not that
"cxists" is true of somcthing. (Russell has rcpcatedly pointcd this
out; but thcse Oxford philosophcrs despise Russell and do not
read him.)
A prob1e1-n ariscs, howevcr, ovcr propositions of the form "An
A that is F exists" or "There is an A that is F". Are we to read
such a proposition as a variant of "Somcthing or othcr is an A
that is F" (where "that" goes proxy for "andw--cf. section 74), or
as a variant of "Some A is F"? We cannot say "both", like thc
children's answer to "Whicl~11;lntl will yo11 have?" for t l ~ ctwo
rcadings arc importantly different. If we take "A" to be "man"
is F" to be "Lord Ncwrichc discusscd
and thc predicable "-
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;~nnori:llI)c;lril~gswit11 - yesterday ;~ntldiscussed arll~orial
bearings with - again today", then "Some A is F" and
"Something or other is an A and is F" spell out respectively as
follows:
(22)

Seven

Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with some
man yesterday and discussed armorial bearings with
him again today

(5) Something (or other) is a man, and Lord Newriche discussed armorial bearings with it yesterday and discussed
armorial bearings with it again today
which are certainly not equivalent (cf. section 91). Now it is clear
that many ordinary-language propositions of the form "There is
an A that is F" are merely variants of the "Some A is F" form;
and indeed I cannot myself think of a plausible exa~uplewhere
the other reading, "Something or other is an A and is F", is
demanded. For a full trcatmcnt, then, of cxistcntial propositions,
we must discuss the form "Some A is F". ?'his brings us to the
topic of our next chapter.

The Logic of Lists

I think the best way to understand applicatives like "some",
"every", "most", and the like, is to consider first their use in
harness, not with substantival general terms, but with lists of
proper names. An expression of the form "one of a l , a,,. . .",
where "a,," is a proper name, can be substituted without incongruity for a substantival general term in the singular that goes
with an applicative; and when we have an applicative like "nlost"
or "all" that goes with a plural term, "of a , , a?, . . ." can be
substituted for that plural term. If " a , , a,, . . ." is a list of all the
things called "A", then these substitutions can be made for " A "
not only salva congruitate but also salva veritate (so long as we
are concerned with Shakespearean predicables, a qualification
that will henceforth often be tacitly required).
It is natural to take "one of a l , a,, . . ." as relating in an
impartial distributive way to the several objects named by the
proper names "a,, ". This way for an expression to relate to objects
is not so direct as the way that a syntactically simple name relates
to what it names; for the relation is here mediated by the names
on the list. But the relation of a list to the objects listed in it is
near akin to the name-relation, as we may see from the fact that
(even according to the ordinary acceptation of the word "list") a
99.
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single proper name may itself count as a one-item list. The need
to preface a list with "one of' or "of' in order to preserve normal
syntax has of course no bearing upon its mode of significance; it is
logically no more interesting than thc fact that we say "the river
Thamcs" but "the City of London". In schematic reprcscntations
of propositions containing lists, I shall henceforth omit these
formative words, and write, for example, "F(somc a , , a ? , . . .)"
instead of "F(some one of a , , a 2 , . . .)"; readers with a schoolboy
fear of grammarians may think of this as shorthand.

loo. In some contexts a proper name and a list of several names
are mutually replaceable salva congruitate. For example, this
it is equally
holds good for contexts of the form "F(on1y -)";
congruous to say "Only Bill can have opened the safe" and "Only
Bill, Tom, John, can have opened the safe". (The "or" that
would be inserted between the items of the list in spoken English
has no logical significance.) But thcrc is apparent incongruity if
we insert a one-iten1 list, a single name, in a context, for examor "F(most -)".
And therc is
ple, of the form "F(every -)"
a demonstrable incongruity if we try to make a list, say "Tripod,
Towzer", into the subject of a predicate like "wants a bone" or "is
outside in the corridor"; for the truth-condition of the
predication-that the predicate be true of what the subjcct stands
for-becomcs essentially indeterminate, if the subject relates to a
number of things in an impartial distributive way. This latter
incongruity suggests as the role of certain among the applicatives
that they can remove this indeterminacy of truth-conditions.
What sort of truth-condition must a proposition "W("Tripod,
Towzer, Fido)" have, in order that we may reasonably count this
condition as a way of making definite the vague condition that
"W( )" shall be true of what is named in the list "Tripod,
Towzcr, Fido"? First, it seems natural to require that this proposition sliall liavc tlic sanic trutli-valric as some trritli-fr~nction of
"W(Tripod)", " W(Towzer)", and " W(Fido)". Secondly, this
truth-f~~nction
must be unaffected by shuffling around the names
in the list; otherwise our propositio~lwould have been assigncd an
inconsistent truth-condition; such permutations of the names
must give us always an equivalent truth-function of the same
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propositions. T h e need for this sccond condition is easily shown.
Suppose for example we said that "W("Tripod, Towzcr, Fido)" is
true iff "W(Tripod) v (W(Towzer) Sr W(Fido))" is true. Then by
parity of reasoning "W("Towzer, Tripod, Fido)" is true iff
"W(Towzer)v (W(Tripod) & W(Fido))" is true. Now suppose wc
havc "W(Tripod)" true and each of "W(Towzer)" and " W(Fido)"
false. Then "W(Tripod) v (W(Towzcr) & W(Fido))" will bc truc,
because its disjunct "W(Tripod)" is true; but "W(Towzer)" and
"W(Tripod) & W(Fido)" will both be false, so that "W(Towzer) v
(W(Tripod) & W(Fido))" will be false. Thus, on our present
supposition as to truth-conditions, "W("Tripod, Towzcr, Fido)"
will be true and "W("Towzer, Tripod, Fido)" will be falsc; but
this is absurd, for changing about the names in a mere list can
make no odds. Hence therc is no applicative
such that the
truth-conditions of predications using it could be specified in the
way here supposed.
Thirdly, given a premise to the effect that " G ( )" is truc of
whatever "W( )" is truc of, we must be able to infer
"G("Tripod, Towzer, Fido)" from "W("Tripod, Towzer, Fido)".
This may be called the dictum de omni requirement, and
applicatives that satisfy this as well as the first requirement may be
called dictum de omni applicatives. (Cf. sections 57, 82. The
sccond condition mi~sthe fulfilled by any that fulfills the first, on
pain of inconsistcncy, and so needs no further separate consideration.) It is perfectly possible for an applicative not to be a dictum
de omni applicative; neither "only" nor "no" is one; but if the
applicative """ is not a dictum de omni applicative, then the
truth-condition for "W('Tripod, Towzer, Fido)" cannot reasonably Ilc regarded as n matter of having thc prcdical>lc rcprcsentcd by "W( )" holding truc of what the list in subjcct position
stands for; and equally we cannot say that here the same prcdications arc matlc witli the list as subjcct as arc made of the sc\~cr;il
dogs in propositions like " W(1'owzcr)" and " W('17ripod)".
From these requirements we can easily derivc a fourth one: our
truth-function of the propositions about Tripod, Towzer, and
Fido separately mast bc a disjunction of conjunctions (or equivalently a conjunction of disjunctions) of thcsc singular propositions. For, in general, a truth-function of a given set of propo'I""
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sitions can be expressed as a disjunction of conjunctions of the
given propositions andlor their negations. Suppose now we take
as onc premise a disjunction of conjunctions in which there
essentially occur negations of our three propositions
" W(Tripod)",
" W(Towzer)", and "W(Fido)",
and have also a
second premise that would warrant us in passing from "W(a)" to
"G(a)" if "a" were read as a name of and for a dog. From this
pair of premises we are in general not warranted in passing to a
conclusion that is the corresponding truth-function of the three
propositions "G(Tripod)", "G(Towzer)", and "G(Fido)": unless
the disjunction of conjunctions works out as a tautology or contradiction by truth-tables, it is always possible to assign to the
singular propositions predicating "W( )" and "G( )" of
Tripod, Towzer, and Fido such truth-values as make the conclusion false when the prcmiscs are both true. W e coi~ldfor example
fiild all assig~liiic~lt
of trut11-valucs for tl~cscsix propositions such
that given the premise:

stretched to cover cases where we have conjunction or disjunction of a proposition with itself, it is easily seen that our requirements are fulfilled.) And "W(niost(of) Tripod, Towzer, Fido)" is
true iff "(W(Tripod) & W(Towzer))v (W(Towzer) & W(Fido)) v
(W(Fido) & W(Tripod))" is true.

and also the premise "If W(any dog) then G(t11at dog)" we cannot
infer the conclusion:

So this truth-function does not ftllfill the dictum de omni requirement. On the other hand, any disjunction of conjunctions
of the singular propositions without any of their negations will
fulfill the dictum de omni requirement.
W e can now see that the role of certain applicatives
is to show
..
which particular truth-function of the singular propositions,
aniong the functions satisfying our requirenlents, gives the
truth-condition for a proposition with a list as subject. "W(every
(one of) Tripod, Towzcr, Fido)" is true iff "W(Tripod) &
W(Towzer) & W(Fido)" is true; "W(some (one of) Tripod,
Towzer, Fido)" is true iff "W(Tripod) v W(Towzer) v W(Fido)"
is true. (These truth-functions fulfill our requirements in a degenerate way; if the terln "disjunction of conjunctions" is

Now suppose "'"
to be an applicative satisfying the dic101.
tum de omni requirements, as "every" and "some" and "most"
do: how are we to interpret "F('al)", i.e. the result of inserting a
T h e natural thing
single-item list in the blank of "F(* -)"?
would be to take it that "F(*a,)" has the same truth-value as a
disjunction of conjunctions of "F(al)" with itself, i.e. the same
truth-value as "F(a,)". The applicative thus becomes in this case
redundant; I think this fully accounts for our feeling of incongruity over the use of such applicatives with a proper name. (Not
all applicativcs are tllr~sincongruous; as we saw, "only" goes with
a proper nanie quite happily.)
'I'llis interpretation of "I~("a,)" has the consequence that
"F('a, , a,, a3, . . .)" will be true iff a certain truth-function
(tlisji~nctionof conjtunctions) of propositions "F("a,,)" is true.
Thus our reasoning comes full circle. We began by intuitively
laying down requirements to which the truth-conditions of
" F ( * a , , a,, a:l, . . .)" niust conform if we are to be justified in
holding that with this proposition, as with "F(a,,)", truth is a
matter of having the predicate "F( )" apply to what the subject
stands for. We then find that if these requirements are fulfilled,
"F(*a,,)" is true iff " F ( a , ) " is true-that there is a predicate "F(*
-)",
attachable to lists of arbitrary length, which when attached to a proper name coincides with the plain "F( )". And
this shows that if our requirements are satisfied, we can indeed
hold that "F("a,, a,, a,, . . .)" and (a proposition tantamount to)
"F(a,,)" result from attaching the same predicate to different
subjects. All this, of course, holds good only if """ is an applicative of the dictum de omni sort.
Although with a predicate like "wants a bone" the
102.
effect of modifying it to "Every -wants a bone" or "Most
-want a bone" may seem to be the removal of the ambiguity

that would otherwise occur when the predicate was attached to a
list, really this effect is only incidental. Oiir account of the rclations 1,ctwccn predications with a list as subject and siilgular
predications did not in the least involve that the predicates in the
latter \vould, if unmodified, be ambiguous as attached to lists; it
carries over equally well if we consider a predicate "F( )" that
has no such ambiguity and can already take a list as sul~jcct;and
we have seen that, for any prcdicate that has such ambiguity, we
can construct a predicate (in fact, more than one) that coincides
with it in singular propositions but can be attached to lists of
arbitrary length. This means that a language need not contain
two categories of prcdicahlcs, rcspcctivcly attacliablc to proper
naines (one-item lists) only and to lists of arbitrary length; the
latter category is theoretically sufficient.
103 Wc arc now able to clear up one of our puzzles in the
discussion of suppositio. T h e example (section 47) was of a
jeweler's shop with two assistants, Bill and Joe. Then we have to
distinguish between these two propositions:

(1) An assistant alone had opportunity to steal the ruby.
(2) Some assistant alone had opportunity to steal the ruby.
The truth-condition of ( 2 ) is given by a disjunction of singular
propositions about Bill and Joe:
(3) Either Bill alone had opportunity to steal the ruby or Joe
alonc had opportunity to steal the ruby.

On the other hand the truth-condition of (1) seems to require a
disjunction of proper names:
(4) Only Bill or Joe had opportunity to steal thc ruby
This was in accordance with Ockham's way of distinguishing
between determinate and confused suppositio, and in fact medieval logicians generally held that the subject-terms of exclusive
propositions like (1) were instances of confused suppositio. W e
were, however, unable to make any good sense of disjunctions of
proper names.

In fact, tllc "or" in (4) is quite incsscntial; we migl~tjust as wcll
have had "and". 'Tlic sliggcstions of "or" and "anti" in this context arc indeed cliffcrcnt; "or" suggests tliat if Bill had opl~ortunity,
Joe had not, whereas "and" suggests that Bill and Joe alike had
opportunity. The actual information given in (4) is, however,
merely that nobody othcr than Bill and Joe had opportunity-and
this wlictllcr "and" or "or" is usccl. Really, ncitlicr connective Ilas
any special significancc licre; (4) should be construed as the result
of attaching thc prcdicahlc "Only -had opportl~nityto steal
tile ruby" to the list "Bill, Joe" as subject. O n the othcr hand, in
the proposition:

(5) Some (one of) Bill, Joe, alonc had opportunity to steal thc
ruby
the equivalent predicable "alone had opportunity to steal
the ruby" is not directly attachcd to the list "Bill, Joe", but is
modified by the applicative "some"; and (3) supplies the truthcondition of (5), according to our general rulc about "somc". We
thcn account for the difference between (1) 2nd (2) by taking
them as obtained by substituting "(an) assistant" for the list "Bill,
Joe" in (4) and (5) respectively; by the principle laid down at the
beginning of section 99, these substitutions can be made salva
congruitate, and in the supposed circumstanccs salva veritate
too.
Here as elsewhere, there is no need to supposc that there is any
variety in the impartial distril~utiveway that a list has of referring
to the sevcral things listed. "F(cvcry a , , a?, . . .)" and "F(somc
a , , a,, . . .)" diffcr not because the list " a , , a 2 , . . ." has different
manners of reference to things listed, but because the predicable " F ( )" is modified so as to form two different predicates
attached to the list as subject: the difference of import between
thcsc predicates comcs out in thc diffcrcnt trrith-functions of
siilgular propositions with prcdicatc " I T ( )" that have to IIC uscd
in stating truth-conditions. Wittgenstein spoke of separating the
truth-function from the concept all;' and that is what we too
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need to do. As wc have seen, Ockham used the idea of a disjunction of singular terms to explain suppositio confusa; and Russell
thought that in " F ( a l and a, a n d . . .)" and "F(a, or a, o r . . .)"
we had to do with two different nonrelational ways of combining
the objects a , , a,. . . . But in some cascs, as we have just seen,
the difference between joining the items with "or" and with
"and" is not a logical difference at all, but only a matter of idiom
and suggestion; and where a difference is made, we can 'separate
the truth-fi~nction'from the 'all', the list, by turning " F ( a l and
a, and . . .)" into "F(every a , , a,, . . .)" and "F(al or a, o r . . .)"
into "F(some a , , a,, : . .)".

little more complicated. First, for simplicity's sake let us suppose
is
that the list supplied as subject to "F(most -)"
nonr~~etitive---doesnot contain two items that name the same
thing.* We may now reach our rule by some common-sense
reflections about majorities. Consider a motion on which all
M.P.s present will certainly vote one way or the other, and on
which each M.P. has his mind unshakably made up. Then if
there is a majority in favor among those present, there is no (one)
M.P. whose absence would have turned this into a majority
against. O n the other hand, if there is not a majority in favor
among those present, then there is certainly some M. P. in whose
absence there would have been (or perhaps would still have been)
a majority against. (For, if the votes were evenly divided, the lack
of one favorable vote would mean a majority against; if only a
minority voted in favor, then in the absence of one of that minority there wo11ld still have been a vote against; and if nobody voted
in favor, there would still have been an adverse vote if any one
M.P. had hccn absent.) Wc may thus lay down the truthcondition for "F(most a , , a,, . . .)" as follows. Let "F1( )" be
the contradictory of "F( )". Then "F(most a , , a,, . . . )" is true
iff a false proposition is obtained by any insertion in the blank of
of a list got by dropping one item from the
"F' (most -)"
(nonrepetitive) list "a,, a,, . . .".
A simple example will show how this works. The truthcondition for "F(most a , , a,, as)" will be that "Fr(most a , , a2)"
and "F1(most a,, as)" and "Fr(most a , , as)" shall all be false.
Since a majority out of two means two, this condition reduces to
the requirement that we must have the following proposition
true:

104. There are certain complications that arise when it is a
matter of filling up an empty place not in a one-place predicable
(so as to get a proposition) but in n n~any-placepredicable. Thesc
c o ~ l i c ~ t i ocan
~ s Iiowcvcr be d c ~ ~ wit11
lt
1)y the t c c h ~ ~ i ~ u e
sketched in section 64. Just as "F(every a , , a t , . . .)" is true iff
" F ( a , ) & F(0,) & . . ." is true, so "C(-,
every a , , a , . . .).' is
true of something iff "G(-,
a , ) & G(-,
a,) & . . ." is true
a,)",
of that thing, i.e. iff each of the predicables "G(-,
"G(-,
a,)", . . . is true of it. And so in other cases.
Thus far we have actr~allystated the tr~~th-conditions
for propositions of the form " F ( * a , , a,, . . .)", where "*" is an applicative
satisfying the dictum de omni requirement, only for lists with
certain particular numbers of items; we clearly need a general
formulation of the truth-conditions, regardless of the number of
items. T h e method that commends itself is a recursive one-to
supply a rule that rcduccs the truth-conditions when the list has n
1 itellis to tliosc for all n-iten1 list; si~iccwe know that
"F(*a,,)" reduces to "F(a,,)", this procedure would suffice for
lists of any finite length.
This method works easily enough for "F(every -)"
0r
"F(some -)".
Let " a , , a,, . . ." represent an (n
1) itemed
list, and let "a,, . . ." represent the same list short of the item
"a,". Then "F(every a , , a,, . . .)" is true iff " F ( a , ) & F(every
a,, . . .)" is true; and "F(son1e a , , a,, . . .)" is true iff " F ( a l ) v
F(somc a,, . . .)" is true.
T h e recursive truth-condition for "F(most -)"
is only a

+

+

i.e., "(F(a,) v F(a,)) & (F(a,) v F(a3))& ( F ( a , )v F(a3))". This
result is easily seen to be correct. We thus have an effective
2By what criterion 'the same thing'? If the list has been introduced as a list of
things called "A", where "A" is a substantival term, the relevant criterion is
given by "the same A"; no two items must name the same A (cf. sec. 55). Other
cases will not concern us.
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mechan~calprocedure for writing down the truth-function of
singular propositions that corresponds to "F(most a l , a2, . . .)".

unquestioned assumption that a name-if
we ignore casual
equivocation--cannot name morc than one thing and that in
consequence a general term is not a narnc but is essentially predicativc. The logic of lists, which has Icd us to a different vicw,
was con~plctelyignored by Frege. So far from following Frcgc in
the vicw that a word following an applicative is thereby shown to
be a word for a Begriff and not a logical subject standing for
individual things, wc shall hold that a general term in such a
position has tllc role of a name, of a logical subjcct. But I must
emphasize that in "F(every man)" it is "man", not "every man",
that is the logical subject; and if wc count applicativcs as parts of
the predicatc, there arc no considerations that should forcc us to
call "man" by the grudging appellation "quasi subjcct", as we fclt
obligcd to call "every man" when we .were trying to rcgard this as
a referring phrase (cf. sections 40, 42).
O u r view of general terms has something in common with the
views of Aquinas. Aquinas distinguished between a general tcrm
that is taken (tenetur) materially and one that is taken formally.
T h c term "fish", say, takcn materially is a subject of predication
and relates to the objects (supposita) called "fish"--e.g. in the
sentence "A fish swims in the sea"; but the same term taken
formally or ~redicativelyrelates not to individual fishes-if I say
"A dolphin is not a fish", my proposition relates to no individual
fish-but rathcr to thc nature of fish.' And to the applicatives
"somc", "cvcry", "only", and the like, Aquinas assigns the role of
showing the way the predicate goes with the subject, ordinem
praedicati ad subjectum. Like Frege, Aquinas will have no truck
with the idea that the applicative goes along with a general term
to form a quasi sul~jcct,to wllicl~thc predicatc is thcn attached.
This way of putting things diverges from my own only bccause
of the distinction I have marked with the terms "predicatc" and
in the sea"
"prcdicable". I think it is best not to call "-swims
the predicate of the proposition "Some fish swims in the sea", but
rather to rcgard this proposition as the result of attaching "Some
-swims in the sea" to "fish"; the predicable "swims in

105. When the things called "A" can actually bc listcd in a
finite nonrcpetitivc list " a , , a2, . . .", thcn this substantival general term "A" and thc list " a l , a?, . . ." arc mutually sul>stitutablc
salva veritate in the context of a predicable modified by an
applicativc, "F(" -)";
this holds good whcther or not this
applicative conforn~sto the dictum de omni requirement (so long
as "F( )" is a Shakespearean predicable); and even when the
things callcd "A" cannot be so listed, this substitution is still
possiblc salva congruitate. This fact, togctl~crwith the vicws we
have reached concerning lists, guides us to a full acceptance of
Frcgc's view about rcfcrring phrases (cf. section 41). Wc should
read "F(every A)" and "F(somc A)" as got by attaching thc
different predicates "F(evcry -)"
and "F(son1e -)"
to "A",
not by attaching the predicable "F( )" to two different quasi
subjects "every A" and "some A", which refer to the things called
"A" in two different ways. For "A" refers, as the list " a , , a 2 , . . ."
refers, to things called "A"; and just as it was unnecessary to
assume different modes of reference for the list, so this assumption is unnecessary as regards the general term.
O n the other hand, we shall disagree with Frege on another
issue. Frege denied that a general term "A" ever rcferred to the
individual things called "A"; the rcfcrcrice of a gcncral tcrm was
Begrif% a concept. It
always to something nonindividual-a
would take us too far to discuss Frege's doctrine of Begriffe, on
which I have written more than once; it is enough to remark here
that for Frcgc it would bc logically impossible that a univocal
prcdicatc should be significantly prcdicable both of an individual
thing and of a Begriff Now if for the sake of argument we accept
this, then it follows that, for example, "an assisfant" in "Only an
assistant can have taken the ruby" does not stand for a Begriff; for
"Only -can
have taken the ruby" is significantly predicable of
an individual, say Bill; and when we come to state the truthconditions of an cxclusive proposition, wc shall find that this
possi1)ility of predication is not duc to any equivocal usc of words.
The defect in Frege's reasoning, it appears to me, was his

'Cf. c.g. A q r ~ i n ; ~[;I,~ ,q . I 3, .wt. 12. Icor thc tcrl~rs"suppositlrnl" ; ~ n d",lature" as used hcrc, cf. la, q. 29, art. 4, ad 111171.
4 A q ~ ~ i n ala,
s , q. 3 1 , arts. 3, 4.
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the sea" genuinely occurs in the proposition, but not as its predicate. Still, it is all right to say that "some" shows how "swims in the sea" latches on to "fish".

self-contradictory. Only the sort of sophistical persuasion that
makes students swallow the fallacies commonly employed to introduce the null class could make logicians blind to this contradiction.
Faced with these difficulties, some philosophers have ruled
that if an empty general term occurs in subject position, then no
predication at all, true or false, has been made: a ruling similar to
the line I have taken about ostensible proper names that turn out
to be vacuous. This ruling, however, does not work out very
happily. One would, I think, naturally wish to say that, since
there are no dragons, someone who says assertorically "I have a
sword that will kill any dragon" or "Most dragons are cannibals"
or "A dragon has just chased me down the road" has uttered a
falsehood, not merely failed to assert anything; at least, the circumstances in which one would count him as not having uttered
a falsehood when he said one of these things in an assertoric way
are like the circumstances in which one might count a man as
not having uttered a falsehood in saying "The Earth is flat"--e.g.
that this was part of a stage-play-and have nothing to do with the
emptiness of the term "dragon".
Let us consider the relation between an empty general term,
say "dragon", and an ostensible proper name tied to that general
term, say "Fafner". In their use outside propositions, to express
simple acts of identification and reidentification, "Fafner" and
"dragon" are on a level: "Fafner . . . Fafner . . . Fafner again"
could be correctly used for simple naming of a present object only
if "dragon . . . the same dragon. . . the same dragon again" could
be so used-and in fact neither word can thus be correctly used.
We might suppose, then, that the same held good for the use of
these words in subject position. Surely the uses of "Fafner. . . Fafner. . . Fafner. . ." in acts of identification and
reidentification and in telling a story are related in just the same
way as are the uses of "dragon. . . the same dragon. . . the same
dragon. . ." for these two purposes (cf. section 34). And since the
identification and reidentification supposed would be incorrect,
does it not follow, as regards the use of either word in subject
position, that the predication attempted is simply of no effect-as
one neither hits nor misses if there is no target?

106. We now have to consider propositions with a subject-term
"A" that cannot be replaced by a list of things called "A".
There are several distinct cases here. First, there may be no
such thing as As. Secondly, the As may be finite in number but
may chance not to have been named in our language (cf. section
95). Finally, it may be in principle impossible to list all the As,
because the class of As is infinite like that of prime numbers or
open toward the future like that of cats.
In the case where the general term "A" is empty, our previous
way of stating truth-conditions has no natural extension. The
ideas of conjunction and disjunction are easily extended from the
case of several propositions to the case of one, because we can
form the conjunction or disjunction of a proposition with itself,
which is of course simply equivalent to the proposition. But
where we have no propositions to start with, we cannot form a
disjunction or conjunction. And so if there are no As we cannot
state the truth-conditions of a proposition "F("A)" in terms of
some truth-function of singular propositions "F(a,,)", where
"a,, " is a proper name corresponding to a correct usc of "the same
A"; for no ol~jcctwill Ile idcntifial~leand reidcntifial~leas the
same A, so thcre will be no such proper names and no such
singular propositions.
It might bc argr~cclt11;lt in this case the relevant class of propositions is null; and by appealing to the alleged properties of such a
class someone might try to show what truth-value a disjunction or
conjunction of its men~bcrswould have. But since a null class
has no members, there can exist no such disjunction or conjunction to have a truth-value. Admittedly, a proposition may have a
truth-value at a time when it does not physically exist; the proposition "No language exists" could be true only when it did not
physically exist. But it is another matter to suppose a truth-value
can be assigned to a proposition whose existence would involve a
contradiction; and the idea of a conjunction or disjunction where
there are no propositions to be conjoined or disjoined is plainly
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There is, however, a difference between "Fafner" and "dragon" in subject position. In using a word in a sentence as a propcr
name, onc claims the ability (or at least one claims acquaintance,
direct or indircct, with somebody who had thc ability) to identify
and reidentify an object under that namc. If wc supposc "Fafilcr"
to bc tied to "dragon", then, sincc thcrc arc n o dragons, this
claim as rcgards "Fafner" is unwarrantcd; and so predications
with "Fafner" as subject are only pseudo predications, and are
neither true nor false, being based on a presupposition that is not
fulfilled. But in using "dragon" as a subject of predication a
speaker does not claim that he or anyone else is or was able to
identify and reidentify an object under the style "dragon. . . the
samc dragon. . . the same dragon. . ."-he
claims only that
somebody would be able to identify a dragon if confronted with it;
and this claim may be warranted even if Nature grudges us dragons to identify.
It may be asked: Of what then are the predications made when
the subject is an empty general term? When an ostensible, but
really empty, proper name is used as a subject, the speaker (supposing him to be speaking seriously) literally does not know what
he is talking about. But not to know what-i.e. which individual
thing-you are talking about is no bar to the use of a gcneral term
as a subject of predication; to suppose otherwise is just part of the
confusions I have long since exposed-it goes with thinking, for
example, that "some man" refers to some man. We must indeed
say that, though the predicate is attached to a subject, there is not
a predication about anything if the subject in question is an
empty general term; and to be sure this goes against our natural
understanding of "predication". And we must of course not let
ourselves be deceived by the thought: if a predication which is not
about anything is about nothing, then it is about the null class,
the class denoted by "nothing". But if we reflect on the fact that
the use of a general term as subject of predication does not require any knowledge of which things that term names, we may
cease to think it requisite that we should know even that the term
docs name somcthing or othcr.
There appears, then, no decisive reason for denying a truthvaluc to propositions that contain an cmpty general tcrm in sub-

ject position. But we have thus far no dccisive reason on the other
side for allowing them truth-value. It might on the contrary be
said that our considcrations about "thc samc dragon" show only
that prcdications with "dragon" as subjcct havc scnsc, not that
they havc truth-valr~c.
'I'lic comllloliscnsc W;IY of de;lli~~g
wit11 tl~is11r0111e111 wol~ldI)c
to resort to charitable constrilction of the sentences that give risc
to the problem, so that they get assigned a truth-value whether
there are dragons or not. Notoriously there are no dragons; but it
was oncc uncertain whcther there are livc duck-billcd platypuses,
or whether rather the stuffed speci~nenswere artefacts like the
sailor's preserved mcrmaid; the legitimacy of the term "platypos"
should IIC madc indcpcndcnt of sucll mattcrs of fact. The ncccssary means are not hard to find. Whenever such a problem arises,
thc problematic tcmm is subordinate to somc tcrm that is ccrt;linly
not empty, c.g. "dragon" or "platypus" to "anin~al".Let us then,
in sentences where "dragon" or "platypus" occurs in secming
silbjcct position, replacc it by thc phrasc "animal that is a dragon
(platypus)", and then apply the technique previously explained
for climinating the rclative pronoun "that". This removes all
difficulties: the subject is now the nonernpty term "animal", and
is a dragon" or "is a platypus" may bc
the predicable "used in scntcnces without depriving them-of truth-value even if it
turns out to apply to nothing.
For example, "I have a sword that will kill any dragon" is
rewritten in the first place as "I have a sword, and it will kill any
animal that is a dragon"; a second use of our technique for
paraphrasing away relative clauses yields:

I have a sword; and any animal, if it is a dragon, that
sword will kill.
This will certainly havc a truth-value, given that one can be
assigned in general for "F(any animal)". O f course most animals
have no proper names and thus cannot be listed; but we shall see
immediatcly that this is no great difficl~ltyfor our theory.
There are many noncmpty readings of "A" for which we
cannot list the things callccl "A": they may havc no names in our
107.
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language, or they may be infinitely numerous, or the class of As
may be open toward the future. Our task is to stipulate truthconditions, for predications with "A" as subject, which give the
results already obtained whenever "A" is replaceable by a finite
list, but which do not require "A" to be thus replaceable. It is not
difficult to do this for the applicatives "some" and "any":

simple report would be interpretable. I suppose the way out for
those who require restricted Universes would be resort to a
many-sorted logic in which we have several Universes to play
around with. But the use of quite unrestricted
as
in Frege and Quine, looks likely to make life easier; and I see no
good reason to dismiss it as unintelligible. (I have indeed rejected
their account of how it relates to restricted quantification.)
I cannot see how to devise a similar generalized truthcondition for "F(most As)". There appear, indeed, to be essential
obstacles to such generalization. Consider the proposition "Most
odd numbers are composite". We might regard this as true, because there are ever wider gaps between prime numbers as we go
on in the series of odd numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . ; however, in view
of Euclid's proof that prime numbers never peter out altogether
in this series, the greater rarity of prime numbers than of composite ones among odd numbers depends on whether we take odd
numbers in order of magnitude or not; and no truth-condition for
"F(most As)" could well count as a generalization of the one that
works for listable As if it had to bring in some order in which the
As must be taken. This difficulty would not arise if we took
"F(most As)" to be true, when the As are denumerably infinite,
iff "F( )" is true of 'almost all' As in the mathematical sense of
the phrase-i.e. of all As except at most a finite number of As.
But if the class of As is open, I can see no plausible generalized
interpretation of "F(most As)".

"F(some A)" is true iff "F(a)" is true for some interpretation of "a" as a name of and for an A;
"F(any A)" is true iff "F(a)" is true for any interpretation
of "a" as a name of and for an A.
(These schematic conditions are of course to be applied to actiial
concrete examples by replacing the letter "A" with some actual
general term both within and outside the quotes.) It is easy to see
that these truth-conditions satisfy our requirements.
If we delete from the above truth-conditions for "F(so~ncA)"
and "F(any A)" the restriction to proper names of and for an A,
we obtain truth-conditions for "For some x,F(x)" and "For any
x,F(x)" respectively--cf. section 95. We thus have what we have
long been seeking: a clear view of the relation between the
applicatives "any7' and "some" and the corresponding "thing" pronouns. For if "F( )" is Shakespearean, then "For
some x, F(x)" and "For any x, F(x)" may be read as "F(something or other)" and "F(anything)" respectively.
Some logicians profess themselves unable to understand absolutely unrestricted quantification: they hold that quantification is
intelligible only within a restricted Universe of Discourse, where
the identity of the individuals is given once for all. But on the one
hand, identity is unintelligible apart from a criterion of identity,
and on the other hand there may be no one criterion of identity
that fits all the individuals we wish to discourse about. Suppose
our old friend Lord Newriche had a row at the Heralds' College,
so that someone reporting what happened said "Lord Newriche
struck Bluemantle" or "A man struck one of the heralds". There
is no one criterion of identity for men and for heralds; a herald
like Bluemantle has not even spatio-temporal continuity over the
years; "the same material object" of course supplies no definite
criterion. So there would be no one Universe within which this

108. As regards "F(only (an) A)" only the sort of generalized
truth-conditions just given for "F(some A)" and "F(any A)" can
be given at all; for even where the As can be listed, no truthcondition for "F(only (an) A)" can be given by specifying a
truth-function of predications about the several As: e.g., even if
only Bill and Joe are assistants, the truth-condition of "Only an
assistant had opportunity to steal the ruby" cannot be given by
specifying a truth-function of predications about Bill and Joe
severally. It is, however, not too difficult to state a generalized
truth-condition:
"F(only 8 ) " is true iff no interpretation of "x" as a proper
name makes "F(x)" true unless "x" names something
that is named in or by "8".
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I have here used an upper-case Greek letter as a schematic rcpresentation indifferently of a proper name, or of a list, or of a
substantival general term; that is also my reason for writing
"named in or by" rather than "named by", for an object is named
it7 a list rather than by a list. This account agrees with what
Aquinas long ago stated to be the role of "only": that it cxcludes
'every other object' (suppositurn) from sharing in thc
predicate5-sc.
every object that is not named by or in the
subject-term. 'The predicate' would of course be "F( )", not
"F(only -)".
Mcdieval logicians were greatly interested in exclusive propositions, but their treatment of then1 was on the whole superficial.
This comes out in their having generally accepted the idea that
exclusive propositions were exponible as conjunctions"Socrates alone is wise", say, as "Socrates is wise and nobody
besides (other than) Socrates is wise", and "An animal alone can
bray" as "Some animal can bray and nothing besides an animal
can bray7'. Aquinas gives this view of the contemporary logicians,
in the article just cited. But in any such case thc exclusive force
that distinguishes this class of
belongs entirely to the
of exclusive proposecond conjunct; thc allegcd cxponil~ilit~
sitions thus throws no light on their distinctive character.
It is formally much morc convenient to treat thc exclusive
proposition as having precisely the exclusive force of its supposed
second component, and not to read "F(on1y 8 ) " as implying
"F(some 8 ) " (i.e., in the degenerate case where "8" is taken to
be a single proper name, as implying "F(8)"). This is the way I
intended my generalized truth-condition for "F(only 8)" to be
read. "F(on1y 8 ) " will thus be true when "F( )" is true of
nothing at all; for "F(x)" will then not be true for any interpretation of "x" as a proper name, let alone its being true for some
interpretation in which "x" names something not named in or by
"8".If the force of the exclusive proposition is to exclude everything other than what is named in or by thc subject-term from
'sharing in the predicate', that is no reason for reading in an
implication that something named by the subject-term does

'sharc in the predicate'; and wc certainly cannot excludc from our
logic prcdicables that are not true of anything.
Exclusive propositions have some theoretical interest. In putting "only" or "alone" together with "every" and "no", Aquinas
took a dccisivc step. It is easy enough to think that "all men",
"most men", "son~cmen", are rcspcctively used to refer to all
men, most men, and some men; it is mcrcly crazy to suppose that
"no man" refers to no men and "mcn alone" to men who are
alone, and this considcration may hclp people to see through thc
illusion. Even the more subtlc medieval theory that the applicativcs have the role of showing diffcrcnt modes of rcferencc will
not fit eithcr "no" or "alone"; "no" might be cxplaincd away
perhaps, as a misleading linguistic fusion of "any" with a negation got out of what is being predicated of any so-and-so ("No
phoenix is mortal" = "Any phoenix is immortal"), but "alone"
resists any such explanation. Aquinas7snaive-secming statement,
which I cited beforc, that these applicatives serve to show 'how
the prcdicatc goes wit11 t l ~ csuhjcct', is a philosophical thesis
whose valuc becomcs clear only through studying the various
miscarrying attcmpts to set rlp ;in altcnlativc tl~csis.Anotl~crinteresting feature of exclusive propositions, which comes out in
the gcncralizcd truth-condition, is that in a context "F(only
-)"
a single proper name or a list of proper names or a substantival general term may equally stand, salva congruitate: this
lends plausibility to the view, which I have been maintaining,
that when we get incongruities with other applicativcs from substituting, say, a list or a proper name for a general term, these are
only the result of inessential idioms.
A rclatcd form of proposition, which we may call the restricted
cxclusivc form, has some interest and importance, particularly
for thc analysis of other forms of proposition: we may state the
generalized truth-condition as follows:

$la, q.
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"Among thc As, F(on1y 8 ) " is true iff no interpretation of
"x" as a name of and for an A makes "F(x)" true unless
"x" namcs so~ncthingthat is namcd in or by "8".
Here too the truth-condition will be satisfied if "F(x)" docs not
comc out true for any interpretation of "x" as a name of and f;,r
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an A; the intended sense of a restricted exclusive proposition is
merely exclusive. "Anlong Lerians, only Prokles is good" will
thus not imply "Prokles the Lerian is good"; it will on the contrary be compatible (as the epigram of Phokylides, from which I
borrowed this example, insinuates) with "All Lerians without
exception are bad".
Once we have unrestricted and restricted exclusive propositions, we can use their logical forms to analyze other propositions. For example, "No other mountain is as high as Everest"
may be analyzed as:
(6) Among mountains only Everest is as high as Everest
and "No two men have broken tlie bank at Monte Carlo" as:
(7) (As regards) any man either (lie) has not broken, or among
men (he) alone has broken, the bank at Monte Carlo.
In section 74 we encountered a difficulty about the use of
applicatives; with 'definable' substantival terms: since relative
clauses have to be differently paraphrased away in different cases,
there is no r~niformrelation Ixtwcen "f("(A tliat is P))" and
' I f ( " A')" when "A"' is explained as "A that is P". In part this
difficulty belongs to the way things are and we ought not to try to
overcome it; for example, if tlic asterisk stands in for the applicativc "only", "f(only an A that is P)" will have different truthconditions from "f(only an A')", namely those of "As regards
an(y) A, f(that A) only if it is P"--cf. section 72. We can liowcvcr now r~sctlic tlicory of rcstrictctl cxclr~sivcpropositio~lsto give
a uniform account of tlie relation between these forms wherever
the applicative is of the dictum de omni kind.
For any such applicative, given that some A is P, "f("At)",
with "A"' thus explained, and "f(*(A that is P))" will alike come
out true iff:
(8) Every 8 is P, and among the As only (one of) 8 is P, and
f(*@)
comes out true for some uniform reading of the thetas, as replacing a proper name, or list of proper names, of and for As; or else
as replacenlent for a substantival term fitting the criterion of
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identity for the same A, such as the term "A'" is being supposed
to be. So all that we need further is to introduce a quantifier "for
some As, say 8"that could be prefixed to (8) so as to turn the
thetas into bound variables. In fact we explain this quantifier as
follows:
(9) "For some As, say 8 , F(8)" is true iff "F(8)" comes out
true for some interpretation of "8" as a (possibly
single-item) list whose items are proper names of and
for As or else as a substantival term fitting the criterion
of identity for the same A.

I must emphasize that this truth-condition for the use of the
quantifier must not be taken to imply that we already have in our
language such a list or substantival term. (Cf. what I said about
the quantifier "for some x" in section 95).
Obviously, what I have just expounded is an extremely artificial way of construing sentences of the form "f(A that is P))", and
as an account of their syntax it would be inadmissible. But our
problem was one of semantics, not syntax: it looked as though,
"A'" being explained as "A that is P", there were no uniform
connection between the truth-conditions of "f(* A')" and "f("(A
that is P))". This difficulty is now removed; and the style of
quantifier employed in removing it, explained in (g), would be
useful for further developing the logic of lists.
One of the applicatives to which the above account is suitable
is "almost every" or "most". If we are concerned merely with
giving ;I syntactically satisfactory account of the form "Most As
tliat arc P are Q" (with getting rid of the relative clause, as our
theory requires should be feasible) then our task is easy. "Most"
means "more than not": so we may first turn "Most As that are P
are Q" into "More As that are P are Q than are not Q", and then
turn this into "More As are both P and Q than are P but not Q".
Further discussion of the logic of "most" and "more" lies beyond
the purpose of this book.
109. Instead of (6) and (7) we might have considered alternative
analyses, bringing in the pronouns "the same" and "other" rather
than "only". "No otlxer mountain is as high as Everest" might
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havc I~cenanalyzed thus:
( l o ) Any mountain cither is not as hi611 as Everest or is the
same mountain as Everest
which is not a silly way of putting it, for from this together with
"Gaurisanker is a mountain as high as Evcrest" onc may infer
"Gaurisanker is the same mountain as Everest", a nontrivial conclusion. (An cxplorcr, observing from an unfamiliar viewpoint the
mountain locally known as Gaurisankcr, night lncasurc the
height of Gaurisanker and so be led to this conclusion.) It is no
matter that the conclusion would be false; a logical example need
not be true. This seems to be forgotten sometimes, so I spell it
out.
Similarly, "Just onc man has broken thc bank at Montc Carlo"
might be analyzed as:
(1 1) Any man eithcr did not brcak the bank at Montc Carlo or,
if any mall did break the bank at Montc Carlo, is tlic
same man as he.

I havc used "the same" in (8) and (g), but might cqually have
used "another":
(12) No mountain both is as high as Everest and is another
mountain than Everest.
(13) If any man broke the bank at Monte Carlo, then no nian
both broke the bank at Monte Carlo and is another
man than he.
"The same A" and "another A" can obviously be defined in
terms of each other: "x is the same A as y" as "x is an A and y is
an A and x is not another A than y", and "x is another A than y"
as "x is an A and y is an A and x is not the same A as y". The
relation between this pair of pronouns and "only" is one that we
cannot yet state precisely. It would be easy to state it if we might
analyze "is the same A as" into "is an A and is the same as"; but
we have rejected this analysis.
How in fact are we to deal with "the same A" and its relation to
the general term "A"? We must distinguish two kinds of use of
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"the same A": subject-IISC,and predicativc use as part of the
two-place predicable "is the samc A as". Subject-uses of "the
same A" go to signify that a number of predicables arc supposed
to hold all together of sornc individual for which thc common
name "A" stands. Continued and repeated use of a name does
indeed involve a criterion of idcntity, but this is not a prol~lemof
syntax; in a regimented languagc there could simply be repetition
of a variable "x" bound to a qlrantificr that was rcstrictcd by usc of
tile namc "A". E.g. for "Socratcs kicked a dog and thc (same) dog
bit Plato" we might have "For some dog x, Socrates kicked x and
x bit Plato". T h e relevant identity shows (zeigt sich, as Wittgenstein says) in the repetition of the variable; no identity predicable
is needcd.
Lct us now consider "is the samc A as". We quickly scc that " a
is the samc A as b" is not to be cxplaincd as meaning "There is
somc A that a is and tliat b also is", i.c. as:
(14) 'I'hcrc is somc A, say z, sucli tirat a is z ant] b is z.
Fornlula (14) would bc true ~ f fsome intcrprctation of "z" as a
proper namc of an A madc " a is z" and " b is z" both truc. But
these cannot be read as predications of "z" if "z" is read as a
proper name; r;ithcr, "is z" rnl~stIIC constrl~cclas "is tlrc same as
z". Is the samc what as z ? Plainly, thc same A as z-and we arc
back where wc began.
However, we can offer "is the sarnc A as something" to analyzc
away the predicative use, "is an A", of a substantival general
term. For our using the exprcssion "is the same A as" requires
"A" to be construed as such a term, and in that case a thing is an
A iff it is the same A as something or other; and there is no risk of
a vicious circlc, just bccause "is the same A as" docs not admit of
the analysis "is an A and is the same as", which would leave "is
an A" again on our hands. T h e substantival general term thus no
longer even appears to be characterized by an ability to bridge the
gulf between names and predicablcs; if we eliminate "is an A" in
this way, the term "A" will occur only either in subject positions
or as forming a part of "is the samc A as", which is a two-place
~redicablewith various important logical properties (e.g. reflexiveness, symmetry, and transitiveness).
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In counting we go by such equivalence relations. For example,
"HOWmany cats?" means "How many different, distinct, cats?";
and "x and y are different cats" means "x is a cat and y is a cat
and x is not the same cat as y"; and here the one-place predicable
"
is a cat" must itself be explained in terms of "is the same
is the same cat as something (or other)".
cat as", namely as "To borrow a word from Quine, the one-place predicable is a
derelativization of the two-place predicable, just as "is a
is
father" is derived by the same logical procedure from "father of -".
W e are tempted by our vernacular to think that in such cases
the two-place predicable is derived by some procedure from the
one-place predicable. But if "A" stands in for some term of
kinship, like "father", "uncle", or "mother-in-law", there is no
is an
describable logical procedure that would get us from "is A of -";
the derivation has to go the other way,
A" to ""
is an A" bcing explained as "is A of somebody or
other". I remember finding in a logic book an exercise in which
the student was asked to construct 3 schema showing the validity
of the argument:

taken to show that some one logical procedure is performable on
substantival general terms to get these predicabIes.

Any mother is a parent; Jane is Mary's mother; ergo Jane
is Mary's parent.
Replacement of "mother" in the preniises by "mother-in-law" or
"grandmotl-rcr" immediately shows that this argume~ltis in fact
fallacious; to see why it is fallacious, we need to think of
"mother" and "parent" in the first premise as obtained by derelativization. There is not, logically speaking, a framework "is
o
f
" into which a kinship term may be inserted to make
a two-place predicable, e.g. "-is mother of -".
I am arguing that the same holds good concerning "is the
same -as -". We must not regard substantival general
terms as the kind of terms that can be inserted in this framework
to make a two-place predicable; rather, if "A" is such a term,
"
is an A" is exponible by "is the same A as something
or other". T h e common verbal pattern of these two-place predicables hints at their shared logical properties, but must not be

How is "is the same A as -"
related to a proper
1 lo.
name for an A? T o attack this problem, I shall first set forth a
paradox that I developed from a sophisma of William of Sherwood.
T h e fat cat sat on the mat. There was just one cat on the mat.
T h e cat's name was "Tibbles": "Tibbles" is moreover a name for
a cat.-This simple story leads us into difficulties if we assume
that Tibbles is a normal cat. For a normal cat has at least 1,000
hairs. Like many empirical concepts, the concept (single) hair is
fuzzy at the edges; but it is reasonable to assume that we can
identify in Tibbles at least 1,000 of his parts each of which definitely is a single hair. I shall refer to these hairs as h,, h2,
h3, . . . up to h I.ooo.
Now let c be the largest continuous mass of feline tissue on the
mat. Then for any of our i ,000 cat-hairs, say h,, , there is a proper
part c,, of c which contains precisely all of c except the hair h,,;
and every such part c,, differs in a describable way both from any
other such part, say c,, , and from c as a whole. Moreover, fuzzy
as the concept cat may be, it is clear that not only is c a cat, but
also any part c,, is a cat: c,, would clearly be a cat were the hair h,,
plucked out, and we cannot reasonably suppose that plucking out
a hair generates a cat, so c,, must already have been a cat. So,
contrary to our story, there was not just one cat called "Tibbles"
sitting on the mat; there were at least 1,001 sitting there! Of
course this would involve a great deal of overlap and sharing of
organs among these 1,001 cats, but logic has nothing to say
against that; after all, it happens on a small scale between
Siamese twins.
All the same, this result is absurd. We simply do not speak of
cats, or use names of cats, in this way; nor is our ordinary practice
open to logical censure. I am indeed far from thinking that ordinary practice never is open to logical censure; but I do not believe
our ordinary use of proper names and count nouns is so radically
at fault as this conclusion would imply.
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Everything falls into place if we realize that the number of cats
on the mat is the numbcr of different cats on the mat; and CIS,
c ~ ~ !and
, , c arc not three different cats, they are one and the same
cat. Though none of these 1,001 lumps of feline tissue is the
same lump of fcline tissue as another, each is the same cat as any
other: each of them, then, is a cat, but there is only one cat on
the mat, and our original story stands.
~ ) "again
,
the
Thus each one of the names " c l , c2, . . . c ~ , , ) ~ ,or
name "c", is a name of a cat; but none of these 1,001 nanies is a
name for a cat, as "Tibbles" is. By virtue of its sense "Til~l>lcs"is
a namc, not for one and the same thing (in fact, to say that would
really be to say nothing at all), but for one and the same cat. This
name for a cat has reference, and it names the one and only cat
on the mat; but just on that account "Tibbles" names, as a shared
name, both c itself and any of the smaller masses of feline tissue
like c12and c2,!); for a11 of these are onc and the same cat, though
not one and tlic sarnc mass of feline tissue. "Tibblcs" is not a
namc for a mass of feline tissue.
So we recover the truth of the simple story we began with. The
is the same cat as -"
price to pay is that we must regard "as expressing only a certain equivalence relation, not an absolute
identity restricted to cats; but this price, I have elsewhere argued,
~ n i ~be
s t paid anyhow, for there is no such absolute identity as
logicians have assumed.
Moreover (slow as I have been to see this) we find ourselves
committed to the view of the Polish logician LeSniewski about the
category of names: that logic can and must avoid assi~minga
syntactical category of proper names. There is a syntactical category of names, but whether a name is a proper name or a shared
name is a matter not of syntax but of semantics; and in any event
wc must say that what a name's sense restricts it to is not being a
name for one and the sa~iicthing, but rather, for one and thc
same A. As we have seen, a proper name for an A may be a
shared name of several Bs, given that each of these Bs is the same
A as any of the others.
Let us take another look at an earlier example of ours: proper
names for heralds. Let us pretend that "Hilary Handel" is a name
of and for a man, and (with acknowlcdgnient to the late Ian

Fleming) that "Sable Basilisk7'is a name of and for a herald. At a
given point of tinie tlie man Hilary Handcl is a herald, in fact he
is (the same herald as) thc herald Sable Basilisk; conversely, at the
sanic point of time the herald Sable Basilisk is a nian, in fact he is
(the same man as) thc man Hilary Handcl. When Hilary Handel
is a herald, "Hilary Handel" is a name of a herald; but "the same
herald" does not give us the criterion of identity that is built into
the sensc of "Hilary Handel", so this is not a name for a herald.
Conversely, "Sable Basilisk is regularly a namc of some man or
other, of Hilary Handcl, say, at the moment; but bccat~sc"the
same man" docs not give us the criterion of idcntity that is built
into the sense of "Sable Basilisk", this is not a namc for a man.
O n e and the same nian, say Hilary Handel, may at diffcrcnt
times be (be the sanie herald as) different heralds: conversely, one
and the same licrald, say Sable Basilisk, rnay at different timcs be
(bc the same man as) diffcrcnt mcn. Tlic rclation bctwcen proper
namcs for heralds and for men, and bctwccn tlic gcncral tcrms
"l~crald" and "man", is thus quite symmetrical: I could have
brought out this syrnmctry by furthc'r elaborating tlic example in
section 91, which did not exploit any logical difference bctwcen
"man" and "herald". It is of no concern to logic that "man" is a
substance term and "herald" is not: this is as little relevant as that
God no doubt cares more for men than for heralds.
If wc drop the syntactical category distinction between proper
and shared nanies, this rules out a line of thought I followed in
earlier editions of this book. I followed Frege in disallowing
cnil~typroper nanics, 1 ~ 1I tallowed as namcs empty sribstantival
terms likc "dragon". If, as I have argued, a propcr name (for an
A ) can be a shared narnc (of several Bs, simultancoi~slyo r succcssivcly), then this linc becomes untcnablc: and so I reject empty
namcs altogether. Whcrc this use of cnipty common namcs
sectns to occur, wc necd not Iiarshly dismiss discourse as truth~~alueless,
but may resort to charitable construction as in section
106.
When used as a namc, "cat" is a name of each cat, impartially
and distributively; but it is not a name for a cat, except in tlie
cases, discussed in sections 32 and 34, where it stands in
grammatical apposition to a demonstrative. (There is a similar
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case, which I neglected to mention there, when a common noun
is being used pro hac vice as a proper nanle of an object of the
appropriate kind: in sentences like "Doctor"-or "Nursew-"will
be with you in a minute", "Cook was insolent to Mother today",
"Doctor", "Nurse", "Cook", and "Mother" are used as ad hoc
proper names of a particular doctor, nurse, cook, or mother.)
When a name for a cat is used twice over, the implication is that
we are referring to one and the samc cat (apart from accidental
homonymy); but there is no such implication when "cat" is used
twice over as a name. T h e connection of "cat" used as a name
is the same cat as -"
is less direct than the connecwith "tion a name for a cat has: it comes out, for example, in the fact
that if there were a finite class of cats, all of them bearing proper
names, then "cat" used as a name would be rcplaceable salva
veritate by a list of names each corresponding to the criterion of
identity given in "the same cat".
I have left to the last one troublesome unsolved problem. If a
name "a" is a shared name, a predicable "F( )" may be true of
one thing called "a" and false of another: what then is the truthcondition for "F(a)"?As we have now seen, this problem arises
for what wor~ldordinarily count as propcr names, e.g. the propcr
name "Tibbles" in regard to the predicable "has hair h27, as a
part". For a regimented language, with a definite and unexpandable vocabulary of primitive predicables, it is not difficult to give
recursive truth-conditions such that there is no danger to consistency arising over this; but I have thus far found no solution with
thc neatness that ought to charactcrizc logic. So 1 leave this as a
prol>lc~nfor the reader.

Appendix

T h e letters used in Chapter One may occur both in 'subject'
and in 'predicate' position; e.g., the two schemata "Every S is P"
and "Every P is "S" would admit of the same readings of "S" and
"P". This sort of schema is of course quite acceptable to supporters of traditional logic, since they are committed to the notion of
a 'term' which can fill the role of subject or predicate equally well
without change of sense. But I have argued in Chapter Two that
this notion of 'terms' is incoherent. How then does it lie in my
mouth even to discuss, let alone to affirm, the validity or invalidity of argument-schemata whose interpretation would require
shift of a 'tcrm' bctwcen subject and predicate rolc? Ought I not
rather to have dismissed such use of schematic letters as nonsensical? As Frege said, logic cannot utilize nonsense but only
characterize nonsense as such.
It is in fact easy to escape from this trap. T h e categoricals
represented by the schemata in Chapter One may be supposed to
apply within a restricted Universe of Discourse (see section 107).
Let us suppose, as in Lewis Carroll's logical writings, that the
Universe is delimited by some general term such as "cat" or
"cake", which gives the criterion for identifying members of the
Universc and the sense of counting them; let " U p stand in for this

general term. T h e n "Evcry S is P" may be spelled out as "Evcry
U that is-S is-P"; licrc " U " is a sharcd name, 11i1t "is-S" and
"is-P" stand in for predicables that apply or fail to apply to any
given U. Similarly "Most M N s are A" in section 1 3 may be
spelled out thus: "Almost every U that is-M and is-N is-A",
wit11 use of " a l ~ i ~ o every",
st
as in scction 36, in place of "most".
(The prcdicablcs thus represented of course need not contain an
"is".) No problem about an expression's playing now a subject,
now a predicate, role even seems to arise any longer; and nly
refiitations of distribution theory go over without my having
needed to use, eve11provisionally, schemata that make sense only
if tlierc arc 'tcrn~s'as traditionally understood.
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